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Abstract
Epigenetic memory mediated by Polycomb group (PcG) proteins must be main-
tained during cell division, but must also be flexible to allow cell fate transi-
tions. Furthermore, it is important to study these cell fate transitions in vivo,
in well defined lineages, as they can provide the best understanding of PcG
memory and plasticity abilities. Here I quantify endogenous concentrations
and dynamic chromatin binding properties of PH::GFP, PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1,
GFP::PHO, and GFP::E(Z) in living Drosophila in two cell types that undergo
defined differentiation and mitosis events. Quantitative FRAP analysis demon-
strates that PcG binding has a higher plasticity in stem cells than in more deter-
mined cells, and identifies a fraction of PRC1 proteins that binds mitotic chro-
matin with up to 300 fold longer residence times than in interphase. Mathe-
matical modeling examines which parameters best distinguish stem cells from
differentiated cells and predicts an accelerated dissociation of Polycomb from
mitotic chromatin in SOPs compared to neuroblasts. I identify mitotic phos-
phorylation of histone H3 at serine 28 as a potential mechanism that provides
a cell-type specific acceleration of the extent and rate of mitotic Polycomb dis-
sociation. Moreover, I identify Absent, Small or Homeotic discs 1 (ASH1) and
the tandem kinase JIL-1 as modifiers of Polycomb kinetic properties in larval
neuroblasts.
In summary these findings suggest that the regulation of the kinetic properties
of PcG-chromatin binding is an essential factor in the choice between stability
and flexibility in the establishment of cell identities.
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Zusammenfassung
Proteine der Polycomb Gruppe (PcG) vermitteln ein epigenetisches Geda¨chtnis,
welches bei der Zellteilung aufrechterhalten werden muss. Andererseits muss
es flexibel sein, um bei der Differenzierung den U¨bergang zwischen unter-
schiedlichen Zelltypen zu ermo¨glichen. Es ist von großer Bedeutung, diese
U¨berga¨nge in definierten Zelltypen und in vivo zu analysieren, um so sowohl
ein besseres Versta¨ndnis des durch PcG Proteine vermittelten Geda¨chtnisses,
als auch der Plastizita¨t zu erlangen. In der vorliegenden Studie habe ich
endogene Konzentrationen und Eigenschaften der dynamischen Bindung an
Chromatin von PH::GFP, PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO und GFP::E(Z) quan-
tifiziert. Die Untersuchungen wurden in zwei unterschiedlichen Zelltypen
lebender Fruchtfliegen durchgefu¨hrt, welche exakt definierte Differenzierungs-
und Zellteilungsprozesse durchlaufen. Quantitative Analysen mittels FRAP
demonstrieren, dass die Bindung von PcG Proteinen eine ho¨here Plastizita¨t
in Stammzellen gegenu¨ber sta¨rker determinierten Zellen aufweist und iden-
tifizieren daru¨ber hinaus eine Fraktion von PRC1, welche wa¨hrend der Mitose
mit einer 300-fach la¨ngeren Residenzzeit an Chromatin bindet als in Interphase.
Untersuchungen mittels mathematischer Modellierung zeigen, welche Param-
eter Stammzellen am besten von differenzierten Zellen unterscheiden und
sagen eine schnellere Dissoziation von Polycomb von mitotischem Chromatin
in SOPs als in Neuroblasten vorher. Ich identifiziere die Phosphorylierung von
Serin 28 in Histon H3 wa¨hrend der Mitose als einen mo¨glichen Mechanismus
fu¨r das zellspezifische Ausmaßund die Geschwindigkeit der Dissoziation von
Polycomb wa¨hrend der Mitose. Daru¨ber hinaus zeige ich, dass Absent, Small
or Homeotic discs 1 (ASH1) und die Tandemkinase JIL-1 die kinetischen Eigen-
schaften von Polycomb in larvalen Neuroblasten entscheidend beeinflussen.
Zusammengefasst lassen die hier beschriebenen Ergebnisse die Hypothese zu,
dass bei der Etablierung von Zellidentita¨ten die Regulation der kinetischen
Eigenschaften der Bindung von PcG Proteinen an Chromatin ein essenzieller
Faktor fu¨r die Entscheidung zwischen Stabilita¨t und Flexibilita¨t ist.
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1Introduction
Epigenetic phenomena are changes in gene expression that are heritable
through cell division, that do not depend on changes in DNA sequence and
that occur in the absence of the transcription factors that initially set the expres-
sion state [1]. The Polycomb (PcG) and Trithorax Group (TrxG) proteins, which
maintain the transcriptional inactive and active states of gene expression, are
main epigenetic actors in fundamental processes, such as signaling, differen-
tiation and proliferation, that provide cellular memory and flexibility during
development [2].
1.1 PcG proteins as elements of stability and flexi-
bility
1.1.1 History of Polycomb research
Polycomb Group (PcG) proteins were first identified in the 1940s, when muta-
tions of these proteins were shown to lead to the development of ectopic sex
combs on the 2nd and 3rd leg of Drosophila melanogaster (reviewed in [3]). Later,
these mutations were mapped to the genes Polycomb (Pc) and extra sex combs
(esc) and the extra sex combs phenotype was linked to a derepression of Hox
genes [4]. In the 1980s, a group of counteracting proteins, named Trithorax
group proteins (TrxG) was discovered. Mutations in these proteins were able
to abolish the extra sex combs phenotype caused by polycomb mutations, due
to a down regulation of Hox gene activity (reviewed in [3]). In the following
years many proteins have been uncovered as belonging to one or both of these
groups, and revealed the PcG/TrxG proteins as an evolutionarily conserved
group of transcriptional regulators present across the eukaryotic domain (re-
viewed in [2, 5]).
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1.1.2 PcG protein complexes
PcG and TrxG proteins are well conserved between flies and mammals, where
it is usual to find more than one homolog for each PcG protein (reviewed in
[2, 5]). Furthermore, the complexes in which these proteins are organised, are
also conserved. PcG protein complexes are listed in Table 1.1. In the following
paragraphs I give a brief description of the biochemical properties of the PcG
complex members found in flies and in mammals.
Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 (PRC1)
Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 (PRC1) was first identified by biochemical pu-
rification in Drosophila S2 cells and in human HeLa cells as a 1–2MDa protein
complex that encompasses four main proteins (indicated with their fly names):
Polycomb (PC), Polyhomeotic (PH), Posterior Sex Combs (PSC), and Sex Combs
Extra (SCE or dRING) [6, 7]. Other proteins have been listed as associated with
these main PRC1 components [6, 8]. Moreover, there are recent reports that, in
mammals, there are six different PRC1.x complexes which have different com-
ponents and individual functions [9].
Polycomb is a chromodomain-containing protein, which is able to bind to the
tri-methylated lysine 27 of histone H3 (H3K27me3) with an in vitro affinity of
5µM [10]. This measured affinity is rather low when compared to nM range of
transcription factor affinities for their consensus sequence [11]. Nevertheless,
when compared to the affinity of the PC chromodomain to other chromatin
marks, it uncovers a specifity for H3K27me3 [10]. This specificity suggests that
PC is targeted to chromatin that has the H3K27me3 modification. However, this
model has been questioned by the observation that a recombinant HP1, whose
chromodomain has been replaced by the PC chromodomain, can be targeted to
ectopic loci that colocalise with PC loci in polytene chromosomes [12, 2]. How-
ever, also in polytene chromosomes, the colocalization of PC with H3K27me3
is not complete, suggesting that PC has other targeting strategies [13]. In mam-
mals, there are 5 homologs of PC (CBX2, CBX4, CBX6, CBX7 and CBX8). Al-
though they share a conserved chromodomain, the chromodomain of each of
these proteins has a different specificity [14]. CBX7 and CBX2 bind with similar
affinity H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 peptides, while CBX4 prefers the H3K9me3
peptide. CBX6 and CBX8 have low affinity (Kd) for both marks, which suggests
a different role for these proteins [14]. It has been shown that both of these
proteins do not form PRC1 complexes in embryonic stem (ES) cells [15]. In ad-
dition to histone methylation recognition, the PC homolog CBX4 has a SUMO
E3-ligase activity, which targets, among other proteins, E2F1 thereby regulating
12
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cell proliferation [16].
In the fly, the polyhomeotic gene is expressed as two isoforms: polyhomeotic distal
(ph-d) and polyhomeotic proximal (ph-p) [17]. PH is characterized by the presence
of a SAM domain which is involved in the formation of homotypic and het-
erotypic interactions with Sex Combs on Midleg (SCM) [18, 19]. Furthermore,
it has been shown that PH can be glycosylated by SXC/OGT (Super Sex Combs/
O-linked N-acetylGlucosamine Transferase) [20]. Recently, it as been reported that
PH is able to inhibit chromatin remodeling due to its overall positive charge
[21].
The Drosophila Posterior Sex Combs protein was identified as the main chro-
matin compactor and remodeling inhibitor of PRC1 [22]. It has a functional
homolog, Su(Z)2 [23]. dRING contains a RING finger domain which is respon-
sible for histone H2AK119 monoubiquitination [24].
Other PRC1-associated proteins found are Zeste and SCM [6, 8]. SCM has been
described to interact with PH through its SAM domain and to be necessary for
PRC2 recruitment to the bxd genetic element [18, 19, 25]. Zeste is a DNA bind-
ing factor and it is thought that it adds sequence specificity to PRC1 targeting
[26].
CRASCH (Chromatin Associated Silencing Complex for Homeotics), a variant
of PRC1, has been identified in S2 cells. Besides PC and PH, it is composed
of the Histone DeAcetylase HDAC1 and the DNA binding protein Pipsqueak
(PSQ)[27, 28].
Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2)
A second complex of PcG proteins named Polycomb Repressive Complex 2
(PRC2) has been identified in flies and human cells [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. In
flies, PRC2 has a size of ∼600KDa to 1MDa, and is composed of Enhancer
of Zeste (E(Z)), Extra Sex Combs (ESC) and Supressor of Zeste 12 (Su(Z)12)
[29, 30, 31, 34]. As for PRC1, additional PRC2 components have been described
[29, 34]. Enhancer of Zeste is mostly defined by the presence of a SET domain,
responsible for the methylation of H3K27 [30, 31]. It has been recently shown
that the mammalian homolog, E(Z)H2, is able to methylate non-histone targets
[35]. E(Z) interacts via its N-terminal domain with the WD motif of the ESC
protein [36, 37]. The interaction between ESC and Su(Z)12 has been reported to
increase the ability of E(Z) to methylate H3K27 [30, 38].
Other proteins that have been identified as part of PRC2 complexes are the his-
tone binding protein p55, Polycomb-like (PCL) and RPD3 [29, 34].
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Table 1.1: Polycomb Group Proteins complexes. Known PcG protein complexes in
Drosophila and in mammals are described with each component in addition to known
enzymatic activities of each complex.
Complex Drosophila Mammals Activities
Polycomb Repressive
Complex 1 (PRC1)
PC CBX2, 4, 6, 7, 8 Binding of H3K27me3;
Ubiquitination of
H2A; Inhibition of
chromatin remodeling
PH PHC1 to 3
PSC PCGF1 to 6
dRING RING1A, RING1B
Polycomb Repressive
Complex 2 (PRC2)
E(Z) E(Z)H1 and E(Z)H2
Methylation of
H3K27me3; Binding to
H3K27me3
SU(Z)12 SU(Z)12
ESC EED1 to 4
PCL PCL1 to 3
p55 RBBP4, RBBP7
dRING Associated
Factors (dRAF)
PSC PCGF1 to 6 Ubiquitination of
H2A; H3K36 and K4
demethylation
dRING RING1A, RING1B
KDM2 KDM2B
PHO Repressive
Complex (PhoRC)
PHO YY1 DNA binding;
H3-methyl bindingdSFMBT SFMBT
Polycomb Repressive
Deubiquitinase (PR-DUB)
Calypso BAP1 Histone
deubiquitinationASX ASXL1
Other PcG complexes
Several other complexes, namely PhoRC, dRAF and PR-DUB, have been de-
scribed only in flies, although their components have mammalian homologs.
PhoRC, identified in embryonic extracts, is composed of Pleiohomeotic (PHO)
and Scm-related gene containing four MBT domains (dSFMBT) [39, 40]. Both
dSFMBT and its human homolog SFMBT recognise specifically mono- and
dimethylated histones H3K9 and H4K20 their MBT repeats [41, 42]. PHO is
a DNA binding protein, which in addition to its interaction to dSFMBT has
been reported to interact with PRC2 component E(Z) and PRC1 component PC
[43] and with the Trithorax Group protein Brahma [44].
dRAF (RING-Associated Factors) has PSC, SCE and Lysine (K)-specific
demethylase 2 (KDM2) as its core components [45]. It has been shown that
KDM2 is responsible for H3K36 demethylation and also essential for histone
ubiquitination and gene silencing [45].
The more recently discovered PR-DUB is composed of Calypso and Additional
Sex Combs (ASX) [46]. The reported activity of this complex is the deubiquiti-
nation of H2A [46]. Unexpectedly, the removal of this complex from Drosophila
tissues led to ectopic activation of Hox genes [46].
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Trithorax Group proteins
TrxG proteins identified to date have been found mainly involved in general
transcription regulation processes (reviewed in [47]). In flies, the few pro-
teins identified with specific polycomb-related roles are the Trithorax (TRX),
Absent, Small or Homeotic discs 1 and 2 (ASH1 and ASH2) proteins [48].
All these proteins are essential for H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 (TRX and ASH1
are histone methyltransferases, and ASH2 mutants have reduced amounts of
H3K4me3 in the genome), which are chromatin hallmarks of active transcrip-
tion [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54].
There are many TrxG protein complexes identified. These complexes share two
main functions: histone modification and ATP-dependent chromatin remodel-
ing (reviewed in [47]).
Summary
In summary, the biochemical identification of PcG and TrxG protein complexes
elucidates the complex interactions that exist between different PcG and TrxG
proteins. Moreover, it helps to understand how the different biochemical activ-
ities associated with each protein might work together. However, the PcG and
TrxG complexes identified have unique compositions that might depend on the
cell or fly tissue from which they were isolated as well on the techniques used
for the identification of their components. Therefore, the biochemical character-
ization of PcG complexes only gives a glimpse of the function of its components
in vivo, as the associations that these make in specific cell types might have an
impact in the balance of the PcG system.
1.1.3 Roles of PcG proteins in development
PcG proteins are essential in distinct stages of development of animals and
plants (reviewed in [55, 56]). In Drosophila null mutations of PcG proteins lead
to early death in embryogenesis (reviewed in [3]). A closer look at different
roles in single tissues of flies has shown that neuroblasts of the central nervous
system need PcG proteins for normal survival and that neuroblast lineage com-
petence is restricted by the action of PcG proteins [57, 58, 59]. Moreover, in
bristle sensory organs, the tight regulation of PcG gene levels is important for
the normal development [60, 61]. In many other tissues, such as the eye, PcG
proteins are essential for the regulation of several genes and normal tissue de-
velopment, demonstrating the need for the study of these proteins in in vivo
scenarios [62, 63, 64].
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1.1.4 Mechanisms of action
The Hox genes have so far provided paradigms for understanding PcG and
TrxG function. Here, the two groups of proteins act antagonistically, with PcG
proteins responsible for the maintenance of the silent state of the target genes,
and TrxG proteins mediating mechanisms important for the active state. Im-
portantly, they are able to perform these actions stably across cell generations
in the absence of the initiating transcription factors that initially set the target
gene transcription state (reviewed in [65]).
Recruitment of PcG proteins to target sites
PcG and TrxG proteins regulate their target genes via cis-regulatory DNA el-
ements that are termed Polycomb/Trithorax Response Elements (PRE/TREs)
(reviewed in [65]). The first identified PREs were found in the Bithorax com-
plex locus (BX-C). In a reporter construct, these elements are able to provide
silencing activity in a heritable fashion that depends on PcG and TrxG proteins
[66, 67, 68].
PREs are not defined by a common consensus sequence but by a combination
of multiple binding sites for various proteins [69]. These include the previ-
ously mentioned PHO, Zeste and PSQ, but also GAGA factor (GAF), Grainy-
head (Grh), Sp1/KLF and Dorsal switch Protein 1 (DSP1) (reviewed in [65, 70]).
Recruitment of vertebrate PcG proteins by DNA binding proteins is under de-
bate because only GAF and PHO have known homologues and their implica-
tion in PcG function is still under debate [71, 72, 73]. Other proteins have been
implicated in the global recruitment of PcG proteins such as the JARID2 protein
[74, 75, 76], REST [77], and core binding transcription factors [78].
Other models of recruitment of PcG proteins have been brought forward. Cur-
rently one the most favored hypotheses is the recruitment through histone
modifications. As stated above PC and several CBX proteins can recognise
specifically the H3K27me3 mark, thereby recruiting PRC1 as a whole [10]. It
has also been shown that PcG proteins overlap extensively with this mark in
polytene chromosomes [13] and ChIP experiments [79, 80, 81]. Furthermore, in
mammals, it has been reported that PRC2, which contains the histone methyl-
transferase E(Z)H2, can recognize the histone methyl mark H3K27me3 via in-
teraction of EED (ESC homolog) with modified chromatin during replication
[82, 83, 84].
Another mechanism for recruitment of PcG and TrxG proteins proposed the in-
teraction of these proteins with non coding RNAs (ncRNAs) (reviewed in [85].
It has been reported that ncRNAs arising from PREs can interact with TrxG
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proteins and PcG proteins, both in mammals and flies [86, 87, 88]. How this
specificity is defined is largely unknown.
Alternatively, the enrichment of CpG dinucleotides has been reported as pos-
sible mechanism to mark sites of PcG recruitment to mammalian chromatin
[73, 89], and this enrichment has been recently used to increase the prediction
accuracy of PREs in flies [90].
Silencing of genes by PcG proteins
How PcG proteins promote the silencing of the same genes to which they are re-
cruited remains an open question. Various models have been put forward, but
the most prominent ones include chromatin compaction, transcriptional paus-
ing, histone modification and reduced histone turnover.
Inhibition of chromatin remodeling and chromatin compaction have been
shown to be properties, in vitro and in vivo, of several PcG proteins [21, 22, 91,
92]. This might occlude binding sites or reduce the affinity of transcription fac-
tors to PcG regulated genes. However, since general transcription factors have
been shown to bind to PcG silenced promoters, it is not possible to exclude that
other mechanisms are used for PcG-mediated repression [93, 94].
PcG protein occupancy has been shown to correlate with RNA polymerase II
pausing or stalling [95, 96]. However, it is not clear if PcG proteins inhibit
RNA polymerase pausing [97] or if they are recruited by the small RNAs that
arise from these promotors [98]. It has been proposed that H2A ubiquitination
by RING1B inhibits transcription elongation, however it is not clear what is
the mechanism behind the polymerase perturbation [99, 100, 101]. One of the
models put forward is based on the reduction of the affinity of the chromatin
remodeling complex FACT for the H2A/H2B dimer, if H2A is ubiquitinated
[101]. This model is inconsistent with other observations that Hox loci in mouse
ES cells are able to be compacted and repressed by an enzymatically inactive
RING1B mutant, albeit in the absence of detectable H2A ubiquitination [91].
This report excludes the possibility that promoter stalling or inhibition of chro-
matin displacement by H2A ubiquitination is the sole mechanism responsible
for PcG silencing.
A longer standing idea is that histone modifications, like H3K27me3 which
correlate with a silenced state of a gene and H3K27 acetylation (H3K27ac),
H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 which correlate with the active state of a gene, are
responsible for the silencing or activating properties of PcG and TrxG proteins
[102]. While it is true that these modifications might regulate the recruitment
of PcG and TrxG proteins to target sites, it is still unclear how they can promote
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repression or activation. Moreover, it is becoming clearer that the proteins that
promote these histone modifications are acting also on non-histone proteins, as
it has been recently shown for E(Z)H2, which is able to promote silencing of
several genes through methylation of the cardiac transcription factor GATA4
[35]. It is possible that the biochemical activities that PcG proteins possess are
not directed towards histones, but instead towards transcription factors and
polymerase associated factors, which have a direct role on the regulation of the
efficiency of transcription.
Another attractive model of transcriptional repression is the reduction of his-
tone turnover in sites where PcG proteins bind compared to TrxG sites [103].
These slower dynamics might occlude more efficiently active DNA elements
that are covered by PcG proteins. It has been recently shown that a similar
mechanism is present during Drosophila heat shock, whereby repression of tran-
scriptional elongation is accompanied by a reduction in histone turnover [104].
1.1.5 Epigenetic action of PcG proteins
PcG proteins as described above are silencers of gene expression. However,
they differentiate from other proteins with the same role as they are able to pro-
mote this silencing across several cell generations, in the absence of the initial
silencing signal, in what is described as epigenetic memory [66, 67, 68].
This was first described for their action upon the Bithorax complex (BX-C)
PREs, where it has been shown that these DNA elements were able to maintain
the transcription level established by transcription factors at the gene promoter,
well after these transcription factors were no longer present [105, 106, 107]. Out-
side the Hox complexes, many other PREs have been identified in the Drosophila
genome [69, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112]. These DNA elements were able to repress
a reporter construct through the fly development, in a Polycomb-dependent
manner. Taken together, these results show that PcG proteins are responsible
for the stability of the transcriptional state of several genes, through their action
on PREs.
Further genome-wide studies have reported that PcG targets are not just a
handful, but are present in the range of hundreds targets in both flies [79, 80, 81]
and mammals [113, 114, 115]. These studies identified that many of the ad-
ditional PcG target genes regulate differentiation, signaling and transcription.
These suggested that PcG proteins regulate several differentiation pathways,
where they assure that several pro-differentiation genes are kept silenced in
undifferentiated cells. Upon differentiation, these genes would lose PcG silenc-
ing and proliferation genes would gain PcG binding and become silenced. This
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model has been validated for several genes, as PcG targets are gained and lost
upon neuronal differentiation of NT2/D1 [113] and ES cells [116].
Plasticity of PcG protein action has also been reported for flies. It has been
shown that PcG induced stability of transcription of the Hox genes can be mod-
ified. Silenced reporter genes carrying a PRE can be switched on in early devel-
opment, upon exogenous induction of transcription through the PRE, and this
altered state can then be memorized through several generations [106, 107].
Furthermore, genome-wide localisation of PcG proteins change during devel-
opment, providing a glimpse that PcG proteins do not always stably repress
their target genes [40, 117, 118, 119]. Taken together, these experiments show
that PcG proteins are able to maintain stability and flexibility of gene expres-
sion.
These observations lead to interesting questions of how PcG proteins are regu-
lated during differentiation, where flexibility of PcG action is vital, but also dur-
ing replication and cell division, where stability of transcriptional states have
to be maintained.
The behaviour of PcG proteins during replication has been studied in vivo and
in vitro. In vitro studies showed a remarkable tight association of the PRC1
complex to chromatin or DNA, suggesting that memory of a silenced state can
be directly transmitted by the PcG proteins [120]. Furthermore, in vivo stud-
ies, showed that PcG proteins associate during or immediately after replication
with chromatin [121]. In addition, the authors suggest that PcG proteins as well
as the histone mark H3K27me3 are deposited at the BX-C PREs during early
replication to ensure the transmission of epigenetic memory [121]. Additional
in vivo studies have been performed to study the transmission of H3K27me3
by PRC2. In human cells, it has been shown that PRC2 is able to bind the
H3K27me3 mark, and that EZ(H)2 colocalises with newly replicated chromatin
[82]. These findings suggest that upon replication and addition of new, un-
marked nucleosomes, PRC2 is able to bind neighbouring marked histones and
methylate the new histones assuring the transmission of the H3K27me3 mark
[82, 83].
A detailed description of how stability and flexibility is achieved through PcG
proteins during differentiation and mitosis will be addressed in the next sec-
tions.
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1.2 PcG protein regulation during differentiation
The regulation of PcG proteins during differentiation occurs at different levels.
PcG proteins are responsible for the regulation of different genes in several dif-
ferentiation pathways and the mechanism to achieve this regulation encompass
the action through different PcG protein complexes and also post-translational
regulation of single PcG proteins.
1.2.1 Genome-wide targeting of PcG proteins during differen-
tiation
In order to study PcG regulation during differentiation, several authors have
addressed the genome-wide positioning of several PcG proteins.
Comparison of Drosophila PcG protein binding sites in embryonic stages and in
larval stages has been performed both in flies and in cell culture, suggesting that
PcG proteins have an inherent flexibility for their target sites [40, 117, 118, 119].
Moreover, similar mammalian studies have been performed and have also
shown that PcG targets change during embryonic stem (ES) cell differentiation
to neuronal lineages [113, 114, 115, 116, 122]. In addition, it has been shown
that there is an increase in the number of PcG targets during differentiation,
also accompanied by DNA methylation [116].
How these changes happen has been addressed to a smaller extent. Differ-
entiation of skeletal muscle precursors and neuronal differentiation of human
embryonic terato-carcinoma cells, with the consequent alteration of PcG tar-
gets, requires the action of the MSK1 kinase [123, 124]. MSK1 is required for the
phosphorylation of H3S28 (H3S28p) [123, 125]. Upon phosphorylation of this
residue, PRC2 components, and to a lesser extent also the Polycomb homolog
CBX8, are displaced from chromatin [123, 125]. The use of a phospho-switch
to activate displacement appears to be a common mode of regulating binding
events of transcription regulators such as HP1 and TAF3 [126, 127, 128].
Although it is probable that chromatin post-translational modifications affect
the specifity and affinity of the interaction of PcG proteins with their target
sites, there is also evidence that this regulation occurs at the level of the PcG
proteins themselves and the complexes they form.
1.2.2 Different polycomb complexes in development
In addition to the core Polycomb Repressive complexes described in subsec-
tion 1.1.2, several additional proteins have been identified to contribute to the
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function of these complexes, thereby adding to the intricate regulation of PcG
proteins and their target genes.
The presence of the functional homologs of PSC, ESC and PHO in Drosophila,
as well as the large number of PcG protein homologs found in mammalian
genomes, already emphasizes the diversity that PcG complexes can have
[23, 129, 130]. Moreover, by ChIP analysis, it has been shown that there is not a
complete overlap of all PcG proteins of each main complex at each binding site,
underlining the presence of sub-complexes with probable individual functions
[80, 81, 131, 132]. In addition, the diverse phenotypes of PcG mutations in flies
and mammals also suggest the existence of PcG regulation through Polycomb
complex diversity [64, 133, 134, 135].
Notable examples of this type of regulation are the switch between a PRC2 con-
taining E(Z)H2 (PRC2-E(Z)H2) to a E(Z)H1 containing PRC2 (PRC2-E(Z)H1)
that is essential for normal skeletal muscle differentiation [124, 136]. Remark-
ably, the presence of a PRC2-E(Z)H1 complex can lead to the enhancement of
transcription elongation [136]. This result comes as a further surprise as PRC2-
E(Z)H1 had previously been shown to have overlapping repressive functions
with PRC2-E(Z)H2 in ESC [137, 138]. On the other hand, these authors reported
that the contribution of PRC2-E(Z)H1 to H3K27 methylation was small and that
PRC2-E(Z)H1 is able to promote chromatin condensation without its active SET
domain. Another example is the report of the different in vitro affinities for
histone methylation by PRC2, due to the incorporation of four different EED
isoforms [139, 140]. Interestingly, these isoforms are differentially expressed
during induced differentiation of ES cells [140]. In flies, studies of PRC2 report
complex diversity as ESC and ESC-like (ESCL) proteins are differently used
during Drosophila development [130, 141, 142]. It has been reported that ESC
was the main component of a functional PRC2 in embryonic tissues and ESCL
enlarges its role later in development [141, 142].
Recently complex diversity and complexity has been reported for PRC1 [9].
This comprehensive study of PRC1-like complexes in human cells, identified
six classes of PRC1 components that have in common the presence of RING1A
or RING1B and are distinguished by the presence of CBX proteins or RYBP
(RING1/YY1 Binding Protein) and the presence of one RING finger containing
protein (six paralogs, from which Bmi1 and Mel18 are the most known exam-
ples) [9]. These different complexes have different targets in the same cells in
addition to different H2A ubiquitination efficiencies [9]. In addition, it has been
reported that ES cells use only a subset of CBX proteins on PRC1 complexes and
that these are substituted upon ES cell differentiation [15].
Taken together, these results suggest that Polycomb complex diversity is a pow-
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erful mechanism of PcG regulation, due to its ability to influence targeting and
enzymatic properties.
1.2.3 Modification of PcG protein interactions
An additional layer of regulation for the action of PcG proteins arises from
post-translational modifications (PTMs) that these proteins are subject to. These
modifications can modify activity, stability and localization of PcG proteins.
It has been reported that stability of PRC2 can be enhanced by phosphoryla-
tion of its component ESC [143, 144]. Furthermore, a wide variety of PTMs has
been linked to changes in PcG protein activity. One report has linked the addi-
tion of N-acetylglucoseamine (GlcNAc) by the super sex comb encoded protein
Ogt to PH. This modification reduced the repression of PcG target genes with-
out changing the binding of these loci [20]. Recently, methylation of CBX4 by
suv39h has been shown to modulate interaction of CBX4 with different ncRNAs
and induce the intranuclear relocalisation and transcriptional regulation of sev-
eral target genes [35]. A common PTM encountered in regulation of PcG pro-
teins is phosphorylation. CBX2 has been reported to have an increased affinity
for H3K27me3 upon chromodomain residue phosphorylation, with a concomi-
tant reduction in H3K9me3 affinity [145]. An additional example of the com-
plex effect that phosphorylation can have on one protein is E(Z)H2 (reviewed
in [146]). Phosphorylation of E(Z)H2 by CDK1/2 kinases is cell cycle regulated
and can modify the ability of E(Z)H2 to interact with RNAs [147] in addition
to the recruitment to target sites, maintenance of H3K27me3 levels and PRC2
stability [148, 149]. Moreover, extrinsic signals can lead to phosphorylation of
E(Z)H2 by AKT, which results in reduced methyltransferase activity due to a
lower affinity of E(Z)H2 for histone H3 [150]. Furthermore, p38 is able to phos-
phorylate E(Z)H2 in satellite cells, thereby enhancing the interaction of E(Z)H2
with YY1 in order to repress the pax7 locus [151]. A different protein whose
activity is also regulated by phosphorylation is Bmi1, in which the addition of
a phospho group correlates with displacement from chromatin [152, 153]. Fur-
thermore, MEL18 can be phosphorylated by JNK kinases and directs RING1B
substrate specific [154]. Moreover, phosphorylation of the PHO homolog, YY1,
regulates its intracellular localisation in human cells. It has been reported that
PHO is able to shuttle to the cytoplasm during replication [155].
In addition to PHO, the localization of other PcG proteins has been reported
to be dynamically regulated through cell cycle or differentiation. It has been
reported that CBX2 is differently phosphorylated in mouse liver. The phospho-
rylated form is associated with nuclear localization, and with actively prolifer-
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ating cells after liver regeneration, while the non-phosphorylated form of CBX2
was only found in the cytoplasm of non-proliferating cells [156]. Additional ev-
idence for the regulation of PRC1 proteins has been found in the testis of flies.
There the localization to the nucleolar region depended on the expression of
testis-specific TATA-Binding-Protein Associated Factors during sperm matura-
tion [157]. A more recent work also reported a striking nuclear reorganization
of E(Z)H2 and H3K27me3-marked chromatin to the nuclear periphery in C2C12
cells and primary mouse myoblasts, which is dependent of the homeoprotein
MSX1, and is necessary for efficient target gene silencing [158].
In summary, the analysis of PcG protein PTMs and intracellular localization
has made clear that PcG proteins are dynamically regulated proteins and that
the regulation of their interaction with other proteins and chromatin deserves a
closer look.
1.2.4 Dynamic interaction of PcG proteins with chromatin dur-
ing development
The dynamic interaction with chromatin has been reported for several nuclear
proteins [159, 160]. Furthermore, this dynamic interaction is regulated through
differentiation, since histone H1 and HP1α in stem cells have a looser interac-
tion with chromatin than in differentiated cells [161]. In addition, a reduction in
the plasticity of binding of TFIIH has been detected in the differentiation in vivo
and in vitro of different mouse tissues [162]. Examples of this type of regulation
for PcG proteins, though not abundant, are present in the literature (Figure 1.1).
The first report of PcG dynamic interactions was shown for PC, which is able
to be competed out of salivary gland chromatin by H3K9me3 and H3K27me3
peptides [13]. Interestingly, the ability of PC to be removed from chromatin
was not equal for all binding sites and it correlated with the level of transcrip-
tion of the binding site. Using GFP-fusions in Drosophila, it has been shown
that PC and PH are able to interact dynamically with chromatin, with residence
times between two and six minutes [163]. Remarkably this interaction is also
developmentally regulated as PcG interaction with chromatin in larval tissues
is tighter than in embryonic cells [163]. A study of PC and PH mobility during
embryogenesis has been recently reported, showing that movement of highly
concentrated binding sites for PC and Ph, called Polycomb bodies (PC bodies),
is also developmentally regulated [164]. Through the analysis of mean dis-
placement of these structures, the authors documented that PC bodies have a
faster constrained movement, and a slower, chromatin-driven movement, both
of which become progressively slower through embryogenesis [164]. In mam-
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malian cells, CBX proteins and BMI-1 have been also subject of study. It has
been reported that in synchronized U2OS cells, BMI-1 shows different kinetics
between G1 and G2. In both cell cycle stages BMI-1 has a dynamic interaction
with chromatin, however in G1 the authors report a larger immobile fraction
than in G2, during which BMI-1 has a longer residence time [165]. A different
study addressed differences in CBX binding to chromatin during ES cell differ-
entiation upon removal of LIF and addition of trans-retinoic acid (RA). In this
study, it was shown that most CBX proteins bind more tightly to chromatin and
have larger immobile fractions through the differentiation process [166].
While these studies have started to shed light upon the dynamic interaction
of PcG proteins with chromatin during development and differentiation, a de-
tailed quantitative analysis of the behaviour of PcG proteins in living animals in
a single cell system with defined differentiation processes is lacking. It is essen-
tial that these studies are performed in vivo, since it has been reported that the
interactions of nuclear proteins with chromatin can have different properties
depending if the differentiation occurs in the animal or in vitro [162].
Looser binding of PcG protein
Tighter binding of PcG protein
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Figure 1.1: Dynamic interaction of PcG proteins with chromatin during differentiation.
Several studies in flies and mammals have reported that in different developmental
processes, differentiation pathways and during cell cycle, the interaction of PcG pro-
teins with chromatin changes from a looser to a tighter binding state. Details for each
of the examples shown are given in text.
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1.3 PcG protein behaviour in mitosis
Cell division is a vital moment for the action of PcG proteins. The vast majority
of chromatin binding proteins dissociates from mitotic chromatin and there is
a global transcriptional shutdown [167, 168, 169]. However, for the PcG tar-
get genes, it is through mitosis that the memory of transcriptional status must
be maintained and it is also during mitosis that an opportunity for flexibility
in PcG target status exists, enabling changes of cell identity during differentia-
tion. Thus, to better understand epigenetic memory, it is essential to study the
behaviour of PcG proteins during mitosis.
1.3.1 Mitosis and transmission of epigenetic memory
The mechanisms behind PcG memory remain largely unknown, though hy-
potheses have been put forward (Figure 1.2, reviewed in [65]). The fact that
several PcG proteins have enzymatic activities towards histones, has led to the
idea that modified histones function as beacons to recruit PcG proteins after
cell division [170]. It is unclear if this model is correct, as histone modifications
do correlate with gene activity but there is no strong evidence of causality (re-
viewed in [2, 171]). Although histone marks that interact with PcG proteins
(H3K27me3) are present during mitosis, there is evidence that after replication
there is a dilution of H3K27me3, which is not restored until late G1 of the next
cell cycle [172]. It is unclear if this dilution affects PcG targeting. Moreover
there is clear data that at least for some PcG targets the presence of DNA bind-
ing proteins is essential for PRC2 and PRC1 recruitment [173].
Another possible mechanism is the transmission of epigenetic memory through
ncRNAs. ncRNAs have been shown to be transcribed from PREs in flies [96,
107, 109] and from Polycomb binding sites in mammalian cells [122, 174, 175],
and to interact with PcG and TrxG proteins [86, 87, 88, 176]. In addition, it has
been shown that PRE transcription can be maintained through development
and, in a transgenic assay, that this transcription has to be maintained through
embryogenesis for the memory of an active state [109]. The authors suggest
a model in which PcG targets are silenced by default and only an active state
requires to be remembered. Further evidence for this model has also been re-
ported in Drosophila, where PREs can silence indiscriminately any gene if PcG
proteins are present [177] and TrxG proteins act as anti-repressors that inhibit
ectopic PcG gene silencing [48].
Other mechanisms, in addition to ncRNAs, that could promote the memory
of active states are deposition of active histone marks, like H3.3 [178, 179],
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H3K4me2/3, which can be recognized by the Trithorax homolog MLL1 [180],
and H4K5ac [181], which is recognized by the BRD4 protein and allows rapid
reactivation of bookmarked genes. Though interesting, these findings have the
same limitations that are true for silencing marks, such as the transmission of
memory through replication and the targeting specificity.
An additional model for gene transcription memory could be the binding of
proteins to mitotic chromatin, which will be discussed in the next section.
1.3.2 Interaction of PcG proteins with mitotic chromatin
Most transcription factors are displaced from chromatin upon entry into mito-
sis. However, there are many examples of proteins that are able to bind mitotic
chromatin and that this binding is essential for normal development and tightly
regulated.
TATA-Binding Protein has been shown to be remarkably stably associated with
mitotic chromatin [182], as well as RNA polymerase I transcription factors and
histone H1, which have longer residence times in mitotic chromatin than in in-
terphase [183]. Interestingly, even during mitosis this binding is modulated,
as specific isotypes of H1 are phosphorylated during mitosis in order to in-
crease their residence times [184, 185]. An additional example of this type of
regulation has been reported for HMG1A, whose interaction with chromatin is
Histone
modifications
Nucleosome
variants
ncRNA Protein
binding
a b c d
Figure 1.2: Models of mitotic inheritance of epigenetic memory. Transcriptional states
that are regulated by PcG and TrxG proteins have been envisioned to be maintained
through cell division by deposition of histone marks (a) or histone variants (b) that are
recognized and target PcG and TrxG proteins to their targets in the following inter-
phase. An additional hypothesis is the presence of ncRNAs, which are able to specif-
ically recognise a DNA sequence and recruit PcG or TrxG proteins during interphase
or early in interphase (c). A simpler model requires the direct binding of PcG or TrxG
proteins to their targets in a manner that these genes are further silenced or activated
in the next cell cycle (d). Experimental evidence for these hypotheses are given in the
text.
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dependent on its 3 AT-hooks, and is phosphorylated in mitosis [186]. This phos-
phorylation leads to a reduced mobility of HMG1A [186]. In contrast, phospho-
rylation of Regulator of Chromatin Condensation 1 (RCC1) is necessary for its
higher mobility recorded during cell division [187]. Interestingly, this change
in dynamics is necessary for mammalian spindle assembly and high RanGTP
concentration on chromatin [187].
Studies on PcG protein interaction with chromatin during mitosis are not com-
mon and mostly rely on immunofluorescence analysis (Figure 1.3). There are
contrasting data that show binding of several PcG and TrxG proteins to larval
neuroblast chromosomes [188] and complete dissociation of PC, PH and PSC in
embryo mitosis [189]. These divergent results may result from artifacts derived
from fixing protocols or may be cell type specific interactions of PcG proteins
with mitotic chromatin. Interestingly, the reassociation timing of PcG proteins
after mitosis was shown to be different for each PC, PH and PSC [189]. Similar
analysis in mammalian cells has also proved inconclusive as there are reports
that PRC1 components BMI-1, PH1 and RING1B do not colocalise with mitotic
chromatin [152, 190], while CBX2 and CBX6 interact with histones during mi-
tosis [191]. A detailed study was performed for MLL1 in HeLa cells, where
binding of this TrxG protein was verified by immunofluorescence and ChIP
[192]. Interestingly, the binding sites for MLL1 were largely changed from in-
terphase to mitosis, revealing different affinities during cell cycle progression
of TrxG proteins for their binding sites [192].
Analysis of PcG-chromatin interactions during mitosis in live cells has been re-
ported for PC in flies. Analysis in embryo and larval neuroblast cell divisions
revealed that most of the PC proteins dissociate from chromatin, though it was
not possible to determine to what extent the dissociation occurred [193].
Another area of interest is the interaction of DNA binding proteins with mitotic
chromatin as they can serve as binding platforms for other PcG and TrxG pro-
teins. There is evidence that PHO, GAGA, PSQ and RUNX2, which is a paralog
of RUNX1, a protein recently shown to interact and recruit PRC1 to target loci,
are able to interact with mitotic chromatin [78, 188, 194, 195], thus potentially
providing a platform for recruitment of additional PcG proteins during mito-
sis and/or early interphase. It will be essential in the future to study in detail
the interaction of PcG proteins with mitotic chromatin. To what extent are PcG
proteins binding chromatin and how cell type specific these interactions are is
of great interest, not only for general PRC1 and PRC2 components but also for
DNA binding proteins. Moreover, due to the large number of proteins involved
in PcG regulation and the specific regulation of binding properties through the
cell cycle, it would be vital to integrate data in meaningful quantitative models.
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Figure 1.3: Binding of PcG proteins to mitotic chromatin. Summary of PcG proteins in
flies and mammals that have been reported to bind (a) or dissociate from mitotic chro-
matin (b). The presence of the same protein in these two exclusive categories indicates
contradictory data present in the literature that requires further reexamination. To my
knowledge, studies of dynamic binding of PcG proteins to chromatin during cell divi-
sion have not been reported (c). Details of the experimental evidence for the examples
show are given in the text.
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1.4 Quantification and modeling of epigenetic sys-
tems
When analyzing large-scale systems, sometimes results can be unexpected and
counterintuitive. However, this does not mean these results cannot be pre-
dicted, for the use of mathematical modeling can provide a way to understand
these systems [196].
Biological systems are inherently heterogeneous and redundant which makes
them hard to model. However, as large amounts of complex data are made
available everyday, one is required to use mathematical modeling not only to
integrate such amounts of data but also to understand biological phenomena
and to generate hypotheses for further studies [197, 198, 199]. Even simple
mathematical models will allow to understand if all components in the studied
system have been found (when the model fits the data), or if some are missing
(when models do not fit the data), as well as if some of these components or pa-
rameters are superfluous for the understanding of the biological system [196].
Mathematical modeling of biological systems can be addressed from two op-
posing strategies. The first one, a top-down strategy, starts with large data sets
and uses statistical methods for determining correlations between components
of the system and allows the generation of predictions based on system organi-
zation [200]. The second, a bottom-up approach, is based on the mathematical
description of a hypothetical mechanism through the use of kinetic, determin-
istic or stochastic models. These mathematical descriptions are used to run
simulations which allow the generation of predictions about the system. These
predictions can be tested in vivo, leading to an iterative cycle between experi-
ments and development of the mathematical model. [200]
Most mathematical models of epigenetic systems described to date have used a
bottom-up strategy and a description of the advances made in this field will be
described below.
1.4.1 Modeling of epigenetic systems
Due to its smaller complexity and extensive studies, yeast has been the pre-
ferred organism for modeling of epigenetic phenomena. Cheutin and col-
leagues have used a kinetic model to describe Swi6 behaviour in S. pombe [201].
Swi6 is the yeast homolog of HP1 known to interact with methylated H3K9
[202]. This model predicted that there are at least two kinetically distinct pop-
ulations of Swi6 bound to methylated chromatin. Several predictions of the
kinetic behaviour of the protein were tested by Fluorescence Recovery After
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Photobleaching (FRAP) analysis in mutant backgrounds [201]. A theoretical
approach to the maintenance of histone modifications has also been reported
[203, 204]. In these mathematical models, the mating-type locus of S. pombe was
modeled using stochastic simulations of nucleosome replacement and modifi-
cation through the cell cycle. The assumptions of these models were that nucle-
osomes can have three (active, unmodified, inactive) [203] or two states (active,
inactive) [204], that nucleosome replacement during replication is random and
that there is a inherent noise in system due to unspecific action of histone mod-
ifying enzymes. The remarkable predictions of these models were three-fold.
First, bistability of nucleosomal states can be obtained in systems where the
specific histone modification to noise ratio of the modifying enzymes is low (2-
4 fold). Second, that this bistabilty of states requires cooperativity. While this
had been shown in other systems of signal transduction, it was the first time
that such phenomena has been reported in epigenetic systems. Moreover, this
cooperativity can be either explicit, through the action of two non-adjacent nu-
cleosomes on the modification of another nucleosome, or implicit, as the action
of both pre-established nucleosome modifications and the histone modifying
enzymes. The third prediction relates to the size of the region. With the in-
crease in the number of nucleosomes in the studied region, the more stable this
region becomes to changes in nucleosomal states. Interestingly, the authors also
suggest that the cell cycle speed might also be important for stability of nucleo-
somal states, and that this might be a widespread phenomenon, also present in
induced pluripotent stem cell generation [204].
Another approach to mathematical modeling of histone modifications has been
performed to describe the levels of H3K79 methylation in single cells and pop-
ulations of yeast [205]. These models and the experimental validation that ac-
companied them, provided new insights into the accumulation of this histone
modifications in old histones and propose that this type of slow accumulating
marks can function as cell cycle timers.
Epigenetic modeling has also been applied in plants, as a similar modeling ap-
proach to the one reported by [203] has been used in the study of vernalisation
in A. thaliana [206]. This stochastic model of methylation of nucleosomes in the
FLC locus predicted a bistable FLC expression that depended quantitatively of
the number of days in cold that plants experienced. Furthermore, the predic-
tions that bistability was cell autonomous and that methylation levels would
need to be upregulated fast after switch into cold temperatures, were tested
and validated experimentally [206].
In addition to histone methylation, histone ubiquitination by Ring1B and BMI-
1 has also been modeled [207]. In this deterministic model, RING1B and BMI-1
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associate and are responsible for histone and self-ubiquitination. The predic-
tion of this model is that histone ubuitination can be controlled by the levels of
BMI-1 expression. Moreover, the system, depending on the quantities and ki-
netic parameters of its components, can give rise to a wide range to behaviours
that include oscillations, stability of ubiquitination that shows hysteresis and
excitable overshoots of ubiquitination activity upon perturbation of the system
[207].
Modeling of PcG protein behaviour has been performed for the interaction of
PC with histones and DNA binding proteins in salivary glands and SL2 cells
[13]. This model reported the effect of higher-order chromatin structure (PC
binding to two separate nucleosomes) in increasing the stability of PC binding,
as well as the effects of methylation dependent and independent PC-chromatin
binding. A recent model loosely based on the regulation of transcription by
PcG and TrxG proteins through DNA and histone modifications recruitment
has been proposed [208]. The results from this model are the prediction that
bistability is present in regions that are bound by PcG protein complexes and
that the ability to memorize states is dependent on the size of the region. More-
over, this model predicted that histone modifications were stronger attractors
of PcG complexes than DNA information. Unfortunately, this model did not
address the effects of cell cycle progression on PcG recruitment.
In summary, work on modeling of epigenetic systems has brought many new
insights as well as introduced new hypothesis that have been validated or are
still open questions. Interestingly, many of the authors report that the be-
haviour of these epigenetic systems depend on the quantities and kinetic rates
that the components have in vivo, suggesting that the measurement of these
values is of great importance for the correct understanding of biological phe-
nomena [13, 205, 207].
1.4.2 Measurement of protein properties in live systems
Mathematical models of biological systems depend on the good understanding
of how the biological system works. However, if they are to be meaningful,
they also depend greatly on knowing the quantities and kinetic properties of
the components inside the system.
Determination of protein quantities in vivo
Quantification of proteins or of their modifications is an invaluable resource
for understanding biological phenomena. In fact, knowing the number of
molecules allows for the elaboration of hypotheses due to the presence of a
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small population of modified proteins [147]; to compare the ability of two tran-
scription factors to compete for the same binding sites [209]; and also to under-
stand disease phenomena [210].
The methods to determine protein quantities in vivo usually rely on the com-
parison of samples containing the proteins of interest with known amounts of
recombinant protein, probed with specific antibodies, either after electrophore-
sis or through ELISA assays (reviewed in [211]). An increasing trend is to probe
the number of proteins or of modified peptides through to use of quantitative
mass spectrometry (reviewed in [212, 213]). However, these approaches do not
question the number of molecules of the protein of interest in a single cell, ad-
dressing instead a more or less homogeneous population of cells. To answer
this question, methods have been developed that require the use of fluores-
cently tagged proteins. This type of strategy allows for the quantification of
relative levels of protein expression [197] but also of the absolute number of
proteins. In yeast, Wu and colleagues have quantified the number and local
concentration of 28 cytokinesis proteins in live yeast by using combination of
YFP-tagged proteins analyzed by FACS and live imaging with quantitative im-
munoblotting [214]. A remarkable approach has also been developed which
uses GFP-fused Virus-like-particles (GFP-VLP). These rotavirus-like particles
have their VP2 capsid protein N-terminally fused to GFP, which allows the in-
corporation of 120 GFP molecules into each GFP-VLP [215]. These diffraction
limited particles have been used to quantify several GFP-fusion protein in live
cells [216, 217]. An additional approach, which relies on the measurement of au-
tocorrelation levels by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was brought
forward recently (reviewed in [218]), and it has been reported for the measure-
ment of local concentration of Bicoid in live Drosophila embryos [219].
Extraction of protein kinetic parameters in vivo
Measurement of kinetic properties of proteins has been traditionally described
by in vitro methods [211, 220]. However, the measurement of these properties
in vivo might give different and more meaningful results, due to the influence
of the environment on the protein and its binding target, as well as the in vivo
concentration of the components which might be essential for the better under-
standing of the kinetic behaviour [220]. Most protocols for determination of
kinetic properties of proteins employ fluorescently tagged proteins which are
interrogated whether using photoactivation, bi-complementation assays, fluo-
rescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET), or fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) (Figure 1.4) [211].
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Figure 1.4: Methods for measuring molecular dynamics and protein interactions. (a)
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). A region of interest (white circle) is
intentionally photobleached and the recovery of fluorescence by movement of fluores-
cent protein (black arrows) is measured over time. (b) Fluorescence loss in photobleach-
ing (FLIP). Measurement of decay of fluorescence outside a region that is repeatedly
photobleached (blue arrows) due to the movement of fluorescent proteins to this re-
gion (black arrows). (c) Inverse FRAP. The whole cell is photobleached except a region
of interest (green circle), where reduction in fluorescence intensity is measured over
time due to movement of fluorescent proteins outside this region (black arrows). (d)
Photoactivation. In this method, a specify fluorescent protein with the ability to switch
on or off or to change its emission spectrum is activated in response to light (lightning
bolt) in a region of interest (green circle). Afterwards the movement of the structure or
of proteins inside the photoactivated region is measured through time (black arrows).
(e) Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. This technique measures the number of fluo-
rescent molecules and the fluctuations of fluorescence inside a defined volume of light
(green region). The excitation of a single fluorescent molecules (blue molecule), leads
to changes in fluorescent intensity trough time (blue line in plot). From the correlation
function that is measured, the diffusion times of the fluorescently tagged proteins can
be extracted, in addition to the absolute number of molecules in the confocal volume.
(f) Fluorescence cross correlation spectroscopy. This is a derivative of FCS, in which
fluorescent fluctuations of two or more fluorescently tagged proteins are measured in
a defined volumes (green and red regions). The excitation of the fluorescent molecules
(blue and red), leads to changes in total fluorescent intensities which are plotted against
time (plot below). The correlation of these curves with time and to each other can be
used to extract binding parameters of these molecules. (g) Fluorescence resonance en-
ergy transfer (FRET). This method measures the efficiency of the transfer of Fo¨rster’s
energy (black wavy line) between two fluorescently tagged proteins of interest, when
in close proximity (1–10nm). (h) Bi-complementation assay. In this assay, two separate
proteins are tagged with ”half” domain of a fluorescent protein (white half-cilinder).
When the proteins interact, the domain are reconstituted and a fluorescent signal is
measured (green cylinder). Modified from [211]
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The resulting data from the application of these methods has been discussed in
previous sections of this introduction and a more detailed description of these
methods is presented below.
Photoactivation can be used to measure fluorescence decay of the tagged pro-
tein, thereby extracting values for diffusion of proteins as well as binding prop-
erties, as has been described for Oct4 in pre-implantation mouse embryos [221].
Bi-complementation assays are based on the expression of two proteins, each
tagged with half of a fluorescent protein or another reporter. The interaction of
these proteins, or their close proximity, leads to an increase in reporter activity
[222].
FCS techniques are based on the measurement of fluctuation of fluorescence
signals of tagged proteins in a diffraction limited volume through time [223].
These fluctuations are posteriorly correlated and provide diffusion coefficients
and binding properties of proteins in addition to concentration estimates. FCS
can be performed in several distinct volumes across a nucleus of cell, providing
a spatial map of kinetic properties of proteins (image-correlation spectroscopy).
Furthermore, two color tagging of different proteins can be applied, and cross-
correlation between proteins can be acquired providing information of how the
proteins interact with their binding sites, as well as each other (Fluorescence
Cross-Correlation Spectroscopy, FCCS) [223].
FRET techniques are based on the transfer of energy of two fluorophores, of
two differently tagged proteins, when these are in close proximity (1–10nm)
[224]. This energy transfer is either detected by two-channel imaging with an
algorithm that corrects for excitation and emission crosstalk, acceptor photo-
bleaching, fluorescence lifetime imaging, spectral imaging or fluorescence po-
larization imaging [224].
FRAP is a method that relies on the intentional photobleach of a small region of
a cell or nucleus and consequent measurement of the rate at which fluoresce is
gained in this region [225]. The speed at which this recovery happens includes
information about the diffusion of the tagged protein as well as interaction with
binding sites that reside inside the bleach region. Analysis of FRAP curves can
be qualitative, thereby giving information about half-times of recovery (time
required to recover 50% of final fluorescence) and also immobile fractions (frac-
tion of fluorescence that is not recovered after photobleaching) [225]. Further-
more this analysis can be quantitative. In this type of analysis different models
can be applied that take into account size of the nucleus, diffusion, binding
reactions with dissociation and association rates as well as distribution of bind-
ing sites [226, 227, 228]. Variations of FRAP have been applied and they include
iFRAP (whole cell area outside a small region of interest is photobleached, and
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the subsequent decrease in fluorescence in this unbleached region is acquired)
and FLIP (fluorescence loss in photobleaching, where a region in repeatedly
photo bleached, while in a different region of interest, the decrease in fluores-
cence is recorded) [211].
1.5 Aim
PcG proteins play a crucial role in maintaining the repressed transcriptional
states of their target genes in stem cells and differentiated cells. Nevertheless,
this proteins have to demonstrate flexibility for their targets upon differenti-
ation. Importantly, it is through cell division that the stability and flexibility
properties of PcG properties are put to test, revealing that it is essential to study
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Figure 1.5: Drosophila neuroblast and sensory organ precursor cell lineages. (a–d) Type
I (a) and type II (c) neuroblast lineage divisions with respective lineage diagrams (b,
d). GMC indicates ganglion mother cell and INP intermediate neural progenitor. (e–g)
Sensory Organ Precursor (SOP) cell lineage divisions (e) and external sensory organ
structure (diagram in (f) and electron micrograph (g) where hair and socket cells are
visible). g indicates glia cell which will undergo programmed cell death, h indicates
hair cell, so indicates socket cell, sh indicates sheath cell, and n indicates a neuron.
(a–d) were based on [229], (f, g) were modified from [230] and (g) was modified from
[231].
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the behaviour of PcG proteins during mitosis and differentiation.
My aim in this thesis is to perform a detailed quantitative analysis of the be-
haviour of PcG proteins in living animals in single cell systems with defined
differentiation processes and mitotic activity. Moreover, I wish to measure
quantitative changes in the nature of PcG binding to mitotic chromatin in dif-
ferent cell types of a single animal. In order to do this, I have analyzed the
behaviour of GFP-fused Polyhomeotic (PH::GFP), Polycomb (PC::GFP), Pleio-
homeotic (GFP::PHO), Dorsal switch Protein 1 (GFP::DSP1) and Enhancer of
Zeste (GFP::E(Z)) in living Drosophila larval type I neuroblasts and pupal sen-
sory organ precursor cells (SOPs).
Type I neuroblasts are stem cell neuronal progenitors that divide asymmetri-
cally to give origin to another neuroblast and a ganglion mother cell (GMC)
[232](Figure 1.5). SOPs are more determined cells that arise later in fly develop-
ment and divide asymmetrically to give two well-defined daughter cells pIIa
and pIIb. Further divisions of these cells lead to the development of external
sensory organs in fly nota [233] (Figure 1.5).
Through the combination of quantitative live imaging and mathematical mod-
eling I have shown that PcG protein mobilities are decreased during develop-
ment and differentiation and that most PcG and DNA binding proteins have
a small fraction of kinetically distinct molecules bound to mitotic chromatin.
Mathematical modeling was used to identify potential mechanisms for the
rapid dissociation of PC from mitotic chromatin and modifiers of PC kinetic
properties were identified in neuroblasts.
In summary, I demonstrate here that the properties of the PcG proteins are not
only different in different lineages, but are also profoundly altered at mitosis.
I propose that this regulation of PcG properties may be essential both to the
stability of determined cell identities, and to the flexibility of the stem cell state.
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2.1 Fly strains
Fly strains used in this thesis are shown in Table 2.1
2.2 Fly husbandry and rescue experiments
All flies were maintained in standard medium at 18oC, unless stated otherwise.
Rescue experiments were performed at 25oC, according to the scheme shown
in Figure 3.1. Adult flies without balancer chromosomes were counted and reg-
istered as rescued.
For imaging of PH and PHO GFP-fusion proteins and GFPnls in neurob-
lasts, PH::GFP, H2A::RFP and GFP::PHO, H2A::RFP and GFPnls, H2A::RFP
third instar larvae were collected and imaged without further crossing.
For neuroblast lineage imaging of PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1 and GFP::E(Z),
crosses between H2A::RFP and PC::GFP,H2A::RFP, GFP::DSP1 or GFP::E(Z)
flies were conducted to obtain the following genotypes: w1118;+; P{pPc −
PC::GFP, w+}, P{pUbi − H2A::mRFP, w+}/P{pUbi − H2A::mRFP, w+};
w1118; {pTub − GFP::DSP1}/+; P{pUbi − H2A::mRFP, w+}/+; and
w1118; {pTub−GFP::E(Z)}/+; P{pUbi−H2A::mRFP, w+}/+. These flies were
collected at the third instal larval stage.
For SOP lineage imaging of PH::GFP, PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::E(Z) and GF-
Pnls, crosses were made between the neuralized-GAL4 driver (neur driver)and
PH::GFP, PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::E(Z)and GFPnls flies to obtain the fol-
lowing respective progenies: w1118; P{Tub − GAL80ts, w+}/P{UAS, pPc −
PH::GFP, w+}; P{neur − GAL4, w+}, P{UAS − H2A::mRFP, w+}/+;
w1118; P{Tub − GAL80ts, w+}/+; P{neur − GAL4, w+}, P{UAS −
H2A::mRFP, w+}/P{pPc − PC::GFP, w+}; w1118; P{Tub − GAL80ts, w+}/
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{pTub−GFP::DSP1, w+}; P{neur−GAL4, w+}, P{UAS−H2A::mRFP, w+}/+;
w1118; P{Tub − GAL80ts, w+}/{pTub − GFP::E(Z), w+}; P{neur − GAL4, w+}
, P{UAS−H2A::mRFP, w+}/+; and w1118; P{Tub− GAL80ts, w+}/P{UAS−
GFPnls, w+}; P{neur−GAL4, w+}, P{UAS−H2A::mRFP, w+}/+. White pre-
pupae of these crosses were switched to 25oC 15h before SOP imaging and
FRAP to allow for GAL4-driven expression. For SOP lineage imaging and
FRAP of GFP::PHO, GFP::PHO, H2A::RFP (II) flies were raised at 18oC until
they reached white prepupal stage, when they were transfered to 25oC for 15h
to allow for GAL4 expression.
Short-time knockdown of JIL-1 and ASH1 was performed by crossing insc
driver female flies to male JIL-1 RNAi, PC::GFP or ASH1 RNAi, PC::GFP. Upon
appearance of third-instar larvae, the progeny was switched to 29oC 24–48h
before FRAP analysis to allow for GAL4 expression. H2A::RFP expressing neu-
roblasts were used for subsequent experiments.
Long-time knockdown of JIL-1 and ASH1 was performed by crossing type 2
driver female flies to male JIL-1 RNAi or JIL-1 RNAi, PC::GFP and ASH1 RNAi
or ASH1 RNAi, PC::GFP. Upon 2 days of laying at 25oC, the parent flies were re-
moved and the progeny switched to 29oC. GFP-marked neuroblasts were used
for subsequent experiments.
2.3 Purification of Neuroblasts
Isolation and purification of neuroblasts from third instal larval brains was
done in collaboration with Juergen Knoblich’s group at IMBA. The protocol
for this purification will be published elsewhere.
2.4 Quantitative Western Blotting
Fly extracts and Western blots were performed as described in [163] with mini-
mal changes. Proteins were separated in NuPAGE gels (Invitrogen) and probed
with antibodies as listed in Table 2.2. PC protein levels were quantified with a
Typhoon scanner (GE Healthcare), used to detect chemofluorescence generated
after ECL-Plus (Amersham) addition. For all other proteins, Luminata Forte
Western HRP Substrate (Millipore) was used to generate chemofluorescence,
which was detected in Hyperfilm ECL (Amersham) films. Films were scanned
at 600dpi (Cannon) and posteriorly quantified with ImageJ (NIH). All values
were normalised to a loading control.
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Table 2.2: Antibodies for quantitative western blot
Protein Gel
Concentration
Primary Antibody Secondary Antibody
Polyhomeotic 3–8% polyclonal α-PH (gift
from R. Paro)
HRP-α-rabbit (NA934
GE Healthcare)
Polycomb 4–12% polyclonal α-PC (d-220,
Santa Cruz Biotechnol-
ogy)
HRP-α-rabbit (NA934
GE Healthcare)
Dorsal Switch
Protein 1
4–12% polyclonal α-DSP1 (gift
from D. Locker)
HRP-α-rabbit (NA934
GE Healthcare)
Pleiohomeotic 3–8% polyclonal α-PHO (gift
from J. Kassis)
HRP-α-rabbit (NA934
GE Healthcare)
Enhancer of
Zeste
3–8% polyclonal α-E(Z) (gift
from R. Jones)
HRP-α-rabbit (NA934
GE Healthcare)
Histone H3 4–12% polyclonal α-H3 (Ab-
cam ab1791)
HRP-α-rabbit (NA934
GE Healthcare)
Tubulin 3–8% monoclonal α-Tub
(Sigma-Aldrich T5168)
HRP-α-mouse (Sigma-
Aldrich A4416)
2.5 Immunocytochemistry in larval brains and pu-
pal nota
Immunocytochemistry experiments in larval brains were performed as de-
scribed [234]. Immunocytochemistry experiments in pupal nota were per-
formed by dissecting the pupae in 5% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS). The total time of fixation was 20 min, and the subsequent
procedure was identical to that described for larval brains. The primary anti-
bodies used were rabbit α-Miranda (1:250) [234] and rabbit α-H3K27me3S28ph
(1:2000) [235]. The secondary antibody was AlexaFluor 647 goat α-rabbit (1:500)
(Invitrogen A-21245). For the images shown in Figure 3.17, GFP was imaged di-
rectly without staining.
2.6 Imaging of larval brains and adult bristles
For brain imaging, larval brains of 3rd instal larvae were dissected in a drop of
PBS and immediately imaged with a Zeiss Stereomicroscope.
For bristle imaging, adult flies were anesthetised and imaged with a Zeiss Stere-
omicroscope.
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2.7 Quantification of GFP-fusion proteins using
GFP-VLP
For quantification of GFP-fused proteins, GFP-VLPs (100 ng/mL) were spread
on a #1.5 coverslip and imaged under the same settings as the GFP fusion
protein of interest. Images of GFP-VLPs were deconvolved with the Classic
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (CMLE) method of the software Huygens Pro
(SVI), and a total intensity of at least 80 particles was determined using Imaris
(Bitplane). After binning of intensities, the mode of the distribution was se-
lected as the intensity of 120 GFP molecules. Comparison of GFP fusion inten-
sities calculated with Imaris (Bitplane) with this value allowed the estimation
of GFP fusion protein quantities.
2.8 Quantification of GFP-fusion proteins using
ELISA
Quantification of GFP-fused proteins with ELISA was performed by Philipp
Steffen and is described in [235].
2.9 Preparation of specimens for microscopy and
imaging
For SOP imaging, pupae were prepared as described in [240]. Imaging was
performed at room temperature on a Zeiss LSM710 with a 633 1.4 NA oil im-
mersion objective using an Argon laser at 488 nm for GFP imaging (collection
between 485 and 563 nm) and a DPSS 561-10 laser at 561 nm for mRFP imag-
ing (collection between 563 and 728 nm) and a pinhole equivalent to 2.45 Airy
units. The voxel size was 51x51x150nm.
For neuroblast imaging, larval brains were dissected in a Lab-Tek II Chamber
#1.5 German Coverglass (Nalgene Nunc International) containing 200 mL of
PBS. Imaging was performed at room temperature on a Zeiss LSM710 with a
633 1.2 NA water immersion objective using an Argon laser at 488 nm for GFP
imaging (collection between 485 and 563 nm) and a DPSS 561-10 laser at 561 nm
for mRFP imaging (collection between 563 and 728 nm) and a pinhole equiva-
lent to 2.07 Airy units. The voxel size was 51x51x150nm.
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2.10 Image processing
Images in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.17 were deconvolved
using measured Point Spread Functions (PSFs) with the CMLE method of the
software Huygens Pro (SVI). The measurement of the volumes occupied and
the total fluorescence intensity of GFP and RFP in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7 and
Figure 3.8 were performed with the surface tool of Imaris (Bitplane). Back-
ground was subtracted from intensity measurements.
Images in Figure 3.2 (d–f and j–l) and Figure 3.19 were smoothened with ImageJ
(NIH).
2.11 Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching
FRAP experiments were performed as described in [228] with minimal changes.
FRAP was performed in a Zeiss LSM710 with the confocal pinhole set to 3 Airy
units. The image size was 512x62 pixels, with a pixel size of 45nm. Images were
acquired every 20 msec for GFPnls and PC::GFP experiments, 50 msec and 100
msec for PH::GFP, and 30ms for GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z), setting
the Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter (AOTF) to 1% (1.5% for GFP::PHO) of the 488
line of an Argon laser. The circle bleach region had a diameter of 40 pixels; it
was centered on the image field and overlapped with expression of H2A::RFP.
The bleach iteration number was set to 2 and 100% AOTF of the 488 line in an
Argon laser. Background was measured within a region with no cells of the
image and subtracted from data. All intensity measurements were performed
with MatLab (Mathworks).
2.12 FRAP model fitting
FRAP modeling of recovery curves was performed according to [228] in Mat-
Lab (Mathworks) with minimal changes, and is described in detail in the Ap-
pendix B. An adaptation of the model described in [227] for evaluation of the
effect of nonhomogeneous protein distribution on extracted parameters was
implemented in Mathematica (Wolfram) by Dr. James Lu. Cross-validation
was also performed on FRAP recovery curves measured in metaphase accord-
ing to [226] using Matlab (Mathworks). The above methods are described in
detail in the Appendix B).
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2.13 Estimation of molecular weight
Molecular weight based on estimated D f were calculated according to [220],
using the following equation: Mwprotein =
MwGFP
(
D fprotein
D fGFP
)3
2.14 Mathematical model of PC interaction with
chromatin
A linearized ordinary differential equation system was used to model the in-
teraction of endogenous PC proteins with chromatin in a collaboration with Dr.
S. Mu¨ller. A full description of the equations and parameters of this model are
given in Appendix C and Table A.4. Simulations were performed using MatLab
(Mathworks).
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3.1 Expression of transgenic Polycomb Group pro-
teins fused to GFP does not affect the develop-
ment of neuroblast and sensory organ precursor
cell lineages
3.1.1 Transgenic Polycomb Group proteins fulfill the functions
of the endogenous proteins
To investigate the behaviour of the Polycomb Group proteins (PcG) Poly-
homeotic (PH), Polycomb (PC), Dorsal switch Protein 1 (DSP1), Pleiohomeotic
(PHO) and Enhancer of Zeste (E(Z)) during cell division and differentiation, I
studied previously characterised GFP fusions of these proteins [163, 193, 236].
The PH::GFP, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z) fusion proteins fully rescue homozy-
gote null alleles of the respective endogenous genes, and thus can replace the
endogenous protein [163, 236]. The rescue of GFP::DSP1 was not performed
due to the unexpected lethality of the temperature sensitive allele Dsp1 at the
permissive temperature [236]. Nevertheless it was shown that GFP::DSP1 lo-
calises correctly in polytene chromosomes [236]. The PC::GFP fusion protein
has been reported to rescue homozygous alleles carrying mutations in the PC
chromodomain such as PcXL5, but not homozygous null alleles such as Pc3, or
those that produce C terminally truncated protein [193]. Thus the PC::GFP fu-
sion can partially fulfill the functions of the endogenous protein in a Pc ho-
mozygote mutant context. The suitability of this fusion protein for live imaging
studies has been addressed by several authors, demonstrating that the PC::GFP
fusion protein binds chromatin and participates in the PRC1 complex. This
is supported by the banding pattern of PC::GFP on polytene chromosomes,
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both in intact salivary gland nuclei [163, 193, 236], and in fixed preparations
[163, 237]. Further evidence for the correct chromatin binding behaviour of
PC::GFP comes from the genome-wide distribution of PC::GFP in embryos and
larval disc that coincides substantially with data sets generated by Chromatin
ImmunoPrecipitation (ChIP) in tissue culture for endogenous PC [118]. In ad-
dition, the timing of mitotic dissociation and reassociation measured by live
imaging [193] is identical to the distribution of PC measured for the endoge-
nous PC protein determined by immunofluorescence [189].
Nevertheless, to further characterise the PC::GFP fusion protein, we reexam-
ined its ability to rescue transheterozygote Pc mutants. Previous rescue exper-
iments have been performed in homozygote mutant backgrounds [163]. Since
chromosomes carrying lethal mutations are maintained as heterozygote stocks
over balancer chromosomes, they may accumulate second site mutations that
lead to lethality when the chromosome is brought into the homozygote state
in the rescue experiment. I did not observe rescue of transheterozygote com-
binations of null alleles, however this analysis showed that the transheterozy-
gote lethal combination of PcXL5/Pc3 was partially rescued to adulthood by the
PC::GFP transgene (Figure 3.1).
Thus, the PC::GFP transgene can rescue lethality in a more severely compro-
mised genetic background than previously shown.
3.1.2 Expression of transgenic Polycomb Group proteins does
not affect normal development of neuroblast and sensory
organ precursor cell lineage
In the following experiments I examined the behaviour of the GFP fusions of
PH, PC, DSP1, PHO and E(Z) in neuroblasts (NB) of 3rd instar larval brains and
in sensory organ precursor cells (SOP) of pupae.
PcG expression is essential for neuroblast survival [57, 58] and for normal de-
velopment of SOPs and sensory organs [60, 61]. I therefore asked whether the
expression of an additional transgenic copy of these proteins would adversely
affect development in these lineages. PC::GFP was expressed under the con-
trol of the ubiquitous PC promoter [193], GFP::PHO, GFP::DSP1 and GFP::E(Z)
were expressed from the tubulin promoter [236], whereas PH::GFP was ex-
pressed conditionally from a UAS transgene [163]. It has been demonstrated
that overexpression of PH transgenes leads to cell death and tissue abnormali-
ties [64, 163]. The UAS-GAL4 expression strategy for PH::GFP was intended to
circumvent this problem by expressing the transgene during a limited develop-
mental window (see section 2.2). To drive expression of PH::GFP specifically in
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the neuroblast and SOP lineages, the worniu and neuralized GAL4 drivers were
used. worniu is active in all neuroblasts of the larval brain, but not in neurob-
last progeny [238], in addition to expression in the embryonic central nervous
system [239]. neuralized is expressed in the SOP and its progeny cells [240].
In order to test whether even this limited expression strategy would never-
theless disrupt the lineages of interest, the morphology and number of neu-
roblasts in larval brains, and the morphology of sensory organs in adult flies,
were examined. This analysis was performed for all transgenes. Despite read-
ily visible GFP signals, transgenic animals expressing any of the PcG proteins
showed normal larval brain morphology (Figure 3.2 a–c, g–i) and no detectable
change in number or morphology of neuroblasts (Figure 3.2 d–f, j–l). Like-
wise, in adults, no change in the number or morphology of sensory organs was
detected in transgenic animals (Figure 3.3). I therefore conclude that the addi-
tional transgenic copy of any of the PcG-GFP fusions does not adversely affect
the development of the neuroblast and SOP lineages.
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Figure 3.1: Rescue of PcXL5/Pc3 mutants by PC::GFP expression. Progeny of the
crosses between +; PcXL5/TM3,Sb and +; Pc3/TM3,Sb, and between Pc::GFP/CyO;
PcXL5/TM3,Sb and Pc::GFP/CyO; Pc3/TM3,Sb, were scored for the number of adult
flies for which the third chromosome was PcXL5/Pc3, and the proportion of these for
which the second chromosome was heterozygous for the transgene (PC::GFP/+) or ho-
mozygous for the transgene (PC::GFP/PC::GFP) was calculated. The expected number
of flies of each genotype in the event of a full rescue was calculated. % rescue indicates
the percentage of this expected number that was represented by flies of that genotype.
Above the plot are shown the total number of flies counted in each experiment.
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Figure 3.2: Transgenic PcG::GFP do not adversely affect the neuroblast lineage.(a–c
and g–i) 3rd instar larval brains showing normal morphology in the presence of either
PH::GFP (b), PC::GFP (c), GFP::DSP1 (g), GFP::PHO (h) and GFP::E(Z) (i) in comparison
to control yw brains (a). (d–f and j–l) 3rd instar larval brains were stained with αMiranda
antibody to visualise neuroblasts, showing no detectable change in neuroblast number
and localisation in the presence of either transgene.
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Figure 3.3: Adult nota of yw (a), PH::GFP (b), PC::GFP (c), GFP::DSP1 (d), GFP::PHO
(e) and GFP::E(Z) (f) flies are shown, showing no detectable change in sensory organ
number and morphology in transgenic flies.
3.1.3 Quantification of expression levels reveals near-endogenous
levels for transgenic Polycomb Group proteins
To determine expression levels of transgenes I used quantitative western blot-
ting. Due to the driver inducible neuroblast and SOP specific expression, quan-
tification of PH::GFP required cell type specific extraction of proteins. While
this was not possible in SOP, quantification in neuroblasts was performed upon
neuroblasts that were isolated by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS)
from dissociated brains. To evaluate the efficacy of neuroblast sorting, I com-
pared extracts of sorted cells with whole brain tissue extracts, and quanti-
fied the expression levels of deadpan, a neuroblast-specific transcription fac-
tor [241]. This analysis revealed a 5-7-fold enrichment of deadpan in sorted
cells (Figure 3.4), which indicated a high contribution from neuroblasts to ex-
tracts from sorted cells. Following this result, I have quantified the expression
of PH::GFP in neuroblasts (Figure 3.5a, b).
In order to examine the differences in expression levels of ubiquitously ex-
pressed proteins between extracts of sorted neuroblasts and whole brain tissue
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extracts, I compared the levels of expression of PC and PC::GFP. Interestingly,
the ratios of endogenous and transgenic PC in extracts of sorted neuroblasts
and of whole brain tissue were similar (Figure 3.4). This lead me to reason
that whole tissue extracts of larval brain western blots would be informative
for quantification of ubiquitously expressed PcG-GFP fusions (Figure 3.5 c, f, i,
l). Whole pupae extracts were used for quantification of GFP-fusions in SOPs
(Figure 3.5 d, g, j, m). Remarkably, all endogenous proteins, with the excep-
tion of DSP1 expressed in brains were downregulated in the presence of the
transgenes. Similar downregulation of the endogenous proteins in the pres-
ence of PH::GFP or PC::GFP transgenes in wing discs and embryos has been
reported previously [163]. The highest overexpression levels detected came
from PH::GFP with a 4-fold overexpression in neuroblasts (Figure 3.5 b), and
by GFP::E(Z) in brains and pupae and PC::GFP in brains with overexpressions
of 2-fold. Surprisingly, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and PC::GFP expressed in pupae,
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of PC::GFP expression levels between sorted neuroblasts and
whole larval brains. (a) Western blots of neuroblast-specific marker, deadpan (DPN)
show an enrichment of neuroblasts in the sorted neuroblasts extracts compared to
whole brains. Western blots of Polycomb show similar ratios between endogenous
(PC) and transgenic (PC::GFP) expression of Polycomb in extracts of sorted neurob-
lasts and whole brains. (b) Quantification of band intensities. Tubulin (TUB) was used
as a loading control and yw DPN levels were set to 1, as well as GFPnls and yw PC
levels.
Figure 3.5 (following page): Western blots of PH(a) and PC (c, d), DSP1 (f, g), PHO (i,
j) and E(Z) (l, m) used to detect endogenous and GFP-fused proteins in extracts of 3rd
instar larval whole brains (c, f, i, l) or sorted neuroblasts (a) and whole pupae (d, g, j,
m) of control (yw and GFP) and transgenic flies. Histone H3 (H3) and tubulin (TUB)
were used as loading controls. (b, e, h, k, n) Quantification of western blots in (a, c, d,
f, g, i, j, l, m) performed as described in Methods. Data show mean and standard error
of at least three independent western blots.
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showed a very tight regulation of the total levels of proteins in the transgenic
background (endogenous + GFP-fusion) that were comparable to levels in yw
flies (Figure 3.5 e, h, k).
Thus despite the presence of the additional transgenic copy, in the majority of
transgenic lines, the total protein levels are near to endogenous levels. It can be
concluded that the PcG transgenes reported in this thesis are useful reporters
of endogenous protein behaviour.
3.2 Quantitative live imaging of Polycomb Group
proteins in single cells of defined cell lin-
eages reveals transitions in protein concentra-
tions upon entry into mitosis
3.2.1 Live imaging of Polycomb Group proteins in neuroblast
and SOP lineage reveals that most, but not all, proteins
dissociate from mitotic chromatin
To examine the behaviour of PH::GFP, PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and
GFP::E(Z) during mitotic division in neuroblasts and SOPs, I performed live
cell imaging on neuroblasts in whole larval brains (Figure 3.6) and on the SOP
lineage in the pupal notum (Figure 3.7). Chromatin localisation was identified
by the red fluorescently tagged histone H2A::RFP
All proteins localised in the nucleus and were distributed through several foci,
in interphase neuroblasts and ganglion mother cells (GMCs) (Figure 3.6 a, i, q,
Figure 3.6 (following page): Live imaging of PcG::GFP in neuroblast lineage. Decon-
volved confocal laser scanning images of PH::GFP (a, e), PC::GFP (i, m), GFP::DSP1 (q,
u), GFP::PHO (y, ac), GFP::E(Z) (ag, ak) and H2A::RFP (b, f, j, n, r, v, z, ad, ah, al) in
neuroblast interphase (a–d, i–l, q–t, y–ab, ag–aj) and metaphase (e–h, m–p, u–x, ac–af,
ak–an). Diagrams (left) identify neuroblast (NB) and ganglion mother cells (GMCs) in
images. Merge panel (c, g, k, o, s, w, aa, ae, ai, am) shows PH::GFP (c,g), PC::GFP (k,o),
GFP::DSP1 (s,w), GFP::PHO (aa, ae) or GFP::E(Z) (ai, am) in green and H2A::RFP in red.
Mask panel (d, h, l, p, t, x, ab, af, aj, an) shows volumes occupied by PH::GFP (d,h),
PC::GFP (l,p), GFP::DSP1 (t, x), GFP::PHO (ab, af) or GFP::E(Z) (aj, an) in blue and by
H2A::RFP in yellow. Neuroblast lineage specific expression of PH::GFP and H2A::RFP
was obtained by using a worniu-GAL4 driver. For PC::GFP imaging, PC::GFP was ex-
pressed under the endogenous Pc promoter. For GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z)
imaging, expression was obtained using the tubulin promoter. H2A::RFP was expressed
from the ubiquitin promoter (see section 2.1 for genotypes). Units in images (a–p) are
µm and scale bars in images (q–an) represent 2µm.
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Figure 3.7: Live imaging of PcG::GFP in sensory organ precursor cell lineage. De-
convolved confocal laser scanning images of PH::GFP (a, e, i), PC::GFP (m, q, u),
GFP::DSP1 (y, ac, ag), GFP::PHO (ak, ao, as), GFP::E(Z) (aw, ba, be) and H2A::RFP (b, f,
j, n, r, v, z, ad, ah, al, ap, at, ax, bb, bf) in sensory organ precursor cell (SOP) interphase
(a–d, m–p, y–ab, ak–an, aw–az), metaphase (e–h, q–t, ac–af, ao–ar, ba–bd) and pIIa and
pIIb interphase (i–l, u–x, ag–aj, as–av, be–bh). Diagrams (left) identify SOPs and their
daughter cells in images . Merge panel (c, g, k, o, s, w, aa, ae, ai, am, aq, au, ay, bc, bg)
shows PH::GFP (c, g, k), PC::GFP (o, s, w), GFP::DSP1 (aa, ae, ai), GFP::PHO (am, aq,
au) or GFP::E(Z) (ay, bc, bg) in green and H2A::RFP in red. Mask panel (d, h, l, p, t, x,
ab, af, aj, an, ar, av, az, bf, bh) shows volume occupied by PH::GFP (d, h, l), PC::GFP
(p, t, x), GFP::DSP1 (ab, af, aj), GFP::PHO (an, ar, av) or GFP::E(Z) (az, bf, bh) in blue
and by H2A::RFP in yellow. SOP lineage specific expression of PH::GFP and H2A::RFP
was obtained by using a neuralized-GAL4 driver. For PC::GFP imaging, PC::GFP was
expressed under the endogenous Pc promoter. GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z)
were expressed from the tubulin promoter (see section 2.1 for genotypes). Units in im-
ages (a–x) are µm and scale bars represent 2µm (y–ab, ag–av, aw–bh) or 1µm (ac–af,
aw–az). Gamma was altered to 2 for better visualization of green channel in images
ao–ar and ba–bd.
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y, ag), and SOPs and their daughter cells, pIIa and pIIb (Figure 3.7 a, i, m, u, y,
ag, ak, as, aw, be). PH::GFP showed the highest heterogeneity in protein distri-
bution ( Figure 3.6 a). Upon entry into mitosis, visible by chromatin compaction
in the metaphase plate of both neuroblasts (Figure 3.6 f, n, v, ad, al) and SOPs
(Figure 3.7 f, r, ad, ap, bb), most proteins dissociated from mitotic chromatin,
as no clear visible enrichment was noted (Figure 3.6, e, m, ac, ak and Figure 3.7
e, q, ba). However, for GFP::DSP1 in neuroblasts and SOPs (Figure 3.6 w and
Figure 3.7 ae) and for PC::GFP and GFP::PHO in SOPs (Figure 3.7 s, aq), a sig-
nificant enrichment was visible on mitotic chromatin. An image-based quan-
tification of mitotic binding of all transgenic proteins is shown in Table A.3.
Thus, I conclude that while most PcG proteins dissociate, if not completely, to a
great extent from mitotic chromatin, the DNA-binding proteins DSP1 and PHO
show a more robust association with chromatin during mitosis
3.2.2 Virus-like-particle GFP quantification provides a readout
of the number of proteins in live Drosophila tissues
In order to quantify the number of GFP-fused molecules in single neuroblast,
SOP, pIIa, and pIIb cells, I set out to calibrate live GFP numbers with GFP-
virus-like-particles (GFP-VLP). GFP-VLPs are rotavirus-like-particles in which
the capsid protein VP2, present 120 times, is fused to GFP [215]. This allows
for the visualization of individual VLPs in confocal microscopy. While this
technique has been reported to be useful in quantification of small punctate
structures as the RPA40 subunit of RNA polymerase I [216] and nuclear pore
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Figure 3.8: Blastoderm embryos (2-3h) expressing PC::GFP (a) were used to com-
pare the number of estimated PC::GFP molecules per nucleus, using GFP detection by
ELISA (Cell Biolabs, San Diego) in embryo extracts, or by GFP- VLP calibration in live
embryos. GFP intensity distribution of GFP-VLPs was plotted and the mode of the dis-
tribution was chosen as the brightness of 120 GFP molecules (b). Data show mean and
95% confidence intervals of 10 cells for GFP-VLP measurements and 10 independent
ELISA assays (c). ELISA was performed by P. Steffen.
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complex components [217], it has not been reported for the quantification of
nuclear-wide distributed proteins.
To evaluate the accuracy of GFP-VLP calibration, we compared this technique
to GFP ELISA by applying both quantification methods to blastoderm embryos
of PC::GFP expressing flies. (ELISA performed by P. Steffen; Figure 3.8 a). This
analysis showed approximately 2-fold difference between the ELISA and VLP
measurements (Figure 3.8 c), probably due to diffraction of GFP signal caused
by the thickness of the embryo.
In conclusion, live GFP quantification by GFP-VLP calibration gives a mean-
ingful readout of protein numbers for single cell experiments.
3.2.3 Quantification of GFP and endogenous levels of Poly-
comb Group proteins reveals similar interphase concen-
trations in different lineages
To quantify GFP signal intensities, a 3D mask of the volume occupied by the
GFP fusion protein in the cell of interest was applied, and signal intensities
were measured (Figure 3.6 d, h, i, p, t, x, ab, af, aj, an and Figure 3.7 d, h, i,
p, t, x, ab, af, aj, an, ar, av, az, bd, bh). In order to convert signal intensities
to absolute numbers of GFP fusion proteins in single cells we performed cali-
bration using GFP-VLP [216, 217]. By performing live GFP quantification and
GFP-VLP calibration for all PcG-GFP fusion proteins in each cell lineage at in-
terphase and metaphase (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7) I calculated the number of
GFP fusion protein molecules in each cell type (Table A.1).
Since the ratio of endogenous protein to transgenic protein had previously been
determined for all GFP-fusions (Figure 3.5), the estimated number of endoge-
nous proteins in yw flies could be determined (Figure 3.9 b, Table A.1). This
quantification revealed that the calculated number of endogenous proteins did
Figure 3.9 (following page): (a) Estimated number per cell of PH::GFP, PC::GFP,
GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z) by GFP-VLP calibration in neuroblast interphase
(NB int.) and metaphase (NB met.) and SOP interphase (SOP int.), metaphase (SOP
met.) and interphase of pIIa (pIIa int.) and pIIb (pIIb int.). (b) Estimated number per
cell of PH, PC, DSP1,PHO and E(Z) in neuroblast interphase (NB int.) and metaphase
(NB met.) and SOP interphase (SOP int.), metaphase (SOP met.) and interphase of
pIIa (pIIa int.) and pIIb (pIIb int.) of yw or GFP flies (PH). (c) Measured cell volumes
of different cells in NB and SOP lineage. (d) Estimated micromolar concentrations of
PH::GFP, PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z) by GFP-VLP calibration in
neuroblast interphase (NB int.) and metaphase (NB met.) and SOP interphase (SOP
int.), metaphase (SOP met.) and interphase of pIIa (pIIa int.) and pIIb (pIIb int.) of yw
or GFP flies (PH). Data show mean and SEM of at least 3 cells.
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not change greatly upon the transitions from interphase to metaphase of both
neuroblasts and SOPs. Remarkably, the DNA-binding proteins DSP1 and PHO
are present in higher numbers than the analyzed PRC1 and PRC2 components,
PH, PC and E(Z), with numbers that range 3- to 9-fold in neuroblasts and 2-
to 10-fold in SOPs. Furthermore, the PH, PC and (EZ) number of molecules
were very similar (30000-40000) in neuroblasts and unlike all the other studied
proteins, PC did not show a reduction in levels when comparing SOPs to NBs.
Moreover, the calculated numbers of all endogenous proteins were reduced∼2-
fold upon the differentiation of SOPs into pIIa and pIIb.
Conversion to micromolar concentrations via the measured volume occupied
by GFP (Figure 3.9 c) in each cell type revealed that all proteins undergo a
substantial dilution (between 2 and 5-fold, Figure 3.9 d, Table A.1) upon the
interphase to metaphase transition in both cell lineages due to the increase in
volume upon nuclear envelope breakdown. Remarkably, besides the different
numbers of molecules estimated in neuroblasts, SOPs, pIIa and pIIb cells, and
due to the different nuclear volumes of these four different cell types, the cal-
culated micromolar concentrations of PC, DSP1, PHO and E(Z) did not change
considerably between lineages (Figure 3.9 d). These concentrations were ap-
proximately 0.4µM for PC, 2µM for DSP1, 1.3µM for PHO and 0.2µM for E(Z)
(Table A.1).
In summary, this quantitative analysis of single defined cell lineages reveals
substantial dilution of PcG proteins upon entry into mitosis, but a remarkably
similar endogenous concentration at interphase in both lineages.
3.3 Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching
analysis of Polycomb Group proteins in neurob-
lasts and sensory organ precursor cell lineages
3.3.1 A diffusion component is present in FRAP curves of all
analysed proteins
To ask whether different PcG proteins interact differently with chromatin, and
whether different cell lineages and cell cycle stages are distinguished by differ-
ent chromatin binding properties of any of the proteins, Fluorescence Recov-
ery After Photobleaching (FRAP) on all GFP fusion proteins was performed in
each cell type at interphase and metaphase(Figure 3.10). Histone H2A::RFP,
used to mark chromatin in both lineages (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7), served as a
guide for bleach spot placement on metaphase chromatin.The rational behind
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this approach is that FRAP is one of the few techniques that allow the in vivo
measurement of diffusion and binding properties of proteins, therefore taking
into account the influence of the cell environment on those properties, which is
not possible with in vitro approaches [220].
Most FRAP experiments are analyzed by models that do not include a diffu-
sion coefficient for the free protein. However it has been shown that wrongly
ignoring this component can introduce large errors in the estimation of binding
parameters [226, 227]. To test if diffusion influences the FRAP recovery curves
of the studied PcG-GFP fusion proteins, I performed a curve smoothing test on
the recovery curves of all GFP-fusion proteins in interphase, as well as the con-
trols GFPnls (diffusing protein with no binding component in recovery curves)
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Figure 3.10: FRAP analysis of PH::GFP (a, d, g), PC::GFP (b, e, h), GFP::DSP1 (c),
GFP::PHO (f) and GFP::E(Z) (i) in neuroblast (NB) (a–c, f, i) and sensory organ precur-
sor cell (SOP) (d, e, g, h) lineages. Interphase bleach spots were placed to cover several
PcG::GFP foci (see Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7). Metaphase bleach spots were placed in
the region of RFP signal (see Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7). Symbols represent mean of
experimental values and are accompanied by standard error of the mean represented
by a dashed line of the same colour. Solid darker line shows fit of FRAP model to the
experimental data (see section 2.12). NB and SOP (black on a–f, i) indicate neuroblast
and SOP interphase; NBmet and SOPmet (red on a–f, i), indicate neuroblast and SOP
metaphase. pIIa (black on b, h) and pIIb (red on b, h) indicate the interphase of the
respective SOP daughter cells.
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and H2A::RFP (slow exchanging protein with negligible diffusion component
in recovery curves) (Figure 3.11) [227]. All GFP-fusion proteins showed a signif-
icant smoothing of the FRAP curves with time with the exception of H2A::RFP,
leading to the conclusion that FRAP curves in Figure 3.10 showed contributions
of diffusion.
The recovery data were analysed by fitting kinetic models ([220, 228, 242]).
Comparison of different fitting procedures showed contributions of both dif-
fusion and binding to the recovery kinetics (see Materials and Methods) of all
proteins with the exception of GFP::E(Z) in neuroblast metaphase, were only
diffusion was identified. Thus the reaction-diffusion model of [228] was used
for all data sets of PH::GFP (Figure 3.10 a, d, g), PC::GFP(Figure 3.10 b, e, h),
GFP::DSP1 (Figure 3.10 c), GFP::PHO (Figure 3.10 f), and GFP::E(Z) in neurob-
last interphase (Figure 3.10 i), while a pure-diffusion model [228] was chosen
for GFP::E(Z) in neuroblast metaphase, enabling values to be extracted for the
pseudo first order association rate (k∗on) and the dissociation rate (ko f f ) (Fig-
ure 3.12), as well as the diffusion coefficient (Df(1), Figure 3.13 a). Extracted
parameters are listed in Table A.2 and are further discussed in subsection 3.3.4
to subsection 3.3.6.
Figure 3.11 (following page): Diffusion influences FRAP curves of GFPnls, PC::GFP,
PH::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO, GFP::E(Z) and H2A::RFP. (a) Diffusion test was per-
formed using an adaptation of the method of curve smoothing ([227]), where gaussian
photobleaching profiles of FRAP experiments ([228]) were acquired at four different
time points after photobleaching and the slope region was fitted using linear regres-
sion. A reduction in these slopes signifies diffusion-dependence in the FRAP curves.
(b–j) Slope regions of intensity profiles are plotted (symbols) and were fitted using lin-
ear regression (solid lines) at four different time points (time in seconds is shown at
the right of each plot). The grey background identifies the bleach region. (b) H2A::RFP
recovery is not affected by diffusion, indicated by similar slopes of lines at all four
time points. Comparison of the extracted slopes was performed using ANCOVA (p-
value given on each plot represents significance of difference between slopes at the four
time points). (c-j) GFP-nls, PC::GFP and PH::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z)
FRAP recovery shows an influence of diffusion, indicated by gradual flattening of ra-
dial profiles at later time points. (e) Comparative summary plot. For data in (b-j), the
value 1/slope was calculated for each linear fit and normalised to the slope at time 0.
These values are plotted for each data set for consecutive time points, showing a grad-
ual increase in (1/slope) at later time points for all experiments with the exception of
H2A::RFP (dark green) for which little change was detected.
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Figure 3.12: Extracted total bound fraction (a), pseudo first order association rate k∗on
(b) and Residence time (c) of PH::GFP and PC::GFP in NB and SOP lineage and of
GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z) in NB lineage from FRAP model fit (Figure 3.10).
Fraction bound in chromatin region was calculated as (k∗on/ko f f + k∗on). For metaphase
measurements, the fraction bound in chromatin region was used in combination with
the quantity of free protein outside the chromatin volume, to calculate fraction of total
protein bound, shown on plots (See also section 2.12, Table A.2). Residence time was
calculated as (1/ko f f ). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3.13: Cross validation of extracted diffusion constants by independent measure-
ments. (a) Comparison of diffusion constants extracted from fitting 3 parameter FRAP
model in all cell types (Df(1), black) [228] to diffusion constants calculated by fitting
single parameter FRAP model (diffusion only) to FRAP recovery performed on the
non-chromatin volume in metaphase Df(2), grey) [228]. For GFP::E(Z) in neuroblast
metaphase (NBmet), (Df(1) was obtained from a diffusion only FRAP model. The in-
terphase Df values (grey) were calculated using GFPnls for calibration as described in
section 2.12. The Df values calculated by the two procedures show good agreement.
NB and SOP indicate neuroblast and SOP interphase and NBmet and SOPmet indicate
neuroblast and SOP metaphase. pIIa and pIIb indicate the interphase of the respective
cells. Data show mean of at least four measurements for each cell type. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals. (b) Estimated molecular weight of PH::GFP and
PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO, GFP::E(Z) in neuroblasts (black) and SOPs (grey). Es-
timations were based on the extracted Df in regions outside chromatin at metaphase in
neuroblasts and SOPs and calculated as described in section 2.13 [220]
.
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3.3.2 Extracted diffusion constants from FRAP curves are in
agreement with independent measurements
To evaluate the robustness of the extracted values for Df from fitting the
reaction-diffusion model, the Df for each protein in each cell type was mea-
sured independently (Figure 3.13 a). This was achieved by performing FRAP
on the region of the metaphase cell that is outside chromatin and fitting the
pure diffusion model [228] to the recovery data, giving an independent and di-
rect measure of Df. Interphase values were calculated by conversion via diffu-
sion coefficients measured for GFP by fitting the pure diffusion model to FRAP
recovery curves measured in both interphase and metaphase Table A.2. The
values of Df thus measured (Df(2)) agreed with those extracted from fitting the
full model (Df(1)), with the exception of GFP::DSP1, where Df(1) was consis-
tently higher than Df(2) (Figure 3.13, Table A.2).
Moreover, the molecular weights of the PcG-GFP fusion proteins could be es-
timated from Df(2). The molecular weight estimated for PC::GFP is consistent
with the predicted size of the PRC1 complex (over 600kDa [6, 8]) (Figure 3.13
b). In contrast, the molecular weights estimated for all other proteins is higher
than any single protein, or known Polycomb protein complex, with PH::GFP
reaching an approximately estimated weight of 15MDa (Figure 3.13 b). These
high molecular weights that originate from slow diffusion coefficients are prob-
ably due to the incorporation of binding information into the diffusion coef-
ficient which slows down the true diffusion coefficient of the protein [220].
Thus, the diffusion constants extracted for PH::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and
GFP::E(Z) are named effective diffusion constants [220].
Taken together, these results show that extracted diffusion constants of
PcG::GFP proteins agree with an independent approach and that the extracted
diffusion constant for PH::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z) may com-
prise both the true diffusion and a binding component [220, 228].
3.3.3 Non-homogeneity of binding sites does not have a major
impact on parameters extracted from FRAP curves
In order to further assess the robustness of the extracted k∗on and ko f f values
(Figure 3.12), I simulated FRAP recovery curves of the reaction-diffusion model
[228], where Df was fixed and the binding rates varied in between 5 orders of
magnitude (Figure 3.14). This analysis showed that for most data sets, a limited
range of k∗on and ko f f values gave optimal fits to the data.
Furthermore, we examined the the effect of non-homogeneity in protein dis-
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tribution observed in interphase (see Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7). To test this
effect, we adapted the model described in [227] from its original application to
redistribution of photoactivatable GFP, to render it applicable to the analysis of
FRAP recovery curves described here (performed in a collaboration with J. Lu).
Fitting this model to interphase data for individual nuclei gave similar values
for the three extracted parameters whether initial distribution was assumed to
be heterogeneous or homogeneous (Figure 3.15).
3.3.4 Polycomb shows more dynamic interactions with neu-
roblast interphase chromatin than other PcG proteins
In order to ask if different PcG proteins interact differently with chromatin I
compared the recovery kinetics and measured parameters for all GFP-fusion
proteins in neuroblasts. This analysis showed that PH::GFP and PHO::GFP
typically showed far slower recoveries than all the other PcG proteins (Fig-
ure 3.10). This was due in part to the slower Df extracted for these proteins
(with values that ranged from 1 to 1.5µm2.s-1) when compared to values en-
countered for the other proteins (from 4 to 5.5µm2.s-1, Figure 3.13). Further
differences were encountered upon comparison of the bound fractions and ki-
netic rate constants. PH::GFP had the highest extracted bound fraction of all
PcG proteins (∼30%, Figure 3.12 a). However, when the estimated numbers of
endogenous molecules were taken into account, it was the DNA binding pro-
teins DSP1 and PHO that had the higher number of bound molecules (∼20000
molecules) followed by the PRC1 components, PH and PC (7000 to 11000 bound
molecules) and finally PRC2 component E(Z) (∼4000 bound molecules, Ta-
ble A.2). Moreover, the comparison of residence times, which reflect an in-
herent, concentration independent property of protein-chromatin binding, re-
vealed 2-fold shorter residence times for PC::GFP when compared to GFP::E(Z),
and a remarkable ∼10-fold difference when compared to PH::GFP, GFP::DSP1
Figure 3.14 (following page): Parameter space for best fits of FRAP model to recovery
data. (a, b, d, e, g, h, j, k, m, n, p–t, v, w) For each FRAP recovery data set fit with a
reaction-diffusion model (Figure 3.10), simulations were performed in which Df was
fixed to the value extracted from the 3 parameter fit (Figure 3.13, grey bars; Table A.2),
and k∗on and ko f f were varied between 10-4 and 10. For each simulation, the fit to the
experimental data was evaluated as squared sum of residuals (ssrs). Ssrs for each data
set are plotted as heat maps (colour scale for ssrs is shown at the bottom right of the
figure.) The white or black line delineates ssrs 1.25 times larger than the minimum
ssr found. (c, f, i, l, o, u) Comparison of parameter space for best fits of PH::GFP (c),
PC::GFP (f), GFP::DSP1(i) and GFP::PHO(l) in neuroblast lineage (NB) and of PH::GFP
(o) and PC::GFP (u) in sensory organ precursor cell (SOP) lineage (f).
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the effects of binding site non-homogeneity on parameters
extracted from FRAP experiments. (a) Depiction of two model nuclei with an homoge-
neous (left) and a image-based heterogeneous (right) binding site distribution. (b–m)
Extracted diffusion (b, e, h, k), free fraction (c, f, i, l) and dissociation rates (ko f f , d, g,
j, m) of PH::GFP (b–d, h–j) and PC::GFP (e–g, k–m) FRAP experiments in neuroblast
interphase (b–g) and sensory organ precursor cell interphase (h–m) were analysed us-
ing an adaptation of the model described in [227] (performed in a collaboration with
J. Lu; see section 2.12). Black bars represent the mean and 95% confidence intervals of
the extracted parameters using the same model with an initial homogeneous distribu-
tion of binding sites and grey bars represent the mean and 95% confidence intervals of
the extracted parameters using the image-based heterogeneous distribution of binding
sites for each nucleus. n represents number of nuclei used in each experiment. 2-tailed
paired t-tests were performed for each comparison resulting in p-values > 0.05 with
the exception of b (p=0.0001), c (p=0.0069), d (p=0.0282) and e (p=0.0163). Dashed lines
represent parameters extracted using the FRAP model described in [228] and shown in
Figure 3.12 and Table A.2.
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and GFP::PHO (Figure 3.12 c).
Taken together these results demonstrate inherently different behaviours of
PcG proteins in neuroblasts, in terms of both diffusion and chromatin inter-
action, with PC::GFP showing the highest dynamic interaction with chromatin
and DNA binding proteins showing the highest number of bound molecules
followed by PRC1 and PRC2 members.
3.3.5 Polycomb and Polyhomeotic have decreased mobility
upon lineage commitment
Previous studies of the kinetics of PH::GFP chromatin binding in Drosophila
at different developmental stages have documented an approximately 2-fold
lower average dissociation rate in larval wing imaginal discs than in embryos,
indicating longer residence times and thus suggesting more stable chromatin
association as development proceeds [163]. To evaluate whether PcG proteins
interact differently with chromatin in different cell lineages, and in the progres-
sive commitment of a single lineage, I compared kinetic parameters of PH::GFP
and PC::GFP at interphase in neuroblasts and in the SOP lineage (Figure 3.10).
For PH::GFP, I measured an approximately 2-fold lower dissociation rate con-
stant, giving a 2-fold longer residence time in SOP interphase compared to neu-
roblast interphase (Figure 3.12 c, Table A.2). In the more determined daugh-
ters of the SOP, (pIIa and pIIb), no further increase in residence time was de-
tected. However the association rate constant was approximately 2-fold higher
in these daughter cells, contributing to a substantial increase in the calculated
bound fraction from 57% in SOP to 66-68% in the daughters (Figure 3.12 a, Ta-
ble A.2). For PC::GFP, a similar trend was observed. I measured a 3- fold longer
residence time at interphase in SOPs than in neuroblasts, and a further 3-fold
increase in residence time in pIIa and pIIb (Figure 3.12 a, Table A.2). Taken to-
gether these results indicate that the interaction of both PC and PH with chro-
matin is not only more dynamic in the stem cell neuroblast than in the SOP,
but also that the mobility of both proteins decreases upon increasing cell fate
commitment within the SOP lineage.
3.3.6 Polycomb Group Proteins have tighter interactions with
mitotic chromatin than interphase chromatin
To determine whether the nature of PcG chromatin interactions changes during
the cell cycle, I examined metaphase binding. Calculation of bound fractions of
PH::GFP and PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z) from FRAP analy-
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sis of metaphase chromatin of neuroblasts showed a clear reduction in binding,
with no detectable binding of GFP::E(Z) and 0.5% to 0.1% of total protein re-
maining bound to metaphase chromosomes for the other proteins (Figure 3.12
a). Furthermore, in SOP metaphase a similar reduction was also observed for
PH::GFP and PC::GFP (1.8 and 0.9% respectively). Independent calculation of
metaphase bound fractions based on image quantification gave consistent re-
sults (section 2.7, Table A.3). Thus a small fraction of the majority of PcG pro-
teins remains bound to mitotic chromatin.
To assess the kinetic properties of this fraction I examined association rates
and residence times (Figure 3.12 b, c, Figure 3.14, Table A.2). Remarkably, for
PH::GFP and PC::GFP, in most cases, this metaphase bound population showed
profoundly different properties to that bound in interphase, both in terms of a
slower association rate (Figure 3.12 b), and a longer residence time (Figure 3.12
b)(Figure 3.14 c, f, u). For each protein, the extent of kinetic changes was differ-
ent in different lineages. For example, PH::GFP showed no detectable change in
behaviour between interphase and metaphase in SOPs, but a profound change
in neuroblasts (Figure 3.12 b, c, Table A.3). For PC::GFP, the residence time in
neuroblasts increased 7.3-fold from 0.46s in interphase to 3.35s in metaphase.
In contrast, in SOPs for the same protein, the increase in residence time at
metaphase was over 300-fold, from 1.39s in interphase to over 5 minutes in
metaphase. For proteins GFP::DSP1 and GFP::PHO, no significant difference
was found between the kinetic properties of the mitotic bound fraction (Fig-
ure 3.12 b, c, Table A.3).
These protein and lineage specific differences in kinetic behaviour suggest that
the changes in binding properties at metaphase are not a general effect of chro-
matin condensation at mitosis, but are specific to each protein in each cell type.
3.4 Modeling of Polycomb interaction with chro-
matin during cell cycle progression in neurob-
lasts and sensory organ precursor cells
3.4.1 Mathematical modeling predicts a slower timescale for
mitotic dissociation of Polycomb in SOPs than in neurob-
lasts
In the above experiments I measured different chromatin binding properties of
PcG proteins at specific points during the cell cycle, namely interphase and
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metaphase. I next asked whether the changes in kinetic properties I have
measured are sufficient to account for the observed reduction in binding at
metaphase within the known time frame of cell division in SOPs and neurob-
lasts [238, 243].
To this end, mathematical modeling was used to simulate a time course of
Polycomb-chromatin interactions upon cell cycle transitions (performed in a
collaboration with S. Mu¨ller; Figure 3.16 a). Polycomb was the chosen molecule
to be modeled due to the previous extraction of binding parameters (Fig-
ure 3.12) and endogenous protein quantification (Figure 3.9) in both neuroblast
and SOP lineages. The PC-chromatin interaction was modeled using ordinary
differential equations (Figure 3.16 a, Appendix C). As inputs we used the calcu-
lated numbers of endogenous PC molecules in SOPs and neuroblasts, the asso-
ciation and dissociation rates measured in FRAP at interphase and metaphase
in each cell lineage, and the corresponding nuclear or cell volumes (Table A.4).
I first asked whether a change in kinetic properties of PC is actually required for
protein dissociation at metaphase or whether the simple effects of protein dilu-
tion at nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD) would be sufficient (Figure 3.16 b,
Figure 3.16 (following page): Mathematical modeling of mitotic dissociation of PC from
chromatin. (a) Model for interaction of PC protein with chromatin targets. PC interacts
with chromatin with the association rates k∗on and dissociation rates ko f f . The model
describes three species: chromatin bound PC, free PC and free chromatin. Implemen-
tation of the model was performed as a collaboration with S. Mu¨ller and is described
in Appendix C.(b,c) Modeling of endogenous PC in neuroblasts (NB, b) and sensory
organ precursor cell (SOP, c) lineage of yw flies. Time is scaled in real time accord-
ing to [238, 243]. Solid bars represent calculated numbers of bound PC molecules ex-
tracted from FRAP experiments at interphase or metaphase in each cell type as indi-
cated. Solid lines represent bound numbers of PC molecules predicted by simulation
using the model shown in (a) under different assumptions as follows: Dilution only
model (black line), dilution of PC as measured (Figure 3.9 c) occurs at nuclear envelope
breakdown (NEBD), but changes in binding rates are not included in the simulation,
to evaluate the contribution of dilution alone to the chromatin binding properties of
the system. This model predicts a substantial dissociation of PC caused by dilution
alone in both cell types (b,c), which nevertheless fails to reach the measured levels of
dissociation. All changes at NEBD (green). The measured dilution (Figure 3.9 c) and
extracted changes in binding parameters (Figure 3.10 b, c) are included in the model,
with all changes occurring simultaneously at NEBD. For NB (a), this model predicts a
rapid dissociation to measured levels, whereas for SOP (b) the same model using SOP
parameters predicts a gradual dissociation, which does not reach measured levels of
dissociation by the onset of cytokinesis. Initial gradual change of kon (red). The model
assumes dilution as measured (Figure 3.9 c) at NEBD, change in ko f f as measured (Fig-
ure 3.10 c) at NEBD, but the association rate changes gradually from extracted inter-
phase to metaphase values (Figure 3.9 b) from prophase to NEBD. This model predicts
dissociation of PC in SOPs that is close to measured levels (b).
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c, black lines). These simulations predicted that although dilution alone would
achieve a substantial degree of dissociation, the measured levels of metaphase
binding are an order of magnitude lower still. We next asked whether the
changes in kinetic rate constants we have measured would be sufficient to re-
move this additional protein from mitotic chromosomes within the time frame
imposed by the cell cycle (Figure 3.16 b, c, green lines). For this simulation,
the dilution and changes in binding properties were all effected concomitantly
upon nuclear envelope breakdown. This simulation predicted a rapid dissoci-
ation to the observed levels within seconds of NEBD in neuroblasts. However
the predicted dissociaton in SOPs was very slow, such that the observed lev-
els were not reached before the cell enters cytokinesis at the end of metaphase
(Figure 3.16 c). In the simulation, the system reached equilibrium after approx-
imately 33 minutes, predicting 385 bound molecules. Further inspection of pa-
rameters revealed that this difference between the cell types was independent
of diffusion (Appendix C), and was due mainly to the faster exchange of PC in
neuroblast interphase and the very slow dissociation of PC in SOP metaphase.
The assumption made above, that all parameters change at the same moment
upon NEBD, is sufficient to explain dissociation in neuroblasts, but proved to
be invalid for SOPs (Figure 3.16 c). We thus evaluated whether a changed or-
der of events could accelerate mitotic dissociation. The moment of NEBD is
well defined in our experiments, (visible as dispersal of GFP fusion proteins in
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7). The assumption that protein dilution occurs effec-
tively instantaneously upon NEBD is valid (Appendix C). However, the con-
densation and modification of chromatin begins at prophase, well before NEBD
[244]. To simulate this gradual change in the nature of the chromatin template,
we introduced a gradual change in the association rate kon, starting at prophase
(Figure 3.16 c, red line). In both neuroblasts and SOPs, this resulted in rapid
dissociation of PC before NEBD, and full dissociation to the measured levels at
metaphase.
In summary, this analysis predicts a slower dissociation kinetic for PC in SOPs
than in neuroblasts, which can be accelerated by modeling a reduction in the
association rate during prophase.
3.4.2 H3K27me3S28 phosphorylation during prophase may ac-
celerate PC mitotic dissociation
I next asked what molecular mechanisms could account for a change in the
association rate of PC to chromatin during prophase. I reasoned that phos-
phorylation of serine 28 on histone H3 (H3S28p) may be a good candidate.
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H3S28 phosphorylation is present during interphase, and increases during mi-
tosis [245, 246]. PcG proteins have a reduced ability to bind to the H3 tail
trimethylated at lysine 27 (H3K27me3) if the adjacent H3S28 site is phospho-
rylated [123, 125]. I reasoned that an accumulation of H3K27me3S28p during
prophase could effectively reduce the association rate of PC to chromatin, by
reducing the number of sites available for binding, in a manner analogous to
that reported for HP1 [126, 127]. To determine whether H3K27me3S28p accu-
mulates during prophase in neuroblasts and SOPs, whole brain and notum of
PC::GFP expressing flies were stained with an antibody that specifically recog-
nises the double modification. Figure 3.17 shows that robust accumulation of
H3K27me3S28P was indeed detectable in prophase in both neuroblasts and
SOPs, before the onset of NEBD. These results are consistent with a role of this
double modification in ejecting PC from chromatin during prophase.
I conclude that this modification may contribute to the reduction in association
rate that we have predicted by mathematical modeling to be required before
NEBD, thus accelerating mitotic dissociation of PC.
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Figure 3.17: The H3K27me3S28p double mark accumulates during prophase in neu-
roblasts and SOPs. Neuroblasts (a–i) and SOPs (j–r) of larvae and pupae expressing
PC::GFP were fixed and stained with αH3K27me3/S28p. GFP signal (a, d, g, j, m, p) re-
veals PC::GFP distribution and identifies cells that have not yet undergone NEBD, visi-
ble as distinct nuclear and cytoplasmic regions in (a, d, j, m). After NEBD, the PC::GFP
signal is dispersed throughout the cell volume (g, p). Detection of H3K27me3/S28p
reveals that the double mark is present in interphase (b, k), and accumulates dur-
ing prophase, prior to NEBD (e, n). Maximum levels of double mark are detected
at metaphase (h, q). Scale bars represent 2 µm in (a–i) and 1 µm in (j–r).
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3.5 ASH1 and JIL-1 modulate kinetic properties of
Polycomb in neuroblasts
3.5.1 Neuroblast-specific downregulation of ASH1 and JIL-1
alters Polycomb kinetics
I showed above that PC binds more strongly to differentiated cells (SOPs) than
to stem cells (neuroblasts). This lead me to ask if the kinetic properties of the
PC-chromatin interaction could be altered in vivo. To examine this possibil-
ity, I performed a neuroblast specific knockdown within a short time window
(section 2.2), of interactors, and possible regulators, of Polycomb kinetics. I
chose to knockdown, PHO and DSP1 as they have been reported to important
for recruitment of PcG proteins [44, 247], and of the TrxG protein ASH1, as
it has been shown to be an antagonistic effector and competitor of PcG pro-
teins [48]. Since the H3K27me3S28p double mark has been reported to regulate
Polycomb binding in mammalian cells [123, 125], in addition to the previous
proteins, additionally I have targeted JIL-1, the Drosophila homolog of MSK1,
the H3S28 interphase kinase. While none of knockdowns altered significantly
the bound fraction of PC::GFP in neuroblast interphase (Figure 3.18 b), the re-
duction of ASH1 and JIL-1 levels lead to significant increase in the residence
time of PC::GFP (Figure 3.18 a).
I further asked what would be the effect of these knockdowns on the mitotic
kinetic properties of PC::GFP. This examination revealed that, while in control
flies PC::GFP increased its residence time on mitotic chromatin, after knock-
down of ASH1 and JIL-1, this alteration was abolished, and residence times
were maintained from interphase to mitosis (Figure 3.18 c). Interestingly the
reduction of ASH1 further lead to a small, however significant, increase in the
bound fraction of PC::GFP during mitosis (Figure 3.18 d).
To exclude the possibility that these differences were simply caused by alter-
ation of PC::GFP levels upon knockdown of interacting proteins, I next asked if
the levels of PC::GFP expression were also affected by the knockdown of these
proteins. Quantification of PC::GFP fluorescence levels showed no significant
change in protein expression with any of the genotypes (Figure 3.18 e, f).
Taken together, these results reveal that it is possible by ASH1 and JIL-1 knock-
down to alter the binding kinetics of Polycomb. ASH1 knockdown leads to an
increase in the residence time of Polycomb in neuroblast interphase while abol-
ishing the further increase registered upon the mitotic transition, in addition to
an increase in the amount of Polycomb bound to mitotic chromatin. JIL-1 RNAi
causes the same changes in binding kinetics as ASH1, although no significant
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Figure 3.18: ASH1 and JIL-1modulate PC::GFP kinetics in neuroblast lineage. (a–d)
Extracted residence time (a, c) and bound-fraction (b, d) of PC::GFP in neuroblast in-
terphase (a, b) and metaphase (c, d) upon no RNAi (-) and knockdown of dsp1 (dsp1),
pho (pho), ash1 (ash1) and jil-1 (jil-1). (e, f) Quantification of GFP sum intensity in
PC::GFP expressing nuclei of neuroblasts in interphase (e) and metaphase cells. Data
show mean and SEM of at least 3 experiments. ANOVA tests with Dunnett’s post-test
(a,b) and two-tailed t-test (c,d, e, f) were performed and p-values < 0.05 (*) or < 0.01
(**) are shown.
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increase in PC binding is present during cell division.
3.5.2 ASH1 level reduction leads to reduction in number of
neuroblasts
To examine if the ASH1 and JIL-1 RNAi knockdown lead to phenotypic changes
in neuroblasts, I performed a type II lineage neuroblast-specific knockdown
within a large time window (see section 2.2). The knockdown was performed
in type II lineages due to the presence of only eight neuroblasts [229], which
allows for an easier determination of over and under proliferation phenotypes.
This analysis revealed that while JIL-1 knockdown did not alter the number of
neuroblast lineages present in each brain lobe, ASH1 RNAi lead to a striking
reduction in number and size of neuroblast lineages (Figure 3.19).
In summary, these results show that the reduction of ASH1 levels leads to a
reduction in the number of neuroblasts.
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Figure 3.19: ash1 knockdown leads to reduction in number of type-II lineage neurob-
lasts. (a) GFP marked type II lineage neuroblasts in fixed 3rd instal larval brains after
no RNAi (-) or knockdown of ash1 (ash1) or jil-1 (jil-1) in the absence (-) or presence
of PC::GFP and H2A::RFP (PC::GFP, UAS-H2A::RFP). Scale bar is applicable to all im-
ages. (b) Quantification of number of neuroblasts from brain images represented in (a)
from at least 3 brains. (PC) indicates presence of PC::GFP and H2A::RFP transgenes.
ANOVA test was performed followed by Tukey’s post-test and p-values < 0.001 are
shown (***)
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4Discussion
In this thesis I have used a combination of in vivo protein quantification and
kinetic analysis, with mathematical modeling to investigate changes in the dy-
namic behaviour of PcG proteins upon mitosis and cell fate transitions in living
Drosophila, giving quantitative insights into properties of the PcG proteins in
stem cells and differentiated cells.
4.1 Quantification of PcG proteins
I have quantified total numbers of GFP-fused and endogenous molecules of
PH, PC, DSP1, PHO and E(Z) in neuroblasts, SOPs, and the daughter cells pIIa
and pIIb in live animals, using a combination of of live imaging of the GFP fu-
sions, calibration with GFP-VLPs and quantitative western blots.
For the PH::GFP fusion protein, the use of limited tissue specific expression
strategies was necessary to avoid cell death associated with PH overexpression,
as has been reported previously [248, 249]. To determine the expression level
of PH::GFP in neuroblasts, I FACS sorted large cells from dissociated brains,
which were GFP-positive. This strategy allowed for the enrichment of neu-
roblasts in sorted cell extracts (Figure 3.4) and the quantification of the ratio
between PH::GFP and PH (Figure 3.5). Since protocols for the isolation of GFP-
marked SOPs are not currently available, the quantification of PH::GFP in SOPs
was not performed. A goal of future studies will be to isolate the PH::GFP
expressing cell types of interest, in order to enable relative quantification of
PH::GFP and endogenous PH in the differentiated cell type. For all the other
PcG::GFP fusion proteins, the transgenes were expressed under ubiquitous pro-
moters, enabling the quantification of the relative amount of transgenic and en-
dogenous protein from whole tissues.
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The use of GFP-VLP for quantification of GFP molecule numbers showed a
2-fold lower measurement when compared to an ELISA-based method (Fig-
ure 3.8). A possible reason for this discrepancy in the measurements is the
detection of GFP-VLP fluorescence intensities in a different environment (out-
side the embryo) from the GFP-fusion proteins. The brightness of GFP might
be lower inside the embryo due to the presence of highly scattering structures
inside the nucleus, such as chromatin [250]. Additionally, for fluorescence de-
tection, the GFP protein needs to be correctly folded, which is not necessary
for detection in an ELISA method, which may thereby lead to an underestima-
tion of total number of GFP molecules through live imaging. Nevertheless, the
discrepancy registered here between these two methods is similar to the esti-
mated accuracy of GFP-VLP quantification [216]. It would be interesting in the
future to compare the values calculated here with ones acquired through differ-
ent methods such as FCS or quantitative mass spectrometry [217].
The values registered here for the total numbers and concentrations of endoge-
nous molecules of the various PcG proteins (Figure 3.9 and Table A.1) agree
well with the numbers of molecules of several transcription factors [11]. One
example of this similarity is the 0.2µM concentration of FTZ protein in blas-
toderm nuclei of embryos found by comparison of embryo extracts to known
amounts of recombinant protein [251].
A more direct comparison can be drawn by the numbers of endogenous PC
molecules previously estimated to be present in salivary gland and S2 cell nu-
clei using quantitative western blotting calibrated with recombinant PC pro-
tein [13]. The values registered here of 0.4-0.5µM of Polycomb/cell are 2–3-fold
lower than the extrapolated concentration of endogenous PC in salivary gland
nuclei [13, 252]. Although this discrepancy might originate from the different
methods used for the determination of protein quantities, or from the different
cell types used in the different studies (salivary glands are polyploid and may
require higher number of PC proteins), the quantities measured here show good
agreement with previous quantification attempts.
Furthermore, our western blot analysis revealed that most transgenic proteins
exhibited repression of endogenous protein expression (Figure 3.5). This result
is in agreement with reports of transgenic down regulation of endogenous PC
and PH proteins [163].
In addition to total number of molecules, in this thesis I report the number of
chromatin bound endogenous molecules of PcG proteins (Table A.2). To calcu-
late the bound fraction of molecules I have used the extracted bound fraction
from FRAP experiments performed for each of the GFP-fusion proteins.
FRAP is one of the few techniques that allows for the determination of bound
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fractions in vivo [220]. Nevertheless, it has its own limitations, as it has been
reported that erroneous models or negligence of essential parameters in the
FRAP model can lead to crass errors in the estimation of binding parameters
[228] and, due to the photobleach step in the method, it introduces a perturba-
tion to the system which is hard to control for [220]. I tested different models for
FRAP analysis, with the main difference being the presence or absence of het-
erogenous concentration of binding sites (Figure 3.15, [227]). Because results
were similar with both models, we have opted to use a homogeneous model
[228], which enhances the previous models by taking into account the true pho-
tobleach profile, as well as the diffusion component in the recovery curves. The
next step in the future will be to cross-validate the binding parameters esti-
mated here with a different protocol, such as FCS [253].
Although precaution is always necessary when analysing in vivo binding pa-
rameters, we find good agreement with bound fractions estimated from images
(Table A.3) and it has been shown that in FRAP analysis the bound fraction is
the best estimated parameter [226, 227, 228, 253]. This is consistent with the
analysis of robustness of ko f f and k∗on (Figure 3.14).
It is important to consider to what extent the partial rescue of Pc mutants by
the PC::GFP transgene will affect the quantitative conclusions drawn here. By
quantitative comparison with PH::GFP behaviour, it has been proposed that the
PC::GFP fusion is less favoured by 4 to 5 fold in the PRC1 complex than the en-
dogenous protein [163]. These authors concluded that the population of PRC1
is marked with PC::GFP, but the bound fraction of PC::GFP may be an underes-
timation of bound fraction of endogenous PC. This effect may lead to the lower
bound fraction that I measure for PC::GFP in comparison to PH::GFP. It also
follows from this that second order kinetic processes (on rates) will be prone to
inaccuracies, but first order processes (off rates and therefore residence times)
will be unaffected. I note that the accurate determination of the true on rate
(kon) from the pseudo first order association rate (k∗on) extracted from FRAP ex-
periments such as these, is also limited by the unknown quantity of free binding
sites [220], thus at best, one can extract relative kon values that allow compar-
isons between different cell types. This in itself allows meaningful comparisons.
In summary, I conclude that the PC::GFP fusion protein is a useful reporter of
specific aspects of endogenous protein behaviour: it enables the accurate deter-
mination of residence times, of absolute protein quantities (which do not rely
on protein activity), and the determination of relative differences between on
rates in different cell types and at different cell cycle stages.
DSP1::GFP has previously been tested for rescue of endogenous dsp1 mutations
[236]. However, these attemps failed due to the unexpected lethality of the tem-
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perature sensitive allele Dsp1 at the permissive temperature [236]. It will be of
interest to determine the rescue ability of this fusion protein using other mu-
tant alleles. The unavailability of rescue experiments for the GFP::DSP1 fusion
leads to the question of the validity of the results presented in this thesis for the
behaviour of DSP1. It has been reported that GFP::DSP1 and its endogenous
version have overlapping binding sites in polytene chromosomes of salivary
glands [236]. In addition I have shown here that GFP::DSP1 dynamically binds
mitotic chromatin through live imaging and FRAP experiments (Figure 3.6, Fig-
ure 3.7, and Figure 3.12). It has previously been shown that mitotic binding is an
hallmark of HMGB proteins [254], which are the human homologues of DSP1.
In summary, the GFP::DSP1 fusion protein is able to fulfill at least some of the
binding properties that are expected for DSP1 and it allows the quantification
of the endogenous levels of DSP1 and the comparison of binding properties be-
tween different cell types and during cell cycle.
The estimation of the number of endogenous PC and PH molecules bound to
chromatin in interphase (approximately 2500 to 11000 depending on cell type,
Table A.2) suggests that the expression of PRC1 components is coordinated. In
the future, similar studies could be performed in different cell types in order
to confirm if this correlation holds true or if this regulation is cell type spe-
cific. Furthermore, the number of estimated molecules allows the comparison
with numbers of PcG target genes estimated from profiling studies (between
400 and 4000 for PH and between 200 and 2000 for PC [79, 96, 132]). If these
numbers are true for the cell types studied in this thesis, there are in average
3 to 30 molecules of PH and 1 to 40 molecules of PC per binding site. If two
molecules of PC bind each nucleosome (two H3K27me3 tails per nucleosome)
and the smaller number of binding sites is taken into account, then, in average,
this site is 4000bp long. This size agrees well with the reported size of PREs
[255, 256] but is smaller than the average H3K27me3 domain [257].
The number of endogenous molecules of DSP1 and PHO are higher than for
PRC1 and PRC2 components, as well as the number of bound molecules. These
values correlate well with the larger number of binding sites found in genome-
wide mapping efforts for these DNA binding proteins [132]. Additionally the
PRC2 component E(Z), which is H3K27, which in its turn is also responsible for
the recruitment of PRC1 is bound in lower amounts than the PRC1 components,
PH and PC (Table A.2). This result suggests that recruitment of PRC1 compo-
nents cannot have as a requisite the presence of E(Z), indicating that is probably
the activity of E(Z) that is necessary to create the binding sites for PRC1. This
result is consistent with the previous report that at the bxd PRE, E(Z) methyla-
tion activity is required for PC recruitment [173].
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The quantification of free and bound numbers and concentrations of endoge-
nous PcG molecules reported in this thesis, shows for the first time the quantita-
tive relationship between these proteins in single cells of live animals. Further-
more, this type of analysis brings new biological meaning to previous descrip-
tive models and allows the elaboration of new, more meaningful, quantitative
models of PcG epigenetic action.
4.2 Kinetic properties of PcG proteins
Here I have measured binding parameters and diffusion coefficients of
PH::GFP, PC::GFP, GFP::DSP1, GFP::PHO and GFP::E(Z). This analysis allowed
the comparison of the behavior of different proteins in single cells, as well as
differences in the behavior of the same protein in different cells from different
developmental stages and from a well-defined differentiation process. More-
over, I have analyzed the binding parameters of these proteins in interphase to
mitosis transitions.
The interphase residence times for both PRC1 proteins measured in this study
(0.5–10 sec) are shorter than those previously reported for the same fusion pro-
teins in other tissues (2–6 minutes, [163]). These differences may arise from
the different cell types examined, or from the different FRAP analysis models
used. Indeed, the residence times measured here are consistent with those mea-
sured for several transcription factors, using similar FRAP models [228]. Ad-
ditionally, the discrepancy between the extracted diffusion coefficients in this
study (0.8–1.3µm2.s-1 for PH::GFP and 2.4–5.1µm2.s-1 for PC::GFP; Table A.2)
and the previously described diffusion coefficients for PH::GFP (0.2µm2.s-1)
and PC::GFP (0.4–0.7µm2.s-1) [163] might contribute for the difference in the
calculated residence times of these proteins, since the slower diffusion reported
previously might occlude part of the binding reaction of PH::GFP or PC::GFP
to chromatin. The difference in diffusion coefficients may arise also from the
different techniques that were employed. In the previous study the diffusion
coefficients were extracted from FRAP experiments performed in early em-
bryos and in salivary gland nucleoplasm, where the authors reason there is
no PcG binding to chromatin. Here, I have extracted diffusion coefficients
from diffusion/binding reaction FRAP models and compared them to coeffi-
cients extracted from FRAP experiments performed in the cytoplasm of cells
in metaphase, where no chromatin was visible and therefore no binding is de-
tected, assuring that the measured diffusion coefficients are correct for the cell
type of study. In additional experiments not shown in this thesis I have per-
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formed FRAP analysis of PC binding to chromatin in interphase of blastoderm
nuclei of embryos. A visual inspection of the recovery curves showed a essen-
tially identical curve shape when compared to the previously reported recovery
curves of PC FRAP [163]. However, implementation of the FRAP model used
in this thesis [228], lead to the extraction of different diffusion and binding pa-
rameters (D f = 6.4µm2.s-1 and ko f f = 1.7s-1) to the ones previously measured
(D f = 0.7µm2.s-1 and ko f f = 0.03s-1). This experiment gives a clear insight into
the contribution of the FRAP model for the estimation of binding parameters
and might elucidate why there is a discrepancy between the results presented
here and elsewhere [163].
Comparison of PC::GFP and PH::GFP revealed 2-9 fold longer residence times
for PH::GFP than PC::GFP at interphase in all cell types, although the number
of bound molecules was similar (Figure 3.12 and Table A.2). This result sug-
gests that PC and PH do not solely operate together, as part of the PRC1 com-
plex, consistent with previous studies [189, 135]. The longer residence times
observed for PH::GFP may reflect multimerisation of PH via the SAM domain,
which has been shown to be required for PH mediated gene silencing [258].
The cell type specific differences that we observe in the kinetic behaviour of
PH::GFP raise the intriguing possibility that some of these may be due to regu-
lation of SAM domain polymerisation and thus, PH silencing properties.
Analysis of binding parameters of the different PcG proteins in neuroblast in-
terphase revealed that PC has a very rapid dissociation rate and that the DNA
binding proteins, PHO and DSP1 have the longest residence times (Figure 3.12
and Table A.2). Overall, there is an hierarchical loosening of chromatin binding
from DNA-binding proteins, to PRC2 (E(Z)) and finally PRC1 (PC and PH). This
result has some analogies to the hierarchical recruitment that has been demon-
strated by ChIP studies of PcG proteins to a single PRE [173]. The prediction
from this result is that DSP1 and PHO are necessary for recruitment of PRC2
and then PRC1, not just by binding the same sites, but by binding these sites
for longer times, increasing the chance of recruitment of these proteins. This
is not a general phenomenon that DNA binding proteins bind chromatin with
longer residence times than chromatin binding proteins, as a study performed
in baby hamster kidney cells showed that chromatin binding proteins HP1β
and BRD4 have longer residence times than the DSP1 homolog, HMGB1 and
many transcription factors [160]. I have tested the hypothesis of a global hierar-
chical recruitment of PC in neuroblasts by reducing the levels of DSP1 and PHO
separately through a neuroblast-specific RNAi knockdown of these genes in in-
terphase, and subsequent analysis of PC::GFP kinetics (Figure 3.18). Although
no difference was detected in the levels of PC binding to chromatin or in its res-
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idence time by FRAP analysis, this result does not exclude the possibility that
PHO and DSP1 have a role in recruitment or regulation of the kinetic behavior
of PC. It has been shown that PHO has an functional homolog in Drosophila,
PHO-like which can partially replace its silencing activity and that the double
mutant for both proteins is still able to recruit PcG proteins to many loci [129].
Moreover, there is evidence that PREs are constituted of a multitude of com-
binations of binding sites for different proteins [69], which suggests that the
absence of any changes in PC::GFP-chromatin binding might be due to redun-
dancy in DNA binding protein recruitment. Nevertheless, it will be essential
to address this question again in the future, as the knockdown efficiency has
not been determined for each of the genes and possibly a combinatorial down-
regulation of two or more PcG recruiters might have a stronger phenotype. Al-
ternatively, these DNA-binding proteins might have cell cycle stage-specific re-
cruiting properties as they could be necessary for the binding of PcG proteins
to mitotic chromatin or for the initial recruitment of PcG proteins to new chro-
matin after DNA replication. These hypothesis can be addressed in future by
reducing the levels of these proteins and analyzing PRC1 and PRC2 binding
properties at different cell cycle stages. In addition, a modeling approach, in
which PC recruitment depends on DSP1, PHO or a combination of these and
other DNA binding proteins could be used to predict which knockdown ef-
ficiencies would be necessary to measure a reduction in PC::GFP binding or
residence time in vivo.
I document a reduction in mobility of both PC::GFP and PH::GFP upon lin-
eage commitment between neuroblasts and SOPs (Figure 3.12 and Table A.2),
consistent with studies showing reduced mobility of these proteins at later de-
velopmental stages [163] and a general loss of chromatin plasticity upon ES
cell differentiation [161]. Interestingly, a recent study of TFIIH-chromatin bind-
ing in developing mammalian tissues, performed in living mice, revealed a
differentiation-driven reduction in TFIIH mobility, revealing long lasting but
reversible immobilization in post-mitotic cells [162]. It will be of great interest
in future to examine PRC2 and DNA-binding proteins in these lineages as well
as PcG and TrxG proteins in other cell lineages, to determine the extent to which
residence times are modulatable upon changes in cell identity.
I extend these findings to a well defined differentiation process in a live animal.
I show that, albeit to a lesser extent, within a single lineage, and upon one cell
division, PC shows a reduced mobility. This finding agrees with the common
view that differentiation leads to a loss in chromatin plasticity, and shows that
this loss can be achieved rapidly.
Furthermore, I identify a fraction of PH, PC, DSP1 and PHO molecules that re-
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main bound to mitotic chromatin in both neuroblasts and SOPs. These findings
show that these proteins interact dynamically with mitotic chromatin, as well
as, interphase chromatin, extending the previous reports that PH, PC and PHO
are bound to chromatin during mitosis in larval neuroblasts [188]. The same
study also suggests that E(Z) is able to bind mitotic chromatin which does not
agree with FRAP and image-based quantification done here. It is unclear if this
discrepancy is a result of a very small number of molecules that stays bound to
chromatin during mitosis and that is undetectable by the methods used in this
thesis, or if they are an artifact from the fixing procedures reported in [188]. If
E(Z) does not bind mitotic chromatin, this suggests that neither direct binding
of E(Z) to its target site, nor the methylation activity on histones is required
during cell division for the transmission of epigenetic memory of transcription.
It will be of great interest in the future to dissect the mechanism of how PRC2
components are displaced completely from chromatin and what are the impli-
cations of a failure to do so. A possible approach to this question could encom-
pass the generation of mutant versions of E(Z), which lack defined domains or
residues that might be important for this regulation, as well as a RNAi screen
for regulators of E(Z) identified through a mass spectrometry approach.
The binding of PRC1 proteins to mitotic chromatin that I have measured here is
in contrast with reports of complete chromatin dissociation in embryonic cells
[189]. It would be essential to perform a careful quantitative analysis of embry-
onic stages to decipher if PRC1 mitotic binding is a common feature or if it is
cell-type specific.
I further analyzed the binding behavior of other PcG proteins during mitosis.
The DNA binding proteins DSP1 and PHO maintain their binding parameters
upon the transition to mitosis (Figure 3.12 and Table A.2). The reduction of
the number of bound molecules observed is most probably caused by dilution
upon nuclear envelope breakdown, although it cannot be completely excluded
that the interaction of these proteins with DNA is modified and regulated upon
cell division, although maintaining the same overall parameters. Interestingly,
due to the extracted pseudo association rates (k∗on) not changing significantly,
these results suggest that the dramatic chromatin reorganisation upon mitosis,
does not occlude the binding sites or changes the affinity for the binding sites
of both DSP1 and PHO. Additionally, upon binding, the residence time is also
not altered, meaning that in interphase and mitosis, DSP1 and PHO have sim-
ilar binding behaviours. It will be interesting to address if the binding sites
for DSP1 and PHO are maintained or altered from interphase to mitosis, and if
these loci that are able to retain these DNA binding proteins during cell divi-
sion are stronger recruiters due to DNA sequence specificity and if they have
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a better ability to epigenetically maintain the expression state of the associated
genes. If this behaviour is maintained in cell culture, one could approach this
question by synchronizing cells at different cell cycle stages, and, by ChIP anal-
ysis, mapping the binding sites of these proteins.
The number of PH and PC molecules bound to chromatin is severely reduced
during cell division. However, the residence time measured for these pro-
teins in metaphase can exceed 10 minutes indicating a very strong binding that
can be longer than the time that neuroblasts and SOPs spend in metaphase
[238, 243]. Regulation of binding properties during mitosis has been reported
before for other proteins [185, 187]. Moreover, this type of regulation has been
shown to have functional roles [187]. These results suggest that this small
fraction of very stably bound molecules (in the range of few hundred) might
also have a functional role and be responsible for the transmission of epige-
netic memory. It has been shown in vitro that PRC1 has a very tight interaction
with chromatin during replication, and a model has been put forward, where
this tight interaction is responsible for the transmission of epigenetic memory
through replication [120, 259]. I show here that a similar tight interaction with
chromatin might also be responsible for transmission of epigenetic memory
through mitosis. It is not clear how is this tight interaction achieved, as exper-
iments in vitro show that PcG proteins directly contact DNA, but not explain
how the specific targeting is accomplished. It will be interesting to uncover
more about the mechanism of PC binding to mitotic chromatin, perhaps by
testing a set of different mutants of PC proteins for loss of tight binding to mi-
totic chromatin. This type of analysis might be integral to identify what is the
interaction partner of PC during mitosis.
The detailed study of PcG protein kinetic properties described here uncovered
new insights into how PcG proteins function. In combination with the quan-
titative measurements of protein concentrations, it allows the comparison of
dynamic transitions in different cell types and in different cell cycle stages. In
addition it opens a door to the creation of mathematical models, that will al-
low the identification of which parameters of the system can best explain the
observed changes in the plasticity of PcG-chromatin binding upon mitosis and
differentiation in stem cells and in more determined lineages.
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4.3 Mathematical modeling
The determination of molecule numbers, concentrations and kinetic constants
gives insight into the absolute quantities and mobilities of free and bound PcG
molecules in specific cell types in the endogenous situation, thus providing in
vivo quantitation of an epigenetic system. These in vivo measurements will be
essential for interpretation of models based on in vitro findings. Furthermore,
this analysis enabled us to use quantitative mathematical modeling to exam-
ine the predicted behaviour of the system over time during an entire cell cy-
cle. One of the advantages of cell cycle modeling is that by using known time
constraints, one can examine transitions in PC binding in continuous time in-
stead of snapshots that the FRAP analysis can provide. The most important
insight provided by the model is the requirement for accelerated PC displace-
ment in SOP cells, and the prediction that this may be provided by a reduction
in association rate during prophase. I demonstrate that H3S28 phosphoryla-
tion is a good candidate mechanism for PC displacement during prophase and
metaphase, in addition to its documented role in PcG displacement during in-
terphase [123, 125]. The observation of accumulation of this double mark in
prophase and metaphase is consistent with observations of mitotic accumula-
tion of H3K9me3/S10p [126, 127], but is in contrast to a study [123] that reports
only slight changes in levels of H3K27me3/S28p from interphase to metaphase
in human fibroblasts. This discrepancy strongly suggests that the extent of
mitotic S28 phosphorylation on K27 methylated H3 tails is cell-type specific,
consistent with a potential role for this mark in distinguishing the mitotic be-
haviour of PC in SOPs and neuroblasts.
This model leaves some important questions unanswered. I could not deter-
mine the in vivo dissociation constant of PC for chromatin, as to do so it is
necessary to know the number of binding sites in cells. Because it is virtu-
ally impossible to determine this number, I have used 80000 sites as the total
number of binding sites. This number is based on the number of H3K27me3
tails in the Drosophila diploid genome extrapolated from the ±100 H3K27me3
bands present in polytene chromosomes [13]. Nevertheless this approximation
allowed the calculation of a Kd of 7–18µM which agrees with the value deter-
mined in vitro for the dissociation constant of the PC chromodomain with the
H3K27me3 mark [10].
The model presented here allowed new insights into PC regulation in stem cells
and differentiated cells. However, due to its simplicity I cannot provide a mech-
anism for the increased residence time of the small fraction of PC bound in mi-
tosis. Additional experiments to uncover this mechanism, as well as a more
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complex model which might include several populations of PC proteins and
more PcG and TrxG interactors might provide us a more complete understand-
ing of what is happening to PC-chromatin binding during mitosis.
An additional question pertains to the presence of this tightly bound fraction
during interphase. In the mathematical model for PC behavior during cell cycle
(Figure 3.16) all PC molecules are treated as belonging to a single population,
whose properties change upon entry into mitosis. I note that a model in which
a sub-population with long residence time exists during interphase, would also
be compatible with the observed data, but such a subpopulation was not dis-
cernible from the FRAP recovery data.
Whether or not present in interphase, this small fraction of PC tightly bound
in mitosis suggests a different binding modes for PC. Since H3K27me3S28p is
associated with ejection of PC from chromatin, and the double mark is highly
enriched on mitotic chromatin, additional mechanisms must contribute to the
increased residence times of the small bound fraction of PH and PC that we ob-
serve in mitosis. These may include post-translational modifications of PC and
PH proteins themselves [260], a switch of binding platform (e.g, from histone
tails to DNA or RNA) and modification of recruiting or competing molecules
(Figure 4.1).
Previous studies have reported that post-translational modifications of CBX
proteins can have an effect on protein localisation and specificity for binding of
histone marks [145, 156]. Furthermore, recent studies have shown that methy-
lation of CBX2 can change its localisation and specific interaction with ncRNAs
[16]. Taken together, these results show that there are precedents for regulation
of PcG binding behavior through PTMs and indicate that the identification of
mitosis-specific modifications of PcG proteins is of great interest.
I suggest that the accumulation of the H3K27me3S28p mark ejects PC from
chromatin, thereby changing its binding partner from histones to other
molecules. There are reports that PC and PH homologs can bind RNA
[14, 16, 261] and DNA [22]. It is possible that these molecules are used specif-
ically during mitosis to recruit PRC1 proteins and it would be interesting to
study these interaction in vivo with more detail. If PRC1 binding to mitotic
chromatin is similar in cell culture, the reduction of RNA levels by the addition
of RNAses [262] could be performed and the kinetic properties of PC binding
posteriorly analysed.
Furthermore, an additional layer of regulation could be the recruitment of or
mitosis-specific interaction with TrxG or recruiting proteins. It has been shown
by ChIP in synchronized mammalian cells that MLL1 is able to bind mitotic
chromatin and to change its binding loci from interphase [192]. If similar pro-
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cesses are occurring in the cells studied here, it is possible that changes in TrxG
protein behavior may uncover new binding sites for PcG proteins, leading to
the changes in the kinetic properties of PC and PH measured here. To gain
further insight into the regulation of PC upon cell division, I have reduced the
levels of JIL-1, a TrxG protein [263], which is the homolog of human MSK1 [264],
known to phosphorylate H3S28 [123, 125], and of ASH1, one of the major TrxG
proteins known to work antagonistically to PcG proteins [48]. The findings of
an increased residence time of PC in interphase for both protein knockdowns
indicates that both proteins counteract the binding of PC to its target sites (Fig-
ure 3.18). The mechanism for this effect are unknown and will be subject of
further study, however one can speculate that JIL-1 phosphorylation of H3S28
reduces the affinity of PC for the neighbor H3K27me3 site, leading to a de-
crease in the residence time of PC. ASH1 might regulate the residence time of
PC throughout two different mechanisms. First, the H3K4/K36 methylation ac-
tivity on the common binding sites might reduce the affinity of PC and, second,
through a direct competition for the binding sites. Interestingly, the number of
bound PC molecules was not altered with both RNAi knockdowns suggesting
that the amount of bound molecules is subject to further regulation. The analy-
sis of the effect on PC of the knockdown of these proteins in metaphase showed
a surprising reverse effect to the one registered in interphase (Figure 3.18). Both
knockdowns lead to a decrease of the residence time when compared to wild-
type cells and ASH1-RNAi leads to an increase in the bound fraction of PC
molecules during metaphase. Interestingly, the reduction of average residence
time registered in mitosis leads to maintenance of the binding parameters from
interphase. This result suggests that both ASH1 and JIL-1 are essential for the
switch in PC binding mode from interphase to metaphase. However it is un-
clear if this increased retention of PC on mitotic chromatin and faster kinet-
ics are a result of direct interaction between PC and ASH1 or JIL-1 or a more
global role of these proteins, since only ASH1 knockdown has a strong pheno-
type (Figure 3.19). Whether these proposed mechanisms directly contribute to
mitotic PcG displacement and retention, and whether they are regulated differ-
ently in different lineages, will be key questions for future studies.
The extension of these quantitative studies to TrxG proteins and the inclusion
of the PcG proteins studied here, into a more complex mathematical model will
be a key extension of the work presented here. By knowing the quantities of
ASH1 or JIL-1 and modeling the effects of the knockdown, one can hypothesize
what is the role of these proteins: are they competing for the same binding sites
or are they modifying the PcG binding sites? Further experiments to measure
the levels of histone methylation marks correlated with active sites might be
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useful, as well as methylation-dead mutants of ASH1 and kinase-dead mutants
of JIL-1, to test the hypotheses generated by mathematical models.
Other models could describe the interaction of PRC1 proteins with chromatin
in interphase and how they depend on E(Z), its methylation activity and DNA
binding proteins, as well as other factors. Knockdown experiments in live an-
imals, followed by quantitative binding measurements could be intercalated
with refinements of the mathematical model. This iterative cycle between mod-
eling and quantitative experiments in genetically tractable and defined sys-
tems, will allow for a better understanding of the complex regulation of PcG-
chromatin interaction in mitosis and differentiation.
Mitosis
Interphase
PC
short residence
time
PC
long residence
time
H3K27me3
H3S28p
X
Figure 4.1: Model for interaction of Polycomb (PC) with chromatin during mitosis.
During interphase PC binds chromatin through the interaction of its chromodomain
with histone H3 trimethylated at serine 27 (H3K27me3). As cells enter mitosis, phos-
phorylation of H3S28 reduces the available binding sites for PC which, in parallel with
the protein dilution at nuclear envelope breakdown, leads to the dispersion of PC
from mitotic chromatin. Additional cell type specific processes (X) lead to a change
in the overall binding properties of PC at metaphase, so that the remaining binding
PC molecules are able to bind longer to chromatin. Such mechanisms may include
post- translational modifications (PTM) of PcG proteins themselves, a switch of bind-
ing platform (e.g, from histone tails to DNA or RNA) and modification of recruiting or
competing molecules.
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4.4 Summary
In summary, I demonstrate here that the properties of the PcG proteins are not
only different in different lineages, but can also be profoundly altered at mito-
sis. I propose that this regulation of PcG properties may be essential both to the
stability of determined cell identities, and to the flexibility of the stem cell state.
The combination of absolute quantification with analysis in living animals that I
have used in this study offers three key advances to the study of epigenetic reg-
ulation: First, I examine single defined, genetically marked cell lineages as they
go through mitosis and differentiation or self-renewal. Only in a living animal
can we observe a defined mitotic event and its differentiated or self-renewed
daughter cells. Second, only by quantifying absolute numbers of chromatin
bound endogenous molecules, in real volumes, can we begin to understand
the biological meaning of observed differences, in terms of cellular concentra-
tions and protein abundance. Third, these quantitative measurements enable
not only the comparison of dynamic transitions in different cell types but also
enable meaningful mathematical models, identifying which parameters of the
system can best explain the observed changes in the plasticity of PcG-chromatin
binding upon mitosis and differentiation in stem cells and in more determined
lineages.
Taken together, the combined use of live imaging and mathematical model-
ing in genetically tractable, dynamically changing in vivo experiments provides
quantitative insight into how a system whose components are in constant flux
can ensure both stability and flexibility.
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Appendix B
FRAP modeling
B.1 Contribution of Diffusion to the recovery curves
In order to confirm the contribution of diffusion to the FRAP recovery curves
of PcG::GFP proteins (Figure 3.10) I performed curve smoothing tests for these
recovery curves and compared them to GFPnls (diffusion dependent) and
H2A::RFP (diffusion independent) recovery curves confirming a contribution
of diffusion to recovery for all PcG::GFP data sets Figure 3.11.
Diffusion test was performed using an adaptation of the method of curve
smoothing [227], where gaussian photobleaching profiles of FRAP experiments
[228] were acquired at four different time points after photobleaching and the
slope region was fitted using linear regression. Comparison of the extracted
slopes was performed using ANCOVA.
Matlab scripts for gaussian profile determination were written with Philipp
Steffen and are available on request.
B.2 Extraction of kinetic parameters from FRAP
data
The FRAP recovery data were analysed by fitting kinetic models [228] to aver-
aged FRAP recovery data shown in Figure 3.10. This fitting procedure enables
the extraction of values for diffusion coefficient (k∗on), the pseudo first order as-
sociation rate k∗on and the dissociation rate ko f f . For FRAP modeling of recovery
curves shown in Figure 3.18, D f was fixed to the previously estimated D f pa-
rameter of PC::GFP in neuroblast interphase or metaphase Table A.2, and k∗on
and ko f f were extracted using the procedure described in [228].
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B.2.1 Adaptation of model for optimal parameter combination
An additional step was performed to optimise extracted kinetic parameters.
After the calculation of the radius of the model nucleus (RM) [228] an addi-
tional set of radii was defined, composed of radii -10 pixels from RM to +20
pixels. These 30 radii were used as input values for the reaction-diffusion or
pure-difusion model fit to the experimental data. The resulting set of individ-
ual extracted kinetic parameters and their confidence intervals as well as the
goodness of fit was used to select the optimal radius for the experiment. This
selection consisted of a weighted search with 1/3 of the weight being given to
the goodness of the confidence intervals of association and dissociation con-
stants, 1/3 to the goodness of the extracted diffusion constant confidence inter-
val, 1/6 to the size of the squared sum of residuals and 1/6 to the distance from
the initial RM, with smaller distances being favoured.
MATLAB files for parameter extraction were written with Philipp Steffen and
are available on request.
B.2.2 Contribution of binding to FRAP recovery curves
To evaluate the role of binding in the recovery kinetics we compared reaction-
diffusion (3 extracted parameters: D f , k∗on and ko f f ) and pure-difusion model
fits (single extracted parameter: D f ) as described in [228] to our experimental
data. In all cases shown in Figure 3.10, except GFP::E(Z) in NB metaphase, the
best fit was given by the full reaction-diffusion model, indicating the presence
of a bound fraction, and giving extracted values for D f , k∗on and ko f f .
B.2.3 Cross-validation of extracted D f
In addition to the extracted values for Df from fitting the reaction-diffusion
model, the Df for each protein in each cell type was measured independently.
This was achieved by performing FRAP on the region of the metaphase cell that
is outside chromatin and fitting the pure diffusion model [228] to the recovery
data, giving an independent and direct measure of D f . Interphase values were
calculated by conversion via diffusion coefficients measured for GFP by fitting
the pure diffusion model to FRAP recovery curves measured in both interphase
and metaphase, Table A.2. The values of D f thus measured showed excellent
agreement with those extracted from fitting the full model (Figure 3.13).
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B.2.4 Robustness of extracted k∗on and ko f f
The robustness of the extracted k∗on and ko f f values was examined by simu-
lations performed at the value of D f that was extracted from the reaction-
diffusion model fit, and in which k∗on and ko f f were varied, and the fit to exper-
imental data was evaluated (Figure 3.14). This analysis showed that for most
data sets, a limited range of k∗on and ko f f values gave optimal fits to the data
(Figure 3.14).
Matlab scripts used to generate FRAP simulations and plot the best fit regions
were written with Philipp Steffen and are available in request.
B.2.5 Other models
Localised binding sites: metaphase
The effect of localised binding sites in metaphase was examined using the local
binding site model described in [226] showing that both the improved global
binding [228] and the localised binding [226] models give essentially identical
results in conditions of low binding, as is the case for the metaphase data shown
here (data not shown). Unlike the Mu¨ller model [228] the Sprague model [226]
does not include consideration of the radial bleach profile. Thus in order to
achieve consistency of analysis, the Mu¨ller Model [228] was used for analysis
of all data sets.
Non homogeneous distribution of proteins: interphase
To test for the effect of non-homogeneity in protein distribution observed in
interphase (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7) on extracted kinetic parameters, we
adapted the model described in [227] from its original application to redistribu-
tion of photoactivatable GFP, to render it applicable to the analysis of FRAP re-
covery curves, described here. Fitting this model to interphase data for individ-
ual nuclei gave similar values for the three extracted parameters whether initial
distribution was assumed to be heterogenous or homogeneous (Figure 3.15).
Generation of images of single nuclei In order to construct input protein
distribution images for parameter extraction, all prebleach images of a single
nucleus (250) were averaged and used to threshold the region of the nucleus
in the total image. This region was selected to define the nucleus within the
average image of 2s before photobleaching. To reconstruct the entire nucleus,
this image was tiled twice vertically and horizontally. On the resulting image a
circle of radius RM (model nucleus radius calculated as described in [228] with
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adaptation as described in subsection B.2.1 above) was defined with the bleach
region centered. This image was used to give the initial distribution of binding
sites in the nucleus. In order to produce the first postbleach image, a bleach
pattern with parameters describing the bleach spot profile was calculated from
the experimental data [228] and was superimposed on the prebleach image.
Matlab files for image processing were written with Philipp Steffen and are
available on request.
Extraction of kinetic parameters from FRAP data, taking non homogeneous
protein distribution into account The intensity distribution images gener-
ated as described above were used as input for fitting the spatial model de-
scribed below to the individual FRAP recovery curve for each nucleus, and
extraction of parameters.
The reaction-diffusion system is simulated on a 2D circular domain, with a
Neumann no-flux condition imposed on the boundary. The method-of-lines
is used to numerically solve the resulting partial-differential equation, where
a second-order finite difference method is used to discretize the diffusion op-
erator on a uniform mesh. The spatial discretization gives rise to a coupled
system of ordinary differential equations for the free and bound concentrations
at each mesh point, which is then numerically integrated using an implicit so-
lution scheme. The unknown parameters in the model consist of: the diffusion
constant D f , the off-rate of the reaction ko f f , and the ratio of the total amount
of free molecules to bound molecules, Free. Given a value for the free frac-
tion, Free, the initial conditions for the free and bound proteins are obtained
from the smoothed, pre-bleached images. Given the values of ko f f and Free,
the spatially varying kon [C] is computed from the intensity distribution of the
averaged chromatin images, following the methodology of [227]. In order to
ensure the positivity of kon [C] in the model, a lower bound on the free fraction
is imposed, whose value is required to be greater than the minimum chromatin
intensity over its average for the circular domain. The unknown parameters
(D f , ko f f , Free) are estimated from the measured fluorescence recovery curve
for each individual nucleus by solving the inequality constrained optimization
problem using the interior point method. As starting values for these three pa-
rameters, the extracted values from averaged data were used (Table A.2).
The spatial model was implemented in Mathematica (Wolfram) by Dr. James
Lu and scripts are shown in Appendix D.
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1 Mathematical model
In the following, we consider a variable volume Vchr (the chromatin region) inside
a ﬁxed volume Vcell (the whole cell). Let there be a total number of N
tot
S binding
sites (located in Vchr) and a total number of N
tot
P proteins (diﬀusing in Vcell). The
proteins can form complexes with the binding sites:
S + P­ C (1)
There are N freeS free binding sites, N
free
P free proteins, and NC complexes; the rate
constants for binding and unbinding are kon and koﬀ. We make the following simpli-
fying assumptions: (i) diﬀusion is fast compared to chemical binding (and hence all
molecular species are homogeneously distributed in their respective volumes); (ii)
the number of complexes is much smaller than the total number of binding sites,
that is NC ≪ N totS or N freeS ≈ N totS . The validity of the assumptions is discussed
below.
In order to derive the ODE which determines the dynamics of this system, we will
formulate the relation for the conservation of proteins. Before that, we recall the
deﬁnitions of amount of substance (in mol) and concentration (in M=mol/L): Given
N molecules, the corresponding amount s is deﬁned as
s =
N
NA
, (2)
where NA ≈ 6× 1023 mol−1 is the Avogadro constant, and given an amount s in a
volume V , the corresponding concentration c is deﬁned as
c =
s
V
. (3)
In the following, we will use this equation mostly in the form s = c V .
For the system described above, the total amount of proteins stotP is constant over
time:
stotP = cC(t)Vchr(t) + c
free
P (t)Vcell (4)
= sC(t) + c
free
P (t)Vcell ,
where cC is the concentration of the complexes and c
free
P is the concentration of the
free proteins. Since both cC and Vchr vary over time, we will derive an ODE for
the amount of complexes sC = cC Vchr. By diﬀerentiating the conservation relation
with respect to time, we obtain:
0 =
dsC(t)
dt
+
dcfreeP (t)
dt
Vcell (5)
Since we assume fast diﬀusion, any change in protein concentration due to chemical
reactions in Vchr is immediately diluted over Vcell. Hence, the ODE for the free
protein concentration cfreeP amounts to:
dcfreeP
dt
=
(−kon cfreeS cfreeP + koﬀ cC) VchrVcell , (6)
2where cfreeS is the concentration of free binding sites. Since we assume c
free
S ≈ ctotS ,
we can derive a linear ODE for the amount of bound protein:
dsC
dt
= −dc
free
P
dt
Vcell (7)
=
(
kon c
tot
S c
free
P − koﬀ cC
)
Vchr
= kon s
tot
S c
free
P − koﬀ sC
= kon s
tot
S
stotP − sC
Vcell
− koﬀ sC ,
where stotS is the total amount of binding sites, and where we used the conservation
relation for the proteins in the last step. We have obtained a linear ODE with
constant coeﬃcients, which can be written as
dsC
dt
= −
(
kon
stotS
Vcell
+ koﬀ
)
sC + kon
stotS
Vcell
stotP (8)
= −k (sC − s∞C )
with
k = kon
stotS
Vcell
+ koﬀ , (9a)
s∞C =
stotP
1 + koffkon
Vcell
stotS
. (9b)
The solution of the ODE amounts to:
sC(t) = (sC(0)− s∞C ) e−k t + s∞C (10)
It is remarkable that the dynamics of the amount of complexes sC does not depend
on the variable volume Vchr(t).
In FRAP experiments, kon is derived from a measured k
∗
on = kon c
free
S . If we use the
assumption cfreeS ≈ ctotS again, we obtain k∗on = kon ctotS and
kon =
k∗on
ctotS
= k∗on
V ∗chr
stotS
, (11)
where V ∗chr is the volume for which k
∗
on was measured. Hence, we can fully specify
the constants in the solution of the ODE by measured quantities:
k = k∗on
V ∗chr
Vcell
+ koﬀ (12a)
s∞C =
stotP
1 + koffk∗on
Vcell
V ∗chr
(12b)
2 Comparison of model predictions
with experimental data
In FRAP experiments, the amount of complexes cannot be measured directly. It
has to be determined from the total amount of protein in the chromatin region. If
the system is in equilibrium, one has
kon c
free
S c
free
P = k
∗
on c
free
P = koﬀ cC . (13)
3Additionally, the conservation relation for proteins can be written as
cfreeP + cC = c
chr
P , (14)
where cchrP is the total concentration of protein in the chromatin region. From the
last two equations, one can determine the fraction of bound protein,
cC
cchrP
=
1
1 + koffk∗on
, (15)
and hence the total amount of complexes,
sC = s
chr
P
1
1 + koffk∗on
, (16)
where schrP is the total amount of protein in the chromatin region.
If the system is not in equilibrium, one has
schrP (t) = sC(t) + c
free
P (t)Vchr(t) (17)
= sC(t) +
stotP − sC(t)
Vcell
Vchr(t)
= sC(t)
(
1− Vchr(t)
Vcell
)
+ stotP
Vchr(t)
Vcell
,
where the conservation relation for the proteins has been used. Obviously, the
dynamics of schrP does depend on the variable volume Vchr(t). The above relation
can be easily inverted, in order to infer sC from the measurement of s
chr
P and Vchr:
sC(t) =
schrP (t)− stotP Vchr(t)Vcell
1− Vchr(t)Vcell
(18)
Now, one can compare the values inferred from experimental data via Eqns. (16)
and (18) with the value predicted by the model (10). The values for sC inferred
from experimental data are listed in Supplementary Table 1.
3 The assumption of fast diﬀusion
The diﬀusion length ∆x provides a measure for the propagation of diﬀusion during
the time ∆t. It is given by
∆x = 2
√
D∆t , (19)
where D is the diﬀusion constant.
The assumption that diﬀusion is fast compared to chemical binding means that
the diﬀusion length during the characteristic time of the chemical reaction is large
compared to the radius of the respective volume. Let k be the characteristic rate
of the chemical reaction (and hence ∆t = 1/k the characteristic time), and let r be
the radius of the volume under consideration. Then we have to ensure that
r ≪ ∆x = 2
√
D
k
. (20)
Since unbinding is much faster than binding, we have to ensure this inequality for
k = koﬀ. Clearly, r is the radius of the chromatin region in interphase, whereas it
4is the cell radius in metaphase. We ﬁnd the following experimental values for D, k,
r, and the resulting diﬀusion length ∆x:
D [m2 s−1] k [s−1] r [m] ∆x [m]
interphase 3.0× 10−12 0.7 3.5× 10−6 4.1× 10−6
metaphase 2.4× 10−12 2.0× 10−3 5.2× 10−6 69× 10−6
In metaphase, the assumption of fast diﬀusion is very well justiﬁed, whereas in
interphase, the diﬀusion length is in the range of the cell radius. However, since the
transition of interest starts at the onset of metaphase, it can be reasoned that the
situation in interphase has little impact on the dynamics.
4 The assumption cC ≪ ctotS (or cfreeS ≈ ctotS )
In order to linearize the ODE system for the binding reaction, one often assumes
that cC ≪ ctotS (or equivalently cfreeS ≈ ctotS ). The relative error of this assumption
amounts to:
ϵ =
cC
ctotS
=
sC
stotS
(21)
For a given error ϵ0, we will derive a condition (depending on s
tot
S and s
tot
P ) such
that
ϵ < ϵ0 (22)
is fulﬁlled for the equilibrium value sC = sC(s
tot
S , s
tot
P ).
Using the conservation relations for binding sites and proteins
sfreeS + sC = s
tot
S (23a)
sfreeP + sC = s
tot
P (23b)
in the equilibrium condition
cfreeS c
free
P = KD cC , (24)
where
KD =
koﬀ
kon
, (25)
we obtain:
stotS − sC
Vchr
stotP − sC
Vcell
= KD
sC
Vchr
. (26)
By using
sC = ϵ s
tot
S , (27)
we can rewrite this relation as
stotP
KDVcell
=
ϵ
1− ϵ + ϵ
stotS
KDVcell
. (28)
For a given error ϵ0, we have ϵ < ϵ0 whenever
stotP
KDVcell
<
ϵ0
1− ϵ0 + ϵ0
stotS
KDVcell
. (29)
5In order to ensure a small relative error, i.e. ϵ < ϵ0 ≪ 1, one may require either
stotP /s
tot
S ≪ 1 or stotP /(KDVcell) ≪ 1. The former case can be called “abundance of
binding sites“, whereas the latter case can be called ”weak binding“.
It should be noted that the condition stotP /s
tot
S ≪ 1 does not depend on the volume
involved, whereas the condition stotP /(KDVcell)≪ 1 might me satisﬁed for a certain
volume, but not for a decreased volume.
By using
KD =
koﬀ
kon
=
koﬀ
k∗on
V ∗chr
stotS
=
koﬀ
k∗on
stotS
V ∗chr
(30)
we can further rewrite the condition for weak binding:
stotP
KDVcell
=
stotP
stotS
k∗on
koﬀ
V ∗chr
Vcell
≪ 1 (31)
We ﬁnd the following experimental values for stotP /s
tot
S , k
∗
on/koﬀ, and V
∗
chr/Vcell:
stotP /s
tot
S k
∗
on/koﬀ V
∗
chr/Vcell
interphase 0.5 0.1 0.9
metaphase 0.5 0.15 0.05
The condition for weak binding, stotP /(KDVcell) ≪ 1, is satisﬁed to a high degree
both in interphase and metaphase. As a consequence, the assumption of interest,
cC ≪ ctotS (or cfreeS ≈ ctotS ), is fully justiﬁed.
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MathFRAP 
The Mathematica solution to FRAP analysis
Optimized for Mathematica 7.0 on multi-core machines
Prelude
SetOptions@ListPlot, Frame Ø True, ImageSize Ø 8300, Automatic<D;
myLabelStyle@label_D := Style@label, Bold, Brown, 15D;
$cutOffVal = 0;
BeginPackage@"MathFRAP`"D
getNucleusRegion::usage =
"Obtains an estimate of nucleus boundary from averged
image intensity in the horizontal direction.";
triplicateDomain::usage = "Create an image that is triplicate tiled
in the vertical direction and center cropped if so desired.";
getBleachedProfile::usage = "Get Gaussian shaped bleach
profile from input parameters.";
solveSystem::usage = "Solve the discretized diffusion reaction system.";
getRecoveryProfile::usage =
"Obtain the FRAP recovery curve from computed solution.";
getChromatinFunctionOnDisk::usage =
"Get the interpolation of chromatin distribution onto the domain disk";
getNormalizedProteinOnDisk::usage =
"Get the interpolation function of a given image for
the inten protein distribution onto the domain disk";
fitCutOffFunction::usage = "Estimate circular cutoff
boundary function from image data.";
fitCutOffFunctionOnDisk::usage =
"Estimate cutoff function on the disk from image data.";
getEqnSystem::usage =
"Get the system of equations obtained from discretization.";
imageToInitCondition::usage = "Take the intensity data
in an image and use it as an initial condition.";
makePlots::usage = "Plot solution, as either contour or 3D plots.";
computeRecoveryCurve::usage =
"Given parameter and problem input, computes the
solution and the recovery curve.";
computeMismatch::usage = "Given parameter and problem input,
computes mismatch to the input recovery curve.";
logBinData::usage = "Bins the data according to given bin size.";
Private Functions
Begin@"`Private`"D
photoBleachProfile@x_, y_, center_List, 8theta_, rC_, sigma_<D :=
Module@8rInMicron = 0.045 * Sqrt@Hx - center@@1DDL^2 + Hy - center@@2DDL^2D<,
If@rInMicron § rC, theta,
1 - H1 - thetaL Exp@-HrInMicron - rCL^2 ê H2 sigma^2LDDD;
fitFuncÄCutoff@plateauWidth_, totalWidth_, height_, basal_D := Piecewise@88basal + x ê HHtotalWidth - plateauWidthL ê 2L * height,
0 § x § HtotalWidth - plateauWidthL ê 2<, 8basal + height,HtotalWidth - plateauWidthL ê 2 § x § totalWidth ê 2 + plateauWidth ê 2<,8basal + height - Hx - HtotalWidth ê 2 + plateauWidth ê 2LL êHHtotalWidth - plateauWidthL ê 2L * height,
totalWidth ê 2 + plateauWidth ê 2 § x § totalWidth<<,
0H*basal*LD;
findInteriorNeighbour@inputIndex_, domainCenter_, interiorCellIndices_D :=
Module@8pointingVec, pickCellQ, pickedIndex, interiorCellIntervals<,
interiorCellIntervals =
Function@index, Interval@8Ò - 1, Ò<D & êü indexD êü interiorCellIndices;H*Print@"interiorCellIntervals = ",interiorCellIntervals@@1;;5DDD;*L
pointingVec = Ò ê NormüÒ &üHHinputIndex - 1 ê 2L - domainCenterL;H*Print@"pointingVec = ", pointingVecD;*L
pickCellQ = Function@intervals,HAnd üü MapThread@IntervalMemberQ@Ò1, Ò2D &, 8intervals,HinputIndex - 1 ê 2L - pointingVec<DLD êü interiorCellIntervals;
pickedIndex = Pick@interiorCellIndices, pickCellQ, TrueD;H*If@LengthüpickedIndex> 1, Print@
"More than 1 neighbor cell found! picking the first one..."DD;*L
If@LengthüpickedIndex ã 0,H*Print@"No neighboring interior
element found...try extend search vector."D;*L
pointingVec = 2 * Ò ê NormüÒ &üHHinputIndex - 1 ê 2L - domainCenterL;
pickCellQ = Function@intervals,HAnd üü MapThread@IntervalMemberQ@Ò1, Ò2D &, 8intervals,HinputIndex - 1 ê 2L - pointingVec<DLD êü interiorCellIntervals;
pickedIndex = Pick@interiorCellIndices, pickCellQ, TrueD;D;
If@LengthüpickedIndex ã 0,
Print@"Failed upon extension..aborting!"D; Abort@DD;
ReturnüpickedIndex@@1DDD;
laplacianOperator@values_, 8xgrid_, ygrid_<D :=
NDSolve`FiniteDifferenceDerivative@82, 0<,8xgrid, ygrid<, values, DifferenceOrder Ø 2D +
NDSolve`FiniteDifferenceDerivative@80, 2<,8xgrid, ygrid<, values, DifferenceOrder Ø 2D;
2 MathFRAP_Algorithm.nb
laplacianOperatorMatrix@8xgrid_, ygrid_<D := Module@8flap<,
flap = Function@Evaluate@
NDSolve`FiniteDifferenceDerivative@82, 0<, 8xgrid, ygrid<,
DifferenceOrder Ø 2D@ÒD + NDSolve`FiniteDifferenceDerivative@80, 2<, 8xgrid, ygrid<, DifferenceOrder Ø 2D@ÒDDD;
Return@TotalüMap@HHead@ÒD@"DifferentiationMatrix"DL &,
List üü First@flapDDDD;
neumannFluxOperator@values_, 8xgrid_, ygrid_<, directionVector_D :=8FirstüÒ, LastüÒ< &üHIf@directionVector ã 81, 0<, Ò, TransposeüÒD &üHHNDSolve`FiniteDifferenceDerivative@directionVector,8xgrid, ygrid<, Ò, DifferenceOrder Ø 2DL &üvaluesLL;
compileEqnSys@eqnSys_, var_D := Module@8allVar<,
allVar = List@Ò, Blank@RealDD & êü var;
Return@Compile@EvaluateüallVar, EvaluateüeqnSysDD;D;
obsHoleFunction@inputX_, inputY_, discretDim_List,
imgDim_List, 8pixelNuclLeft_, pixelNuclRight_<D :=
Module@8origImgWidth = 512, observeRadius = 20, x, y, offSet, center<,
offSet = 8HpixelNuclLeft + pixelNuclRightL ê 2 - origImgWidth ê 2, 0<;
center = imgDim ê 2;
x = inputX ê HdiscretDim@@1DDL * imgDim@@1DD;
y = inputY ê HdiscretDim@@2DDL * imgDim@@2DD ;
If@Hx - Hcenter@@1DD + offSet@@1DDLL^2 +Hy - Hcenter@@2DD + offSet@@2DDLL^2 § observeRadius^2, 1, 0DD;
Public Functions
ü Image & Data Processing
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Options@getNucleusRegionD = 8Global`ReturnIntensity Ø False<;
getNucleusRegion@nucleusThreshHold_?NumericQ,8imgList__<, selectedInterval_: 8<, opt___RuleD :=
Module@8intensityHoriz, maxIntensity, minIntensity,
numPixLeftNucleusList, numPixRightNucleusList<,
intensityHoriz =
Function@image, HHPlus üü FlattenüÒL & êü Transpose@ImageData@imageDDLD êü
Flattenü8imgList<;
minIntensity = Min êü intensityHoriz;
intensityHoriz = intensityHoriz - minIntensity;
maxIntensity = Max êü intensityHoriz;
If@selectedInterval ã 8<,
numPixLeftNucleusList = MapIndexed@Function@8intensity, index<,
LengthüTakeWhile@intensity, Ò < nucleusThreshHold *
maxIntensity@@index@@1DDDD &DD, intensityHorizD;
,
numPixLeftNucleusList = MapIndexed@Function@8intensity, index<,
LengthüTakeWhile@intensity@@FirstüselectedInterval ;;DD,
Ò < nucleusThreshHold * maxIntensity@@index@@1DDDD &D
+FirstüselectedInterval D, intensityHorizD;D;
If@selectedInterval ã 8<,
numPixRightNucleusList = MapIndexed@Function@8intensity, index<,
LengthüTakeWhile@Reverseüintensity, Ò < nucleusThreshHold *
maxIntensity@@index@@1DDDD &DD, intensityHorizD;
,
numPixRightNucleusList = MapIndexed@Function@8intensity, index<,
LengthüTakeWhile@ReverseüHintensity@@ ;; LastüselectedIntervalDDL,
Ò < nucleusThreshHold * maxIntensity@@index@@1DDDD &D +HLengthüintensity - LastüselectedIntervalL D, intensityHoriz D;D;
If@Global`ReturnIntensity ê. Listüopt ê. Options@getNucleusRegionD,
Return@88numPixLeftNucleusList, -numPixRightNucleusList<, intensityHoriz<D
,
Return@8numPixLeftNucleusList, -numPixRightNucleusList<DDD
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triplicateDomain@img_Image, size_: 0D := Module@8imgList<,
If@HImageDimensionsüimgL@@1DD ¥ HImageDimensionsüimgL@@2DD * 3,
Print@"Image long in horizontal direction Hlength = " <>
ToString@HImageDimensionsüimgL@@1DDD <>
" pixelsL: tiling it 5 time vertically."D;
imgList = List@ Listüimg, ListüImageReflectüimg,
Listüimg, ListüImageReflectüimg, ListüimgD;
,
imgList =
List@ ListüImageReflectüimg, Listüimg, ListüImageReflectüimgD;D;
ReturnüImageCrop@ImageAssembleüimgList, If@size == 0,81, 1< * HImageDimensionsüimgL@@1DD, 8size, size<D , 8Center, Center<DD;
getBleachedProfile@8pixelLeft_, pixelRight_<, nucleusSize_,8theta_, rC_, sigma_<D := Module@8centerX = 512 ê 2, initGaussProfile<,
initGaussProfile = MapIndexed@photoBleachProfile@Ò2@@1DD, Ò2@@2DD,8centerX - pixelLeft, nucleusSize ê 2<, 8theta, rC, sigma<D &,
IdentityMatrix@nucleusSizeD, 82<D;
ReturnüinitGaussProfileD
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Options@fitCutOffFunctionD =8Global`DoFit Ø True, Global`UseSliceData Ø True<;
fitCutOffFunction@img_Image, opt___Rule D :=
Module@8imgHorizAvg, imgHorizAvgData, basalInit,
heightInit, platWidthInit, nlm, platWidth, height, basal<,
If@Global`UseSliceData ê. 8opt< ê. Options@fitCutOffFunctionD,
imgHorizAvg = HImageDataüimgL@@Round@ImageDimensions@imgD@@2DD ê 2DDD;
,
imgHorizAvg = HMean@ÒD & êü TransposeüImageDataüimgL;D;
imgHorizAvgData = MapIndexed@8Ò2@@1DD, Ò1< &, imgHorizAvgD;
basalInit = MinüimgHorizAvg;
heightInit = 0.9 * MaxüimgHorizAvg;
platWidthInit = 0.9 * LengthüimgHorizAvg;
If@Global`DoFit ê. 8opt< ê. Options@fitCutOffFunctionD,
nlm = NonlinearModelFit@imgHorizAvgData, fitFuncÄCutoff@platWidth,
LengthüimgHorizAvgData, height, basalD, 88platWidth, platWidthInit<,8height, heightInit<, 8basal, basalInit<<, xD;
PrintüPlot@nlm@xD, 8x, 0 - 1, LengthüimgHorizAvgData + 1<, Axes Ø None,
Frame Ø True, Filling Ø 0, ImageSize Ø 8350, Automatic< ,
FrameLabel Ø HStyle@Ò, Bold, Brown, 14D & êü 8"Pixel HhorizontalL",
"Mean intensity\n&fit by piece-wise function"<L, Epilog ß8Blue, Point@imgHorizAvgDataD<, PlotStyle Ø 8Red, Dashed, Thick<,
PlotRange Ø 8All, 80, 1.05 * MaxüimgHorizAvg<<D;
,
nlm@x_D := If@0 § x § LengthüimgHorizAvgData, 1, 0 D;H*PrintüPlot@nlm@xD,8x,0-1,LengthüimgHorizAvgData+1<,
AxesØ None,FrameØ True,FillingØ 0,ImageSizeØ8350,Automatic< ,
FrameLabelØ HStyle@Ò,Bold,Brown,14D&êü8"Pixel HhorizontalL",
"Mean intensity\n&fit by piece-wise function"<L,
PlotStyleØ8Red,Dashed,Thick<D;*LD;
cutOffFunc@x_?NumericQ, y_?NumericQD :=HhalfDim = HImageDimensionsüimgL@@1DD ê 2;
nlm@halfDim + Sqrt@Hx - halfDimL^2 + Hy - halfDimL^2DD ê nlm@halfDimDL;
Return@cutOffFuncDD;
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Options@fitCutOffFunctionOnDiskD = 8Global`UseSliceData Ø True<;
fitCutOffFunctionOnDisk@img_Image , opt___RuleD :=
Module@8imgHorizAvg, imgHorizAvgData, basalInit,
heightInit, platWidthInit, nlm, platWidth, height, basal<,
If@Global`UseSliceData ê. 8opt< ê. Options@fitCutOffFunctionOnDiskD,
imgHorizAvg = HImageDataüimgL@@Round@ImageDimensions@imgD@@2DD ê 2DDD;
Print@"imgHorizAvg = ", imgHorizAvgD;
,
imgHorizAvg = HMean@ÒD & êü TransposeüImageDataüimgL;D;
imgHorizAvgData = MapIndexed@8Ò2@@1DD, Ò1< &, imgHorizAvgD;
basalInit = MinüimgHorizAvg;
heightInit = 0.9 * MaxüimgHorizAvg;
platWidthInit = 0.9 * LengthüimgHorizAvg;
nlm = NonlinearModelFit@imgHorizAvgData, fitFuncÄCutoff@platWidth,
LengthüimgHorizAvgData, height, basalD, 88platWidth, platWidthInit<,8height, heightInit<, 8basal, basalInit<<, xD;
PrintüPlot@nlm@xD, 8x, 0 - 1, LengthüimgHorizAvgData + 1<, Axes Ø None,
Frame Ø True, Filling Ø 0, ImageSize Ø 8350, Automatic< ,
FrameLabel Ø HStyle@Ò, Bold, Brown, 14D & êü 8"Pixel HhorizontalL",
"Mean intensity\n&fit by piece-wise function"<L, Epilog ß8Blue, Point@imgHorizAvgDataD<, PlotStyle Ø 8Red, Dashed, Thick<,
PlotRange Ø 8All, 80, 1.05 * MaxüimgHorizAvg<<D;
cutOffFunc@x_?NumericQ, y_?NumericQD :=HhalfDim = HImageDimensionsüimgL@@1DD ê 2;
nlm@halfDim + Sqrt@Hx - halfDimL^2 + Hy - halfDimL^2DD ê nlm@halfDimDL;
Return@cutOffFuncDD;
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getChromatinFunctionOnDisk@img_, cutOffFunc_: HÒ &LD :=
Module@8pixDim = 0.045, chromInterpFunc, avgIntensity,
imgDim = ImageDimensionsüimg, normChromInterpFunc,
imgWithCutoffList, imageDataList<,
Off@NIntegrate::"slwcon"D;
imageDataList = TransposeüImageDataüImageReflectüimg;
imgWithCutoffList =
MapIndexed@Ò1 * cutOffFunc@Sequence üü Ò2D &, imageDataList, 82<D;
Print@"Processed image: ",
ImageAdjust@ÒD &üH ImageüReverseüTransposeüimgWithCutoffListLD;
chromInterpFunc = ListInterpolation@
imgWithCutoffList, 80, Ò< & êü imgDim, InterpolationOrder Ø 1D;
avgIntensity = NIntegrate@chromInterpFunc@x, yD, 8x, 0, imgDim@@1DD<,8y, 0, imgDim@@2DD<, AccuracyGoal Ø 3, PrecisionGoal Ø 3D êHH*pixDim^2**LTimes üü imgDimL;
On@NIntegrate::"slwcon"D;
normChromInterpFunc =
Compile@ 88x, _Real<, 8y, _Real<<, chromInterpFunc@x, yD ê avgIntensityD;
ReturnünormChromInterpFuncD;
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getNormalizedProteinOnDisk@img_, outputDim_, cutOffFunc_: HÒ &LD :=
Module@8pixDim = 0.045, intensityInterpFunc, avgIntensity,
imgDim = ImageDimensionsüimg, normIntensityInterpFunc,
imgWithCutoffList, imgDataList, normIntensityList, minNormIntensity<,
Off@NIntegrate::"slwcon"D;
imgDataList = TransposeüImageDataüImageReflectüimg;
imgWithCutoffList =
MapIndexed@Ò1 * cutOffFunc@Sequence üü Ò2D &, imgDataList, 82<D;H*Print@"Processed image: ",
Image@ImageAdjust@ÒD,ImageSizeØ 8100,Automatic<D&üH ImageüReverseüTransposeüimgWithCutoffListLD;*L
intensityInterpFunc = ListInterpolation@imgWithCutoffList,80, Ò< & êü imgDim, InterpolationOrder Ø 0H*0*LD;
avgIntensity = NIntegrate@intensityInterpFunc@x, yD,8x, 1, imgDim@@1DD<, 8y, 1, imgDim@@2DD<,
Method Ø "LocalAdaptive", MaxPoints Ø 10^5,
AccuracyGoal Ø H3 + 2L, PrecisionGoal Ø H3 + 2LD ê HTimes üü imgDimL;
On@NIntegrate::"slwcon"D;
normIntensityInterpFunc = Compile@88x, _Real<, 8y, _Real<<, intensityInterpFunc@x, yD ê avgIntensityD;H*multFactor=1;*L
normIntensityList = Table@H*cutOffFunc@
multFactor*H1+Hi-1LêHoutputDim-1L*HimgDim@@1DD-1LL,
multFactor*H1+Hj-1LêHoutputDim-1L*HimgDim@@2DD-1LLD
**LnormIntensityInterpFunc@
1 + Hi - 1L ê HoutputDim - 1L * HimgDim@@1DD - 1L,
1 + Hj - 1L ê HoutputDim - 1L * HimgDim@@2DD - 1LD,8i, 1, outputDim<, 8j, 1, outputDim<D;
minNormIntensity =
MinüHComplement@FlattenüÒ, 80., 0<D &ünormIntensityListL;
Returnü8normIntensityInterpFunc, normIntensityList, minNormIntensity,
Image@ImageAdjust@ÒD, ImageSize Ø 8150, Automatic<D &üH ImageüReverseüTransposeüimgWithCutoffListL<D;
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imageToInitCondition@img_Image, iC_List, componentToSet_IntegerD :=
Module@8iCRange, interpImageData , indices = 8i, j<, newIC, eqnSysJac<,
iCRange = 81, Ò< & êü Reverse@Dimensions@iC@@componentToSetDDDD;
interpImageData = ListInterpolation@TransposeüImageDataüimg, iCRangeD;
newIC = ReplacePart@iC,
componentToSet Ø MapThread@Thread@Ò1 ã Ò2D &,8iC@@componentToSetDD, TransposeüÒ<DD &üHMap@Max@Ò, 0D &,
Table@interpImageData üü indices, Evaluate@Sequence üü ÒDD &ü
MapIndexed@Prepend@Ò1, indices@@Ò2@@1DDDDD &, iCRangeD, 82<DL;
Returnü
newICD
logBinData@data_List, interval_ListD :=
Module@8intervalSize, bin, xTime, jList, logtimex = 8<, xxTime, xAvg<,
intervalSize = Ò@@2DD - Ò@@1DD + 1 & êü interval;
bin = Ò@@3DD & êü interval;
xTime = data@@Ò@@1DD ;; Ò@@2DDDD & êü interval;
jList = MapThread@Table@i, 8i, 1, Ò1 ê Ò2<D &, 8intervalSize, bin<D;
xxTime = MapIndexed@
Function@8binInput, index<, xTime@@index@@1DDDD@@H1 + HÒ - 1L * binInputL ;;HHÒ - 1L * binInput + binInputLDD & êü jList@@index@@1DDDDD, binD;
xAvg = Function@timeList, N@Mean êü timeListDD êü xxTime;
AppendTo@logtimex, ÒD & êü xAvg;
ReturnüFlattenülogtimexD
ü Discretization
Options@getEqnSystemD = 8Global`DoPlots Ø False<;
getEqnSystem@imgDim_Integer,8numMeshPtsX_?NumericQ, numMeshPtsY_?NumericQ<, speciesNames_List,
diffusingSpecies_, AssumeSpatial_: False , chromatinDistribution_: None,
nominalParamList_List: 8<, AssumeCircleGeometry_: False, opts___RuleD :=
getEqnSystem@ImageüIdentityMatrix@imgDimD, 8numMeshPtsX, numMeshPtsY<,
speciesNames, diffusingSpecies, AssumeSpatial,
chromatinDistribution, nominalParamList, AssumeCircleGeometry, optsD ;
getEqnSystem@img_Image, 8numMeshPtsX_?NumericQ, numMeshPtsY_?NumericQ<,
speciesNames_List, diffusingSpecies_, AssumeSpatial_: False,
chromatinDistribution_: None, nominalParamList_List: 8<,
AssumeCircleGeometry_: False, opts___RuleD :=
Module@8pSize, hGrid, vGrid, locToMeshIndexRule, speciesList,
neumannFluxTerms, lapTerm, varList, interiorLapTerm,
interiorEqnSys, interiorVarList, varToTimeDepRule, varDimX, bC,
iC, diffEqnSysJac, varListDeriv, diffEqnSys, selInteriorResCrit,
diffVarList, diffVarListDeriv, interiorDiffVarList, boundEqnSys,
paramList, spatialVarList, spatialIndexList, domainCenter,
domainSelectMat, interiorDomainSelectMat, boundarySelectMat,
selectedSpeciesList, boundarySpeciesList, boundaryNeumannFluxX,
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selectedSpeciesList, boundarySpeciesList, boundaryNeumannFluxX,
boundaryNeumannFluxY, NeumannFluxXIndices, NeumannFluxYIndices,
neumannFluxPieces, neumannFluxXRule, neumannFluxYRule,
partitionedVarList, bCRewrittenForm, oldneumannFluxTerms,
interiorDomainSpeciesList, interiorCellIndices, boundaryCellIndices<,
If@! MemberQ@speciesNames, diffusingSpeciesD, Print@
"Error: diffusingspecies must be a member of Species"D; Abort@DD;
If@! Equal üü HImageDimensionsüimgL,
Print@"Image should have height = width, exiting."D; Abort@DD;
If@! Equal üü 8numMeshPtsX, numMeshPtsY<,
Print@"Image should have height = width, exiting."D; Abort@DD;8hGrid, vGrid< = HImageDimensionsüimgL *HRange@0, 1, 1 ê HÒ - 1LD & êü 8numMeshPtsX, numMeshPtsY<L;
locToMeshIndexRule = FlattenüHFunction@species, Flattenü
Outer@species üü 8Ò1@@1DD, Ò2@@1DD< Ø species üü 8Ò1@@2DD, Ò2@@2DD< &,
Thread@hGrid Ø Range@LengthühGridDD,
Thread@vGrid Ø Range@LengthüvGridDDDD êü speciesNamesL;
speciesList = HTransposeüOuter@Ò, hGrid, vGridDL & êü speciesNames;
If@AssumeCircleGeometry,
domainCenter = 8numMeshPtsX, numMeshPtsY< ê 2;
domainSelectMat = DiskMatrix@All, numMeshPtsXD;
interiorDomainSelectMat = ArrayPad@DiskMatrix@All, numMeshPtsX - 2D, 1D;
interiorDomainSpeciesList =
FlattenüPick@speciesList@@1DD, interiorDomainSelectMat, 1D ê.
locToMeshIndexRule;
interiorCellIndices = interiorDomainSpeciesList ê.
Global`freeProtein@x__D ß Listüx;
boundarySelectMat = MapThread@Ò2 * H1 - Ò1L &,8interiorDomainSelectMat, domainSelectMat<D;
If@Global`DoPlots ê. 8opts< ê. Options@getEqnSystemD,
Print@Style@Ò, Bold, Brown, 15D &ü"Domain & boundary elements:\n",
Listü8ArrayPlot@boundarySelectMat, Mesh Ø All,
MeshStyle Ø Cyan, ImageSize Ø 8200, Automatic<D,
ArrayPlot@domainSelectMat, Mesh Ø All, MeshStyle Ø Cyan,
ImageSize Ø 8200, Automatic<D< êê GridD;D;
selectedSpeciesList =
Pick@speciesList@@1DD, domainSelectMat, 1D ê. locToMeshIndexRule;
boundarySpeciesList = FlattenüPick@speciesList@@1DD,
boundarySelectMat, 1D ê. locToMeshIndexRule;
boundaryCellIndices = boundarySpeciesList ê.
Global`freeProtein@x__D ß Listüx;
neumannFluxTerms = HHGlobal`freeProtein üü ÒL ã
Global`freeProtein üü HfindInteriorNeighbour@Ò, domainCenter,
interiorCellIndicesDL & êü boundaryCellIndicesL;
,
neumannFluxTerms = Function@species, FlattenüH8Drop@Drop@Ò, 1D, -1D & êü
,
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HneumannFluxOperatorüHSequence üü Append@Ò, 81, 0<DLL,
neumannFluxOperatorüHSequence üü Append@Ò, 80, 1<DL< &ü8Transposeüspecies, 8hGrid, vGrid<<L ê.
locToMeshIndexRuleD êü H8speciesList@@1DD<L;D;
spatialVarList =
Function@species, Ò@Global`tD & êü HFlattenüspeciesLD êü speciesList;
varList = spatialVarList ê. locToMeshIndexRule;
varDimX = numMeshPtsX;
If@! AssumeSpatial,H*Print@Style@Ò,Bold,RedD&ü"NOT ASSUMING SPATIAL!"D;*L
reactionEqnSys = 8
MapThread@-Global`kOn Ò1 + Global`kOff Ò2 & , varListD êê Flatten,
MapThread@Global`kOn Ò1 - Global`kOff Ò2 & , varListD êê Flatten<;
paramList = 8Global`!, Global`kOn, Global`kOff<;
,
spatialIndexList =
Map@HÒ ê. name_@position__?NumericQD@Global`tD ß ListüpositionL & ,
FlattenüHReverseüPartition@varList@@1DD, varDimX, varDimX, 1, 8<DL D;
reactionEqnSys = 8
MapThread@- Global`kOff ê Global`freeFraction * Max@0,HchromatinDistribution üü 8hGrid@@Ò3@@1DDDD, vGrid@@Ò3@@2DDDD< -
Global`freeFractionLD * Ò1 + Global`kOff Ò2 & ,
Join@varList, ListüspatialIndexListDD êê Flatten,
MapThread@ Global`kOff ê Global`freeFraction *
Max@0, HchromatinDistribution üü 8hGrid@@Ò3@@1DDDD, vGrid@@
Ò3@@2DDDD< - Global`freeFractionLD * Ò1 - Global`kOff Ò2 & ,
Join@varList, ListüspatialIndexListDD êê Flatten<;
kOnValues =
Map@Max@0, Global`kOff ê Global`freeFraction * HchromatinDistribution üü8hGrid@@Ò@@1DDDD, vGrid@@Ò@@2DDDD< - Global`freeFractionLD &,
Partition@spatialIndexList, varDimX, varDimX, 1, 8<D,82<D ê. nominalParamList;
If@Global`DoPlots ê. 8opts< ê. Options@getEqnSystemD,
Print@ListPlot3D@ArrayPad@Ò, 1D &üHReverseükOnValuesL, Boxed Ø False,
PlotRange Ø 8All, All, All<, InterpolationOrder Ø 1, Mesh Ø None,
ImageSize Ø 8250, Automatic<, AspectRatio Ø Automatic,
AxesLabel Ø H Style@Ò, Bold, 14, PurpleD & êü 8"x", "y"<L, PlotLabel Ø
Style@"kOn@CHrLD over\nthe complete domain", Bold, Brown, 14DDD;
If@AssumeCircleGeometry,
Print@ListPlot3D@ArrayPad@Ò, 1D &ü
MapThread@Ò1 * Ò2 &, 8ReverseükOnValues, domainSelectMat<, 2D,
Boxed Ø False, PlotRange Ø 8All, All, All<, InterpolationOrder Ø 1,
Mesh Ø None, ImageSize Ø 8250, Automatic<, AspectRatio Ø Automatic,
AxesLabel Ø H Style@Ò, Bold, 14, PurpleD & êü 8"x", "y"<L, PlotLabel Ø
Style@"kOn@CHrLD over\nthe disk domain", Bold, Brown, 14DDD;D;
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D;D;
paramList = 8Global`!, Global`kOff, Global`freeFraction<;D;
diffVarList = Function@species,
Ò@Global`tD & êü HFlattenüspecies ê. locToMeshIndexRuleLDü
speciesList@@Position@speciesNames, diffusingSpeciesD@@1, 1DDDD;
varToTimeDepRule = Ò Ø Ò@Global`tD & êüHFlattenüspeciesList ê. locToMeshIndexRuleL;
varDimX = numMeshPtsX;
interiorDiffVarList = Function@speciesVar,
FlattenüHDrop@Drop@Ò, -1D, 1D & êü HDrop@Drop@Ò, -1D, 1D &ü
Partition@speciesVar, varDimX, varDimX, 1, 8<DLLDüdiffVarList;
diffEqnSysJac = laplacianOperatorMatrix@8vGrid, hGrid<D;
If@! AssumeCircleGeometry,
bC = Thread@FlattenüHneumannFluxTerms ê. varToTimeDepRuleL ã 0D;
,
bC = HneumannFluxTerms ê. varToTimeDepRuleL;D;
varListDeriv =
Function@var, HeadüÒ'@Global`tD & êü HFlattenüvarLD êü varList;
diffVarListDeriv = HHeadüÒ'@Global`tD & êü HFlattenüdiffVarList LL;
If@AssumeCircleGeometry,
selInteriorResCrit = FlattenüinteriorDomainSelectMat;
partitionedVarList = Pick@Ò, domainSelectMat, 1D & êüHPartition@Ò, varDimX, varDimX, 1, 8<D & êü varListL;
boundEqnSys = Pick@Ò, FlattenüdomainSelectMat, 1D &ü
Thread@varListDeriv@@2DD == reactionEqnSys@@2DDD;
iC = Partition@Ò ê. Global`t Ø 0, varDimX, varDimX, 1, 8<D & êü varList;
,
selInteriorResCrit =
If@MemberQ@FlattenüinteriorDiffVarList, ÒD, 1, 0D & êüHFlattenü diffVarList L;
partitionedVarList = Partition@Ò, varDimX, varDimX, 1, 8<D & êü varList;
boundEqnSys = Thread@varListDeriv@@2DD == reactionEqnSys@@2DDD;
iC = Partition@Ò ê. Global`t Ø 0, varDimX, varDimX, 1, 8<D & êü varList;D;
diffEqnSys =
Pick@Ò, selInteriorResCrit, 1D &üThread@diffVarListDeriv ã HGlobal`!
diffEqnSysJac.HFlattenüdiffVarList L + reactionEqnSys@@1DDLD;
Return@8Join@diffEqnSys, boundEqnSysD, bC, iC, partitionedVarList, paramList<DD;
ü Solver
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solveSystem@paramList_List, tEnd_,8EqnSys_, bC_, iC_, varList_<, setIC_: 8<, useCircleDomain_: FalseD :=
Module@8nsol, varListDeriv, useIC, cutOff,
domainSelectMat, iCLength, origUseIC<,
useIC = Global`pickIC ê. setIC ê. Global`pickIC Ø iC;
If@useCircleDomain,
origUseIC = useIC;
iCLength = Length@iC@@1DDD;
domainSelectMat = DiskMatrix@All, iCLengthD;H*useIC= Pick@Ò,domainSelectMat,1D&êüuseIC;*L
useIC = Map@FirstüÒ ã If@LastüÒ § 0, 0, LastüÒD &,HPick@Ò, domainSelectMat, 1D & êü useICL, 83<D;D;H*Print@LengthüuseICD;
Print@DimensionsüuseICD;
Print@FlattenüuseICêêLengthD;
Print@LengthübCD;
Print@LengthüEqnSysD;
Print@LengthüHFlattenüvarListLD;
Abort@D;*LH*
Print@LengthüHFlattenüEqnSysL,HFlattenüEqnSysL@@1;;2DDê.paramListD;
Print@LengthüHFlattenüuseICL, HFlattenüuseICL@@1;;10DDD;
Print@LengthüHFlattenübCL, HFlattenübCLD;
Print@LengthüHFlattenüvarListL, HFlattenüvarListL@@1;;10DDD;
Print@LengthüHUnionüFlattenüvarListL,HUnionüFlattenüvarListL@@1;;10DDD;
Abort@D;H**L*L
nsol = NDSolve@Join@EqnSys ê. paramList, FlattenübC, FlattenüuseICD,
FlattenüvarList, 8Global`t, 0, tEnd<, Method Ø Automatic,
AccuracyGoal Ø 4, PrecisionGoal Ø 4DD;
ü Plotting
Options@computeRecoveryCurveD =8Global`Binning Ø 881, 20, 1<, 821, 40, 2<, 841, 58, 3<,859, 78, 4<, 879, 98, 5<, 899, 116, 6<, 8117, 137, 7<,8138, 153, 8<, 8154, 171, 9<, 8172 , 191 , 10<, 8192, 200, 9<<<;
computeRecoveryCurve@paramRule_List, solverStructure_List,
setGaussIC_, 8 normProteinDistribList_, minNormProteinDistribList_<,8pixelLeft_, pixelRight_<, imgDim_, recoveryData_List,
discretizationDim_, tMax_, opts___RuleD :=
Module@8eqnSys, bC, iC, varList, freeFracVal, gaussProfAsFreePIC,
gaussProfAsBoundPIC, spatialÄnsol, sumProteinRecoveryList,
sumProteinRecoveryPlot, recoveryDataTimePoints,
misMatchObj, doPlot, numPlotPoints = 500, myBin
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H*myBin=881,20,1<,821,34,2<,835,43,3<,844,51,4<,852,56,5<,857,62,6<,863,69,7<,870,77,8<,878,86,9<,887,496,10<<*LH*myBin=881,20,1<,821,40,2<,841,58,3<,859,78,4<,879,98,5<,899,116,6<,8117,137,7<,8138,153,8<,8154,171,9<,8172 ,191 ,10<,8192,213,11<,8214,237 ,12<,8238 ,250 ,13<,8251, 278, 14<,8279 ,293 ,15<,8294 ,309, 16<,8310 ,326 ,17<,8327 ,344 ,18<,8345, 363 ,19<,8364 ,383 ,20<,8384 ,404 ,21<,8405 ,426 ,22<,8427 ,449 ,23<,8450, 473, 24<,8474 ,498 ,25<,8499, 525 ,27<<*LH*=881,20,1<,821,40,2<,841,58,3<,859,78,4<,879,98,5<,899,116,6<,8117,137,7<,8138,153,8<,8154,171,9<,8172 ,191 ,10<,8192,200,9<<*L<,
H*myBin=Global`Binningê.8opts<ê.Options@computeRecoveryCurveD;*LH*Print@"mybin = ",myBinD;*L8eqnSys, bC, iC, varList< = solverStructure;
freeFracVal = Global`freeFraction ê. paramRule;H*If@H!NumericQ@freeFracValDL»»HfreeFracVal§ 0L,
Print@"Error: freeFracVal should be a positive value."D;
Abort@DD;*LH*gaussProfAsFreePIC=
MapThread@FirstüÒ1ãIf@Ò2ã0,0,LastüÒ1*1êHÒ2êfreeFracValLD&,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;
guassProfAsBoundPIC=MapThread@FirstüÒ1ã
Max@0,If@Ò2ã0,0,LastüÒ1*HÒ2êfreeFracVal-1LêHÒ2êfreeFracValLDD&,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;*LH*If@freeFracValã 1,
gaussProfAsFreePIC=MapThread@HFirstüÒ1ãLastüÒ1L&,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;
guassProfAsBoundPIC=MapThread@HFirstüÒ1ã0L&,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;
,
gaussProfAsFreePIC=
MapThread@FirstüÒ1ãIf@Ò2ã0,0,LastüÒ1*1êHÒ2êfreeFracValLD&,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;
guassProfAsBoundPIC=MapThread@FirstüÒ1ã
Max@0,If@Ò2ã0,0,LastüÒ1*HÒ2êfreeFracVal-1LêHÒ2êfreeFracValLDD&,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;D;*L
If@freeFracVal === 1,
gaussProfAsFreePIC = MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã LastüÒ1L &,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
gaussProfAsBoundPIC = MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã 0L &,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
,H*Print@"myBin = ",myBinD;*L
gaussProfAsFreePIC =
MapThread@HHFirstüÒ1L ã HLastüÒ1L * Min@freeFracVal, Ò2DL &,
, 2D;
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8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
gaussProfAsBoundPIC =
MapThread@HHFirstüÒ1L ã HLastüÒ1L * Max@HÒ2 - freeFracValL, 0DL &,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;H*Print@"gaussProfAsFreePIC@@1,1DD = ", gaussProfAsFreePIC@@1,1DDD;*LD;H*Print@tMaxD;*L
If@! NumericQ@tMaxD, Print@"tMax not numerical!"D; Abort@DD;
spatialÄnsol = solveSystem@paramRule, tMax, solverStructure,
Global`pickIC Ø 8gaussProfAsFreePIC, gaussProfAsBoundPIC<, TrueD;
recoveryDataTimePoints = First êü recoveryData;
Print@"recoveryDataTimePoints@@1;;5DD = ",
recoveryDataTimePoints@@1 ;; 5DDD;H*Print@"last time point =",
Last@logBinData@Range@0,tMax,tMaxênumPlotPointsD,myBinDDD;*L8sumProteinRecoveryList, sumProteinRecoveryPlot< =
getRecoveryProfile@varList, spatialÄnsol, 8pixelLeft, pixelRight<,
imgDim, 8Ò, Ò< &üdiscretizationDim, recoveryDataTimePointsH*logBinData@recoveryDataTimePoints,myBinD*L, Global`getPlot Ø TrueD;
ReturnüsumProteinRecoveryPlotD;
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Options@makePlotsD = 8Global`plotType Ø "3D"<;
makePlots@varList_List, component_Integer, nsol_,
tList_List, opt___RuleD := Module@8H**LpaddedVarListH**L<,
paddedVarList =
Function@var, ArrayPad@Ò, HMaxüHLengthüvarList@@1DDL - LengthüÒL ê 2D & êü
varD êü varList;
H* DistributeDefinitions@paddedVarList,nsolD;*LH*parMapResult=ParallelMap@DimensionsüÒ&,paddedVarListD;
Print@parMapResultD;
parMapResult=ParallelMap@DimensionsüÒ&,paddedVarList@@1DDD;
Print@parMapResultD;*L
If@HGlobal`plotType ê. 8opt< ê. Options@makePlotsDL ã "Contour",H*Print@"tList = ", tListD;
Print@"dim = ",ParallelMap@
Dimensions@ReverseüHpaddedVarList@@componentDDLê.nsolê.Global`tØÒD&,
tListDD;*L
myPlot = H*Parallel*LMap@
ListContourPlot@
ReverseüHpaddedVarList@@componentDDL ê. nsol ê. Global`t Ø Ò,
PlotLabel Ø Style@"t = " <> ToStringüÒ, Bold, BrownD,
ImageSize Ø 8150, Automatic<, AspectRatio Ø 1, FrameTicks Ø NoneD &,
tListD êê Partition@Ò, 4, 4, 1, 8<D & êê Grid;
,
myPlot = H*Parallel*L
Map@ListPlot3D@Evaluate@HArrayPad@Ò, 1D &üReverseüHpaddedVarList@@
componentDDLL ê. nsol ê. Global`t Ø ÒD, PlotRange Ø All,
PlotLabel Ø Style@"t = " <> ToStringüÒ, Bold, BrownD,
ImageSize Ø 8150, Automatic<, AspectRatio Ø 1, Mesh Ø NoneD &,
tListD êê Partition@Ò, 4, 4, 1, 8<D & êê Grid;D;
ReturnümyPlotD
ü Parameter Optimization
Options@computeMismatchD = 8Global`DisplayPrint Ø None<;
computeMismatch@paramVal__?NumericQ,
paramVar_List, solverStructure_List, setGaussIC_,8 normProteinDistribList_, minNormProteinDistribList_<,8pixelLeft_, pixelRight_<, imgDim_, recoveryData_,
discretizationDim_?NumericQ, tMax_, opts___RuleD :=
Module@8eqnSys, bC, iC, varList, freeFracVal,
gaussProfAsFreePIC, gaussProfAsBoundPIC, spatialÄnsol,
sumProteinRecoveryList, sumProteinRecoveryPlot,
recoveryDataTimePoints, misMatchObj, doPlot, paramRule<,
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paramRule = Thread@paramVar Ø 8paramVal<D;8eqnSys, bC, iC, varList< = solverStructure;
freeFracVal = Global`freeFraction ê. paramRule;H*If@freeFracValã 1,
gaussProfAsFreePIC=MapThread@HFirstüÒ1ãLastüÒ1L&,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;
guassProfAsBoundPIC=MapThread@HFirstüÒ1ã0L&,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;
,
gaussProfAsFreePIC=
MapThread@FirstüÒ1ãIf@Ò2ã0,0,LastüÒ1*1êHÒ2êfreeFracValLD&,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;
guassProfAsBoundPIC=MapThread@FirstüÒ1ã
Max@0,If@Ò2ã0,0,LastüÒ1*HÒ2êfreeFracVal-1LêHÒ2êfreeFracValLDD&,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<,2D;D;*LH*If@H!NumericQ@freeFracValDL»»HfreeFracVal§ 0L,
Print@"Error: freeFracVal should be a positive value."D;
Abort@DD;*L
If@freeFracVal === 1,
gaussProfAsFreePIC = MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã LastüÒ1L &,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
gaussProfAsBoundPIC = MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã 0L &,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
,
gaussProfAsFreePIC =
MapThread@HHFirstüÒ1L ã HLastüÒ1L * Min@freeFracVal, Ò2DL &,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
gaussProfAsBoundPIC =
MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã HLastüÒ1L * Max@HÒ2 - freeFracValL, 0DL &,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;D;
spatialÄnsol = solveSystem@paramRule, tMax, solverStructure,
Global`pickIC Ø 8gaussProfAsFreePIC, gaussProfAsBoundPIC<, TrueD;H*Print@LastêürecoveryDataD;*L
recoveryDataTimePoints = Select@First êü recoveryData, 0 § Ò § tMax &D;H*Print@"last time pt = ",LastürecoveryDataTimePointsD;*L
sumProteinRecoveryList = getRecoveryProfile@varList, spatialÄnsol,8pixelLeft, pixelRight<, imgDim, 8Ò, Ò< &üdiscretizationDim,
recoveryDataTimePoints, Global`getPlot Ø FalseD;
misMatchObj = H*1êLengthüsumProteinRecoveryList**LHNorm@Ò, 2D &üMapThread@HÒ1@@2DD - Ò2@@2DDL &, 8sumProteinRecoveryList,
Select@recoveryData@@2 ;;DD, 0 § FirstüÒ § tMax &D<DL;H*Print@8ListPlot@Ò,PlotRangeØ 8All,8-0.5,1<<D&ü
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MapThread@HÒ1@@2DD-Ò2@@2DDL&,8sumProteinRecoveryList, Select@
recoveryData@@2;;DD,0§ FirstüÒ§ tMax&D<D, misMatchObj<D;*LH*If@HGlobal`DisplayPrintê.8opts<ê.Options@computeMismatchDL,*L
If@NumericQ@Global`DisplayPrint ê. 8opts< ê. Options@computeMismatchDD,
If@NumericQ@misMatchObjD,
Print@"Problem " <> ToString@Global`DisplayPrint ê. 8opts<D,
", param: ", paramRule, " obj: ", misMatchObjD;
,
Print@"Problem " <> ToString@Global`DisplayPrint ê. 8opts<D,
", param: ", paramRule, " obj NOT A NUMBER! "D;DD;
If@NumericQ@misMatchObjD,
ReturnümisMatchObj,
Returnü1000D;D;
ü Post-Process
Options@getRecoveryProfileD = 8Global`getPlot Ø True<;
getRecoveryProfile@varList_List, nsol_,8pixelNuclLeft_?NumericQ, pixelNuclRight_?NumericQ<,
imgDim_List, discretDim_List, timeList_List, opts___RuleD :=
Module@8intensityNormFactor, varOfInterest,H*discretDim=8Ò,Ò<&üGlobal`$discretizationDim,*L
recoveryList, recoveryPlot, paddedVarList<,H*Print@"discretDim = ", discretDimD;
Print@"timeList = ",timeListD;*L
paddedVarList =
Function@var, ArrayPad@Ò, HMaxüHLengthüvarList@@1DDL - LengthüÒL ê 2D & êü
varD êü varList;
H*Print@"getRecoveryProfile: 8pixelNuclLeft,pixelNuclRight< = ",8pixelNuclLeft,pixelNuclRight<D;*L
intensityNormFactor = Plus üü FlattenüMapIndexed@
obsHoleFunction@Sequence üü HReverseü8Ò2@@1DD, discretDim@@2DD + 1 - Ò2@@2DD<L, discretDim, imgDim,8pixelNuclLeft, pixelNuclRight<D &, paddedVarList@@1DD, 82<D;H*Print@"intensityNormFactor = ",intensityNormFactorD;*LH*Print@"var of interest = ",
MapIndexed@Ò1*obsHoleFunction@SequenceüüReverseü8Ò2@@1DD,discretDim@@
2DD+1-Ò2@@2DD<, discretDim,imgDim, 8pixelNuclLeft,
pixelNuclRight<D&,PlusüüpaddedVarList,82<Dê.x_@tDß 1êêArrayPlotD;*L
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êêArrayPlotD;*L
varOfInterest =
Plus üü HFlattenüMapIndexed@Ò1 * obsHoleFunction@Sequence üü Reverseü8Ò2@@1DD, discretDim@@2DD + 1 - Ò2@@2DD<,
discretDim, imgDim, 8pixelNuclLeft, pixelNuclRight<D &,
Plus üü paddedVarList, 82<DL ê. nsol;H*DistributeDefinitions@intensityNormFactor, varOfInterestD;
ReturnüParallelMap@
Flattenü8Ò,1êintensityNormFactor*varOfInterestê.tØ Ò<&, timeListD*LH*Print@"timeList = ", timeListD;*L
recoveryList = Prepend@Ò, 8timeList@@1DD, 1<D &üMap@
Flattenü8Ò, 1 ê intensityNormFactor * varOfInterest ê. Global`t Ø Ò< &,
timeList@@2 ;;DDD;H*Print@"recoveryList@@1;;5DD = ",recoveryList@@1;;5DDD;*L
If@Global`getPlot ê. 8opts< ê. Options@getRecoveryProfileD,H*Print@"doing getPlot..."D;*L
recoveryPlot = ListPlot@Prepend@Ò, 8timeList@@1DD, 1<D &ü recoveryList,
Frame Ø True, ImageSize Ø 8400, Automatic<, Filling Ø 0,
FillingStyle Ø Opacity@0.3, LightPinkD, FrameLabel ØHStyle@Ò, Bold, 12, BrownD & êü 8"Time HsL", "Normalized intensity"<L ,
Joined Ø True, PlotRange Ø 8All, 80, All<<,
PlotStyle Ø Directive@ Thick, OrangeD, Axes Ø None, Mesh Ø AllD;
Return@8recoveryList, recoveryPlot<D
,
ReturnürecoveryListDD;
End@D
EndPackage@D
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D.2. MathFRAP Sample
D.2 MathFRAP Sample
162
FRAP Analysis Results
Initialization
myWorkingDirectory = "~êDocumentsêIMBAêMathFolderê";
SetDirectory@%D;
<< MathFRAP_Algorithm.m
SetOptions@ListPlot, Frame Ø True, ImageSize Ø 8300, Automatic<D;
DistributeDefinitions@"MathFRAP`*"D;
DistributeDefinitions@"MathFRAP`Private`*"D;
Code
holeFunction@x_, y_D :=
Module@8radius = 40<, If@Hx - 256L^2 + Hy - 31L^2 § 20^2, 1, 0DD;
photoBleachProfile@x_, y_, center_List, 8theta_, rC_, sigma_<D := Module@8rInMicron = 0.045 * Sqrt@Hx - center@@1DDL^2 + Hy - center@@2DDL^2D<,
If@rInMicron § rC, theta,
1 - H1 - thetaL Exp@-HrInMicron - rCL^2 ê H2 sigma^2LDDD;
getMyBleachProfile@8centerHoriz_, centerVert_<, nucleusSize_,8theta_, rC_, sigma_<D := Module@8centerX = 512 ê 2, initGaussProfile<,
initGaussProfile = MapIndexed@photoBleachProfile@Ò2@@1DD, Ò2@@2DD,8centerHoriz, centerVert<, 8theta, rC, sigma<D &,
IdentityMatrix@nucleusSizeD, 82<D;
ReturnüinitGaussProfileD
myObsHole@inputX_, inputY_,
discretDim_List, imgDim_List, 8centerX_, centerY_<D :=
Module@8origImgWidth = 512, observeRadius = 20, x, y, bleachSpot<,
bleachSpot = 8centerX, centerY<;
x = inputX ê HdiscretDim@@1DDL * imgDim@@1DD;
y = inputY ê HdiscretDim@@2DDL * imgDim@@2DD ;
If@Hx - bleachSpot@@1DDL^2 + Hy - bleachSpot@@2DDL^2 § observeRadius^2, 1, 0DD;
Options@myGetRecoveryProfileD = 8Global`getPlot Ø True<;
myGetRecoveryProfile@varList_List, nsol_,8centerX_?NumericQ, centerY_?NumericQ<, imgDim_List,
discretDim_List, timeList_List, prebleachImgIC_List, opts___RuleD :=
Module@8intensityNormFactor, varOfInterest,
recoveryList, recoveryPlot, paddedVarList<,
paddedVarList =
Function@var, ArrayPad@Ò, HMaxüHLengthüvarList@@1DDL - LengthüÒL ê 2D & êü
varD êü varList;
paddedVarListToPrebleachedIC =
paddedVarList@@1DD ê. t Ø 0 ê. HFlattenüprebleachImgIC ê. Equal Ø RuleL;
intensityNormFactor = Plus üü FlattenüMapIndexed@
Ò1 * myObsHole@Sequence üü HH*Reverseü*L8Ò2@@1DD, discretDim@@2DD + 1 - Ò2@@2DD<L, discretDim, imgDim,8centerX, centerY<D &, paddedVarListToPrebleachedIC, 82<D;
varOfInterest =
Plus üü HFlattenüMapIndexed@Ò1 * myObsHole@Sequence üü H*Reverseü*L8Ò2@@1DD, discretDim@@2DD + 1 - Ò2@@2DD<, discretDim, imgDim,8centerX, centerY<D &, Plus üü paddedVarList, 82<DL ê. nsol;
recoveryList = Map@
Flattenü8Ò, 1 ê intensityNormFactor * varOfInterest ê. Global`t Ø Ò< &,
timeListD;
ReturnürecoveryListD;
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myComputeRecoveryCurve@paramRule_List, solverStructure_List,
setGaussIC_, 8 normProteinDistribList_, minNormProteinDistribList_<,8centerX_, centerY_<, imgDim_, recoveryData_List,
prebleachImgIC_, discretizationDim_, tMax_D :=
Module@8eqnSys, bC, iC, varList, freeFracVal, gaussProfAsFreePIC,
gaussProfAsBoundPIC, spatialÄnsol, sumProteinRecoveryList,
sumProteinRecoveryPlot, recoveryDataTimePoints,
misMatchObj, doPlot, numPlotPoints = 500, myBin<,8eqnSys, bC, iC, varList< = solverStructure;
freeFracVal = Global`freeFraction ê. paramRule;
If@freeFracVal === 1,
gaussProfAsFreePIC = MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã LastüÒ1L &,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
gaussProfAsBoundPIC = MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã 0L &,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
,
gaussProfAsFreePIC = MapThread@HHFirstüÒ1L ã HLastüÒ1L * freeFracValL &,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
gaussProfAsBoundPIC =
MapThread@HHFirstüÒ1L ã HLastüÒ1L * H1 - freeFracValLL &,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;D;
If@! NumericQ@tMaxD,
Print@"tMax = ", tMax, ": not numerical!"D; Abort@DD;
spatialÄnsol = solveSystem@paramRule, tMax, solverStructure,
Global`pickIC Ø 8gaussProfAsFreePIC, gaussProfAsBoundPIC<, TrueD;
recoveryDataTimePoints = First êü recoveryData;
sumProteinRecoveryList = myGetRecoveryProfile@
varList, spatialÄnsol, 8centerX, centerY< , imgDim,8Ò, Ò< &üdiscretizationDim, recoveryDataTimePoints, prebleachImgIC D;
ReturnüsumProteinRecoveryListD;
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myComputeMismatch@paramRule_List, solverStructure_List, setGaussIC_,8 normProteinDistribList_, minNormProteinDistribList_<,8centerX_, centerY_<, imgDim_, recoveryData_List,
prebleachImgIC_, discretizationDim_, tMax_D :=
Module@8eqnSys, bC, iC, varList, freeFracVal, gaussProfAsFreePIC,
gaussProfAsBoundPIC, spatialÄnsol, sumProteinRecoveryList,
sumProteinRecoveryPlot, recoveryDataTimePoints,
misMatchObj, doPlot, numPlotPoints = 500, myBin<,8eqnSys, bC, iC, varList< = solverStructure;
freeFracVal = Global`freeFraction ê. paramRule;
If@freeFracVal === 1,
gaussProfAsFreePIC = MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã LastüÒ1L &,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
gaussProfAsBoundPIC = MapThread@HFirstüÒ1 ã 0L &,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
,
gaussProfAsFreePIC = MapThread@HHFirstüÒ1L ã HLastüÒ1L * freeFracValL &,8setGaussIC@@1DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;
gaussProfAsBoundPIC =
MapThread@HHFirstüÒ1L ã HLastüÒ1L * H1 - freeFracValLL &,8setGaussIC@@2DD, normProteinDistribList<, 2D;D;
If@! NumericQ@tMaxD,
Print@"tMax = ", tMax, ": not numerical!"D; Abort@DD;
spatialÄnsol = solveSystem@paramRule, tMax, solverStructure,
Global`pickIC Ø 8gaussProfAsFreePIC, gaussProfAsBoundPIC<, TrueD;
recoveryDataTimePoints = First êü recoveryData;
sumProteinRecoveryList = myGetRecoveryProfile@
varList, spatialÄnsol, 8centerX, centerY< , imgDim,8Ò, Ò< &üdiscretizationDim, recoveryDataTimePoints, prebleachImgIC D;
misMatchObj = HNorm@Ò, 2D &üMapThread@HÒ1@@2DD - Ò2@@2DDL &, 8sumProteinRecoveryList, recoveryData <DL;
ReturnümisMatchObjD;
Upload Data
PC
directoryPrefix = "~êDocumentsêIMBAêMathFolderêPCGFP 101215ê";
directoryNames = 8"images"<
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imageNames@preD =HFileNames@directoryPrefix <> Ò <> "ê*_pre.png"D & êü directoryNamesL êê
Flatten
image@preD = Import@ÒD & êü %;
ImageAdjust êü %
imageNames@postD =HFileNames@directoryPrefix <> Ò <> "ê*_post.png"D & êü directoryNamesL êê
Flatten
image@postD = Import@ÒD & êü %;
ImageAdjust êü %
recoveryDataNames =HFileNames@directoryPrefix <> Ò <> "ê*_FRAPdata.mat"D & êü directoryNamesL êê
Flatten
recoveryData = Import êü %;
imageDataNames = HFileNames@directoryPrefix <> Ò <> "ê*_parameters.mat"D & êü
directoryNamesL êê Flatten
imageData = Import êü
%
Parameter Identification
PC
Initial Recovery Curve 
discretizationDim = 40;
myCodeDirectory = myWorkingDirectory;
SetDirectory@%D;
DistributeDefinitions@getNormalizedProteinOnDisk,
discretizationDim, fitCutOffFunctionD
chromatinStructure@"GFP"D =
Map@getNormalizedProteinOnDisk@Ò, discretizationDim,
fitCutOffFunction@Ò, Global`DoFit Ø FalseDD &, image@preDD;H*Nintegrate errors are fine at this position*L
nomParamList = 8 kOn Ø Ò@@7DD, kOff Ø Ò@@8DD ,
freeFraction Ø Min@H Ò@@8DD ê H Ò@@7DD + Ò@@8DDLL, 1D,
! Ø Ò@@6DD ê 0.045^2< & êü Flatten@imageData, 2D
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DistributeDefinitions@discretizationDimD;
DistributeDefinitions@"MathFRAP`*"D;
DistributeDefinitions@"MathFRAP`Private`*"D;
equationStructure@"GFP"D =
ParallelMap@getEqnSystem@Ò@@1DD, 8discretizationDim, discretizationDim< ,8freeProtein, boundProtein<, freeProtein,
True, Ò@@2DD, Ò@@3, 2DD, True, DoPlots Ø TrueD &,
getEqnSysInput@"GFP"D, Method Ø "CoarsestGrained"D;
gaussICInput@"GFP"D = MapThread@8Ò1, Ò2< &,8ImageData@ÒD & êü image@postD, Ò@@3DD & êü equationStructure@"GFP"D <D;
gaussIC@"GFP"D = Map@Function@8input<,
imageToInitCondition@ImageüHinput@@1DDL, input@@2DD, ÒD@@ÒDD & êü81, 2<D, gaussICInput@"GFP"DD;
prebleachImageInput@"GFP"D = MapThread@8Ò1, Ò2< &,8ImageData êü image@preD, Ò@@3DD & êü equationStructure@"GFP"D <D;
prebleachImgToIC@"GFP"D = Map@Function@8input<,
imageToInitCondition@ImageüHinput@@1DDL, input@@2DD, ÒD@@ÒDD & êü81, 2<D, prebleachImageInput@"GFP"DD;
freeFracMax = Ò@@3DD & êü chromatinStructure@"GFP"D
getRecoveryCurveInput@"GFP"D = 8
MapIndexed@ Ò2@@1DD Ø Ò1 &, nomParamListD,
Ò@@1 ;; 4DD & êü equationStructure@"GFP"D,
gaussIC@"GFP"D,
Ò@@2 ;; 3DD & êü chromatinStructure@"GFP"D,
Ò@@1 ;; 2DD & êü Flatten@imageData, 2D,
ImageDimensions êü image@preD,
Flatten@recoveryData, 1D,
prebleachImgToIC@"GFP"D< êê Transpose;
tEnd = Max@First êü HLast@ÒD & êü Flatten@recoveryData, 1DLD;
DistributeDefinitions@holeFunction, getMyBleachProfile,
myObsHole, myGetRecoveryProfile, myComputeRecoveryCurve,
myComputeMismatch, tEnd, discretizationDim, tEndD;
recoveryCurves@"GFP"D = ParallelMap@
myComputeRecoveryCurve@Ò@@1, 2DD, Ò@@2DD, Ò@@3DD, Ò@@4DD,
Ò@@5DD, Ò@@6DD, Ò@@7DD, Ò@@8DD, discretizationDim, tEndD &,
getRecoveryCurveInput@"GFP"DD;
recoveryCurves@"GFP"D@@2DD
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MapThread@H8ListPlot@Ò1, Joined Ø True, PlotStyle Ø 8Thick, Blue<, Filling Ø 0,
Axes Ø None, PlotRange Ø 8All, 80, All<<, Background Ø WhiteD,
ListPlot@HÒ2L, Joined Ø True, PlotStyle Ø 8Thick, Orange<, Filling Ø 0,
Axes Ø None, PlotRange Ø 8All, 80, All<<, Background Ø WhiteD< êê
ShowL &, 8recoveryCurves@"GFP"D, recoveryData<D
InteriorPoint
myObjFunc@!val_?NumericQ, kOffval_?NumericQ,
freeFractionval_?NumericQ, regParam_, recoveryCurveInput_D :=
Module@8nominalParamVector = recoveryCurveInput@@1, 2DD<,
inputParamRule =
Thread@8!, kOff, freeFraction< Ø 8!val, kOffval, freeFractionval<D;
Print@inputParamRuleD;
misMatchValue =
Map@myComputeMismatch@inputParamRule, Ò@@2DD, Ò@@3DD, Ò@@4DD,
Ò@@5DD, Ò@@6DD, Ò@@7DD, Ò@@8DD, discretizationDim, tEndD &,8recoveryCurveInput<D@@1DD;
regularizationValue = +regParam * SqrtüHPlus üüHÒ^2 & êü 8H!val - ! ê. nominalParamVectorL ê H! ê. nominalParamVectorL
, kOffval - kOff ê. nominalParamVector,
freeFractionval - freeFraction ê. nominalParamVector<LL;
Print@"prob ", recoveryCurveInput@@1, 1DD, " mis-match = ",
misMatchValue, " regularization = ", regularizationValueD;
Return@misMatchValue + regularizationValueDD;
mu = 0.1;H*the larger the more fixed at the starting value*L
DistributeDefinitions@mu, myObjFuncD;
DistributeDefinitions@holeFunction,
getMyBleachProfile, myObsHole, myGetRecoveryProfile,
myComputeRecoveryCurve, myComputeMismatch, discretizationDimD;
findMinSol@"GFP"D = ParallelMap@FindMinimum@8myObjFunc@!val, kOffval, freeFractionval, mu, ÒD,
!val ¥ 0, kOffval ¥ 0, 0 § freeFractionval § Ò@@4, 2DD <,88!val, ! ê. Ò@@1, 2DD<, 8kOffval, kOff ê. Ò@@1, 2DD<,8 freeFractionval, freeFraction ê. Ò@@1, 2DD<<,
Method Ø "InteriorPoint", MaxIterations Ø H30 + 20L, AccuracyGoal ØH2 + 1L, PrecisionGoal Ø H2 + 1LD &, getRecoveryCurveInput@"GFP"D D;
findMinSol@"GFP"D
params = Flatten êü findMinSol@"GFP"D
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In vivo Polycomb kinetics and mitotic
5 chromatin binding distinguish stem cells
from differentiated cells
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EpigeneticAU1 memory mediated by Polycomb group (PcG) proteins must be maintained during cell division, but must
also be flexible to allow cell fate transitions. Here we quantify dynamic chromatin-binding properties of PH::GFP
15 and PC::GFP in living Drosophila in two cell types that undergo defined differentiation and mitosis events.
Quantitative fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) analysis demonstrates that PcG binding has
a higher plasticity in stem cells than in more determined cells and identifies a fraction of PcG proteins that binds
mitotic chromatin with up to 300-fold longer residence times than in interphase. Mathematical modeling
examines which parameters best distinguish stem cells from differentiated cells. We identify phosphorylation of
20 histone H3 at Ser 28 as a potential mechanism governing the extent and rate of mitotic PC dissociation in different
lineages. We propose that regulation of the kinetic properties of PcG–chromatin binding is an essential factor in
the choice between stability and flexibility in the establishment of cell identities.
[Keywords: Polycomb; Polyhomeotic; Drosophila; mitosis; kinetics; stem cell]
Supplemental material is available for this article.
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Polycomb group (PcG) proteins play a crucial role in
maintaining the repressed transcriptional states of their
target genes in stem cells and differentiated cells (Sawarkar
and Paro 2010). Cell division is a vital moment for the
30 action of PcG proteins. The vast majority of chromatin-
binding proteins dissociate from mitotic chromatin, and
there is a global transcriptional shutdown (Prescott and
Bender 1962; Martinez-Balbas et al. 1995; Gottesfeld
and Forbes 1997). However, for the PcG target genes, it
35 is through mitosis that the memory of transcriptional
status must be maintained, and it is also during mitosis
that an opportunity for flexibility in PcG target status
exists, enabling changes of cell identity during differenti-
ation. Thus, to better understand memory and flexibility,
40it is essential to study the behavior of PcG proteins during
mitosis and differentiation.
Genome-wide profiling indicates that fly and verte-
brate PcG proteins change their targets dynamically upon
differentiation (Mohn et al. 2008; Schuettengruber and
45Cavalli 2009). Consistent with this, live imaging studies
have documented changes in subcellular localization and
PcG protein mobility upon differentiation (Chen et al.
2005; Ren et al. 2008) or at different stages of develop-
ment (Ficz et al. 2005). However, a detailed quantitative
50analysis of the behavior of PcG proteins in living animals
in a single-cell system with defined differentiation pro-
cesses and mitotic activity is lacking. Binding of fly and
vertebrate PcG proteins to mitotic chromatin has been
observed in some cell types (Fanti et al. 2008; Vincenz and
55Kerppola 2008), while other studies report substantial
dissociation (Buchenau et al. 1998; Dietzel et al. 1999).
These differences may arise from the use of different
techniques or may be species-specific or cell type-specific.
Thus, whether there are quantitative changes in the nature
5These authors contributed equally to this work.
6Corresponding author.
E-mail leonie.ringrose@imba.oeaw.ac.at.
Article is online at http://www.genesdev.org/cgi/doi/10.1101/gad.184648.111.
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60 of PcG binding to mitotic chromatin in different cell types
of a single animal is not clear.
Here we investigate the behavior of GFP-fused Poly-
comb (PC::GFP) and Polyhomeotic (PH::GFP) in living
Drosophila larval neuroblasts and pupal sensory organ
65 precursor cells (SOPs). Neuroblasts are stem cell neuronal
progenitors that divide asymmetrically to give origin to
another neuroblast and a ganglionmother cell (GMC) (Doe
2008). SOPs are more determined cells that arise later in
fly development and divide asymmetrically to give two
70 well-defined daughter cells, pIIa and pIIb (Neumuller and
Knoblich 2009). We use a combination of quantitative
live imaging and mathematical modeling to query the
interaction of PcG proteins with chromatin in the neuro-
blast and SOP lineages both in interphase and on meta-
75 phase chromosomes. We show that PcG protein mobility
is decreased in more differentiated cells. In addition, we
identify and quantify a fraction of mitotically bound
PcG proteins whose chromatin-binding properties are
profoundly different from those measured in interphase,
80 showing up to 300-fold longer residence times. We iden-
tify mitotic phosphorylation of histone H3 at Ser 28 as a
potential mechanism governing the extent and rate of
mitotic PC dissociation. These findings suggest that mito-
sis provides a unique time frame in the cell cycle where
85 the PcG system chooses between stability and flexibility
during the establishment of cell identities.
Results
Transgenic PC::GFP and PH::GFP fulfill the functions
of the endogenous proteins
90 To investigate the behavior of the Polycomb-repressive
complex 1 (PRC1) proteins PC and PH during cell division
and differentiation, we studied previously characterized
EGFP fusions of these proteins (Dietzel et al. 1999; Ficz
et al. 2005). (EGFP is henceforth referred to as GFP.) The
95 PH::GFP fusion protein rescues homozygous ph-null
alleles (Ficz 2005; Ficz et al. 2005) and thus can replace
the endogenous protein. The PC::GFP fusion protein
has been reported to rescue homozygous alleles carrying
mutations in the PC chromodomain, such as PcXL5, but
100 not homozygous null alleles, such as Pc3, or those that
produce C-terminally truncated protein (Dietzel et al.
1999). Thus the PC::GFP fusion can partially fulfill the
functions of the endogenous protein in a Pc homozygous
mutant context. The suitability of this fusion protein
105 for live imaging studies had been addressed by several
investigators, demonstrating that the PC::GFP fusion
protein binds chromatin and participates in the PRC1
complex. This is supported by the banding pattern of
PC::GFP on polytene chromosomes in both intact sali-
110 vary gland nuclei (Dietzel et al. 1999; Ficz et al. 2005) and
fixed preparations (Ficz et al. 2005). In addition, the
genome-wide distribution of PC::GFP shows good agree-
ment with that of endogenous PC (Kwong et al. 2008).
Further supporting evidence for the correct chromatin-
115 binding behavior of PC::GFP is the timing of mitotic
dissociation and reassociation (Dietzel et al. 1999), which
is identical to the distribution of PC measured for the
endogenous PC protein determined by immunofluores-
cence (Buchenau et al. 1998).
120Nevertheless, to further characterize the PC::GFP
fusion protein, we re-examined its ability to rescue
transheterozygous Pc mutants. Previous rescue experi-
ments have been performed in homozygous mutant
backgrounds (Dietzel et al. 1999). Since chromosomes
125carrying lethal mutations are maintained as heterozygote
stocks over balancer chromosomes, they may accumu-
late second site mutations that lead to lethality when
the chromosome is brought into the homozygous state in
the rescue experiment. We did not observe rescue of
130transheterozygous combinations of null alleles; however,
this analysis showed that the transheterozygous le-
thal combination of Pc3/PcXL5 was rescued to adulthood
by the PC::GFP transgene ( F1Fig. 1A). Thus, the PC::GFP
transgene can rescue lethality in a more severely com-
135promised genetic background than previously shown.
In the following experiments, we examine the behav-
ior of PH::GFP and PC::GFP in neuroblasts of third
instar larval brains and in SOPs of pupae. PcG expres-
sion is essential for neuroblast survival (Bello et al. 2007;
140Neumuller et al. 2011) and for normal development of
SOPs and sensory organs (Sharp et al. 1994; Mummery-
Widmer et al. 2009). We therefore asked whether the
expression of an additional transgenic copy of PC or PH
would adversely affect development in these lineages.
145PC::GFP was expressed under the control of the ubiqui-
tous PC promoter (Dietzel et al. 1999), whereas PH::GFP
was expressed from a UAS transgene (Ficz et al. 2005). In
addition to the UAS sequence, the ph::gfp construct
contains the Pc promoter; however, this promoter gives
150expression of PH::GFP only in salivary glands (Ficz et al.
2005). To drive expression of PH::GFP specifically in the
neuroblast and SOP lineages, we used the worniu and
neuralized GAL4 drivers. worniu is active in all neuro-
blasts of the larval brain but not in neuroblast progeny (Lee
155et al. 2006), in addition to expression in the embryonic
CNS (Wheeler et al. 2006). neuralized is expressed in the
SOP and its progeny cells (Bellaiche et al. 2001). It has
been demonstrated that overexpression of PH transgenes
leads to cell death and tissue abnormalities (Ficz 2005;
160Martinez et al. 2009). The UAS-GAL4 expression strat-
egy for PH::GFP was intended to circumvent this prob-
lem by expressing the transgene during a limited de-
velopmental window.
In order to test whether even this limited expression
165strategy would nevertheless disrupt the lineages of in-
terest, we examined the morphology and number of neu-
roblasts in larval brains and the morphology of sensory
organs in adult flies. This analysis was performed for both
PH::GFP and PC::GFP transgenes. Despite readily visi-
170ble GFP signals, transgenic animals expressing either
PH::GFP or PC::GFP showed normal larval brain mor-
phology (Fig. 1B–D) and no detectable change in the
number or morphology of neuroblasts (Fig. 1E–G). Like-
wise, in adults, no change in the number or morphology
175of sensory organs was detected in transgenic animals
(Fig. 1H–J). We therefore conclude that the additional
Fonseca et al.
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transgenic copy of PH or PC does not adversely affect the
development of the neuroblast and SOP lineages.
To determine expression levels of transgenes, we used
180 quantitative Western blotting. Quantification of trans-
genic PH::GFP by Western blot was not possible due to
the driver-inducible neuroblast- and SOP-specific expres-
sion of PH::GFP, which would require isolation of cell
type-specific protein extracts. However, since PC::GFP is
185expressed under the control of the ubiquitous PC pro-
moter, we reasoned that whole-tissue extracts of larval
brains (Fig. 1K,L) and whole pupae (Fig. 1M,N) would be
informative. Interestingly, the endogenous PC protein
was substantially down-regulated in the presence of the
190transgene in both tissues, leading to a total PC over-
expression of twofold in brains (Fig. 1L) and 1.2-fold in
pupae (Fig. 1N). Similar down-regulation of the endog-
enous proteins in the presence of PH::GFP or PC::GFP
transgenes in wing discs and embryos has been reported
195previously (Ficz et al. 2005). Thus, despite the presence
of the additional transgenic copy, the total protein levels
are near to endogenous levels. In addition, since they
rescue mutants and do not adversely affect develop-
ment, we conclude that both the PH::GFP and PC::GFP
200transgenes are useful reporters of endogenous protein
behavior.
Quantitative live imaging of PcG proteins in single
defined cell lineages reveals transitions in protein
concentration upon entry into mitosis
205To examine the behavior of PC::GFP and PH::GFP during
mitotic division in neuroblasts and SOPs, we performed
live-cell imaging on neuroblasts in whole larval brains
( F2Fig. 2; Supplemental Movies S1, S2) and the SOP lineage
in pupal notum ( F3Fig. 3; Supplemental Movies S3, S4). To
210quantify GFP signal intensities, a three-dimensional (3D)
Figure 1. Analysis of PC and PH transgenes. (A) Rescue of
PcXL5/Pc3 mutants by PC::GFP expression. Progeny of the
crosses between +;PcXL5/TM3,Sb and +; Pc3/TM3,Sb and be-
tween Pc::GFP/CyO; PcXL5/TM3,Sb and Pc::GFP/CyO; Pc3/
TM3,Sb were scored for the number of adult flies for which
the third chromosome was PcXL5/Pc3, and the proportion of
these for which the second chromosome was heterozygous for
the transgene (PC::GFP/+) or homozygous for the transgene
(PC::GFP/PC::GFP) was calculated. The expected number of
flies of each genotype in the event of a full rescue was
calculated. (% rescue) The percentage of this expected number
that was represented by flies of that genotype. Above the plot
are shown the total number of flies counted in each experiment.
(B–J) Transgenic PH::GFP and PC::GFP do not adversely affect
the neuroblast and SOP lineages. (B–D) Third instar larval brains
showing normal morphology in the presence of either PH::GFP
(C) or PC::GFP (D) in comparison with control yw brains (B). (E–
G) Third instar larval brains were stained with aMiranda
antibody (see the Materials and Methods) to visualize neuro-
blasts, showing no detectable change in neuroblast number and
localization in the presence of either transgene. (H–J ) Adult nota
of yw (H), PH::GFP (I), and PC::GFP (J ) flies are shown, showing
no detectable change in sensory organ number and morphology
in transgenic flies. (K,M) Western blot using aPC antibody to
detect endogenous and GFP-fused PC in extracts of third instar
larval brains (K) and whole pupae (M) of yw and PC::GFP flies.
Histone H3 was used as loading control. (L,N) Quantification of
Western blots in K and M, performed as described in the
Materials and Methods. Data show the mean and standard error
of three independent Western blots.
Fig(s). 1 live 4/C
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mask of the volume occupied by the GFP fusion protein
in the cell of interest was applied, and signal intensities
were calculated (Figs. 2D,H,L,P, 3D,H,L,P,T,X). In order to
convert signal intensities to absolute concentrations of
215 GFP fusion proteins in single cells, we performed calibra-
tion using GFP-containing virus-like particles (GFP-
VLPs) (Figs. 2Q,R, 3Y; Supplemental Table S1; Dundr
et al. 2002; Rabut et al. 2004). To evaluate the accuracy of
GFP-VLP calibration for live GFP quantification, we com-
220pared this technique with GFP ELISA (enzyme-linked
Figure 2. Quantification of PH::GFP and PC::GFP in neuroblast lineage. (A–P) Deconvolved confocal laser scanning images of PH::GFP
(A,E), PC::GFP (I,M), and H2A::RFP (B,F,J,N) in neuroblast interphase (A–D,I–L) and metaphase (E–H,M–P). (Left) Diagrams identify
neuroblast (NB) and GMCs in images. (C,G,K,O) Merge panels show PH::GFP (C,G) or PC::GFP (K,O) in green and H2A::RFP in red.
(D,H,L,P) Mask panels show the volumes occupied by PH::GFP (D,H) and PC::GFP (L,P) in blue and the volume occupied by H2A::RFP
in yellow. Neuroblast lineage-specific expression of PH::GFP and H2A::RFP was obtained by using a worniu-GAL4 driver. For PC::GFP
imaging, PC::GFP was expressed under the endogenous Pc promoter, and H2A RFP was expressed from the ubiquitin promoter (see the
Materials and Methods for genotypes). (Q) Estimated number per nucleus of PC::GFP molecules in blastoderm embryos (2–3 h) using
GFP detection by ELISA (Cell Biolabs) or by GFP-VLP calibration, as described in the Materials and Methods. Data show the mean and
95% confidence intervals of 10 cells for GFP-VLP measurements and 10 independent ELISA assays. (R) Estimated number per cell of
PC::GFP molecules (left Y-axis) and endogenous PC molecules (right Y-axis) in yw flies by GFP-VLP calibration in neuroblast interphase
(NB) and metaphase (NBmet). Data show the mean and 95% confidence interval of at least four independent measurements. (S)
Measured cell volume of neuroblasts in interphase (NB) and metaphase (NBmet). Data show the mean and 95% confidence intervals of
at least four cells. (T) Estimated micromolar concentrations of endogenous PC in yw flies in neuroblast interphase (NB) and metaphase
(NBmet).
Fig(s). 2 live 4/C
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Figure 3. Quantification of PH::GFP and PC::GFP in SOP lineage. (A–X) Deconvolved confocal laser scanning images of PH::GFP
(A,E,I), PC::GFP (M,Q,U), and H2A::RFP (B,F,J,N,R,V) in SOP interphase (A–D,M–P) and metaphase (E–H,Q–T) and pIIa and pIIb
interphase (I–L,U–X). (Left) Diagrams identify SOPs and their daughter cells in images. (C,G,K,O,S,W) Merge panels show PH::GFP
(C,G,K) or PC::GFP (O,S,W) in green and H2A::RFP in red. (D,H,L,P,T,X) Mask panels show the volumes occupied by PH::GFP (D,H,L)
and PC::GFP (P,T,X) in blue and the volume occupied by H2A::RFP in yellow. SOP lineage-specific expression of PH::GFP and H2A::RFP
was obtained by using a neuralized-GAL4 driver. For PC::GFP imaging, PC::GFP was expressed under the endogenous PC promoter.(see
the Materials and Methods for genotypes). (Y) Estimated number per nucleus or metaphase cell of PC::GFP molecules (left Y-axis) and
endogenous PC molecules (right Y-axis) in yw flies measured by GFP-VLP calibration in SOP interphase (SOP) and metaphase (SOPmet)
and pIIa and pIIb interphase. Data show the mean and 95% confidence intervals of at least three cells. (Z) Measured cell volumes of
different cells in SOP lineage. Data show the mean and 95% confidence intervals of at least three cells. (AA) Estimated micromolar
concentrations of endogenous PC in yw flies, per nucleus or metaphase cell in different cells of SOP lineage.
Fig(s). 3 live 4/C
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immunosorbent assay) by applying both quantification
methods to blastoderm embryos (Fig. 2Q; see the Mate-
rials and Methods; Supplemental Material). This analysis
showed an approximately twofold difference between the
225 ELISA and VLP measurements, probably due to diffrac-
tion of the GFP signal caused by the thickness of the
embryo. We conclude that live GFP quantification by
GFP-VLP calibration gives a meaningful readout of pro-
tein concentrations for single-cell experiments.
230 By performing live GFP quantification and GFP-VLP
calibration for PH::GFP and PC::GFP in each cell lineage
at interphase andmetaphase (Figs. 2, 3), we calculated the
number of GFP fusion protein molecules in each cell type
(Figs. 2, 3; Supplemental Table S1). Conversion to micro-
235 molar concentrations via the measured volume occupied
by GFP in each cell type revealed that both GFP fusion
proteins undergo a substantial dilution (between 2.6-fold
and 5.2-fold) (see Supplemental Table S1) upon the in-
terphase-to-metaphase transition in both cell lineages
240 due to the increase in volume upon nuclear envelope
breakdown (NEBD) (Figs. 2S, 3Z; Supplemental Table S1).
Since the PC::GFP expression strategy allowed estima-
tion of endogenous PC protein levels (Fig. 1), we were able
to use measured PC::GFP molecule numbers and concen-
245 trations to calculate the expected values for the endoge-
nous PC protein in the wild-type situation (Figs. 2R,T,
3Y,AA). This analysis revealed different absolute num-
bers of endogenous PC molecules calculated in inter-
phase for the neuroblast (Fig. 2R), the SOP, and the SOP
250 daughter cells pIIa and pIIb (Fig. 3Y). Remarkably, how-
ever, due to the different nuclear volumes of these four
different cell types (Figs. 2S, 3Z), the calculated micro-
molar concentration of endogenous PC was essentially
identical in all four cell types, at;0.4 mM (Figs. 2T, 3AA).
255 In summary, this quantitative analysis of single defined
cell lineages reveals substantial dilution of PC and PH
upon entry into mitosis, but a remarkably similar endog-
enous concentration of PC at interphase in both lineages.
PC shows more dynamic interaction with chromatin
260 than PH
Previous studies have determined similar dissociation
rates for PH::GFP and PC::GFP from interphase chroma-
tin in wing discs (Ficz 2005; Ficz et al. 2005). However,
studies of mitotic dissociation showed distinct behavior
265 for the two proteins upon reassociation to chromatin after
mitosis (Buchenau et al. 1998). We thus askedwhether PC
and PH interact differently with chromatin in neuroblasts
and SOPs and whether different cell cycle stages are dis-
tinguished by different chromatin-binding properties of
270 either protein. To this end, we performed fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) on both GFP fusion
proteins in each cell type at interphase and metaphase
(F4 Fig. 4). Histone H2A fused to RFP (H2A::RFP) was used to
mark chromatin in both lineages (Figs. 2, 3) and served as
275 a guide for bleach spot placement onmetaphase chromatin.
The recovery data were analyzed by fitting kinetic mod-
els (McNally 2008; Mueller et al. 2008, 2010). Comparison
of different fitting procedures showed contributions of
both diffusion and binding to the recovery kinetics (Sup-
280plemental Fig. S1). Thus the reaction–diffusion model of
Mueller et al. (2008) was used for all data sets, enabling
values to be extracted for the diffusion coefficient (Df ),
the pseudo-first-order association rate (kon*), and the dis-
sociation rate (koff) (Fig. 4). To evaluate the robustness of
285the extracted values, these parameters were cross-validated
by several independent means (see Supplemental Material
[FRAP Data Analysis]). This cross-validation analysis
confirmed that a homogeneous global binding model
is sufficient to describe both the interphase and meta-
290phase data (Supplemental Fig. S2; Beaudouin et al. 2006;
Sprague et al. 2006), provided independent measures for
Df that are in excellent agreement with those extracted
from fitting (Supplemental Fig. S3), and defined limits for
the extracted values of kon* and koff for each data set
295(Supplemental Fig. S4).
Comparison of the recovery kinetics and measured
parameters for PC::GFP and PH::GFP revealed striking
differences between the two proteins. PH::GFP typically
showed far slower recovery than PC::GFP (Fig. 4A–F).
300This was due in part to a slower Df determined for
PH::GFP than for PC::GFP (Supplemental Fig. S3; Supple-
mental Table S1). Further differences between PC::GFP
and PH::GFP were observed upon comparison of the
bound fractions and kinetic rate constants. Calculation
305of the percentage of total protein bound at interphase in
different cell types showed 30%–70% of total PH::GFP
bound, in contrast to 10%–20% of total PC::GFP bound
(Fig. 4G; Supplemental Table S1). We note that one caveat
of these comparisons is that the percentage of total PH
310protein represented by PH::GFP is unknown. Neverthe-
less, the comparison of residence times—which reflect an
inherent, concentration-independent property of protein–
chromatin binding—revealed twofold to ninefold longer
residence times for PH::GFP than PC::GFP at interphase
315in all cell types (Fig. 4I; Supplemental Table S1). Taken
together, these results demonstrate inherently different
behaviors of PC::GFP and PH::GFP in terms of both
diffusion and chromatin interaction, with PC::GFP show-
ing faster diffusion and more dynamic interaction with
320chromatin than PH::GFP.
PcG proteins show decreased mobility upon
lineage commitment
Previous studies of the kinetics of PH::GFP chromatin
binding in Drosophila at different developmental stages
325have documented an approximately twofold lower aver-
age dissociation rate in larval wing imaginal discs than in
embryos, indicating longer residence times and thus
suggesting more stable chromatin association as devel-
opment proceeds (Ficz et al. 2005).
330To evaluate whether PcG proteins interact differently
with chromatin in different cell lineages and in the
progressive commitment of a single lineage, we compared
kinetic parameters at interphase in neuroblasts and the
SOP lineage (Fig. 4G–I). For PH::GFP, we measured an
335approximately twofold lower dissociation rate constant,
giving a twofold longer residence time in SOP interphase
Fonseca et al.
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compared with neuroblast interphase (Fig. 4I; Supple-
mental Table S1). In the more determined daughters of
the SOP (pIIa and pIIb), no further increase in residence
340 time was detected. However, the association rate con-
stant was approximately twofold higher in these daugh-
ter cells, contributing to a substantial increase in the
calculated bound fraction from 57% in SOPs to 66%–
68% in the daughters (Fig. 4G; Supplemental Table S1).
345 For PC::GFP, a similar trend was observed. We measured
a threefold longer residence time at interphase in SOPs
than in neuroblasts and a further threefold increase in
residence time in pIIa and pIIb (Fig. 4I; Supplemental
Table S1). Taken together, these results indicate not only
350 that the interaction of both PC and PHwith chromatin is
more dynamic in the stem cell neuroblast than in the
SOPs, but also that the mobility of both proteins de-
creases upon increasing cell fate commitment within
the SOP lineage.
355A fraction of PcG proteins remains strongly bound
to mitotic chromatin
To determine whether the nature of PcG–chromatin
interactions changes during the cell cycle, we examined
metaphase binding. Calculation of bound fractions of
360PH::GFP and PC::GFP from FRAP analysis of metaphase
chromatin showed a clear reduction in binding, with
0.4%–2% of total protein remaining bound tometaphase
chromosomes in both cell lineages (Fig. 4G; Supple-
mental Table S1). Independent calculation of meta-
365phase-bound fractions based on image quantification
gave consistent results (Supplemental Table S1). Thus,
Figure 4. FRAP analysis of PH::GFP and PC::GFP in neuroblast (NB) and SOP lineages. (A–F) FRAP recovery curves of PH::GFP (A–C)
and PC::GFP (D–F) in the neuroblast (NB) (A,D) and SOP (B,C,E,F) lineages. Interphase bleach spots were placed to cover several
PC::GFP or PH::GFP foci (see Figs. 2, 3). Metaphase bleach spots were placed in the region of the RFP signal (see Figs. 2, 3). Symbols
represent the mean of experimental values and are accompanied by the standard error of the mean, represented by a dashed line of the
same color. The solid darker line shows fit of FRAP model to the experimental data (see the Materials Methods; Supplementary
Material [FRAP Data Analysis], for full description of model and fitting procedures). NB and SOP (black on A,B,D,E) indicate neuroblast
and SOP interphase, and NBmet and SOPmet (red on A,B,D,E) indicate neuroblast and SOP metaphase. pIIa (black in C,F) and pIIb (red
in C,F) indicate the interphase of the respective SOP daughter cells. (G–I) Extracted total fraction bound (G), pseudo-first-order
association rate kon* (H), and residence time (I) of PH::GFP and PC::GFP in neuroblast and SOP lineages from FRAP model fit. The
fraction bound in the chromatin region was calculated as kon*/(koff + kon*). For metaphase measurements, the fraction bound in the
chromatin region was used in combination with the quantity of free protein outside the chromatin volume to calculate the fraction of
total protein bound, shown on the plots (see also Supplemental Table S1). Residence time was calculated as 1/koff. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals.
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a small fraction of PcG proteins remains bound to mitotic
chromatin.
To assess the kinetic properties of this fraction, we
370 examined association rates and residence times (Fig. 4H,I;
Supplemental Table S1). Remarkably, in most cases, this
metaphase-bound population showed properties pro-
foundly different from that bound in interphase, in terms
of both a slower association rate (Fig. 4H) and a longer
375 residence time (Fig. 4I). For each protein, the extent of
kinetic changes was different in different lineages. For
example, PH::GFP showed no significant change in be-
havior between interphase and metaphase in SOPs, but
a profound change in neuroblasts (Fig. 4H,I; Supplemental
380 Table S1). For PC::GFP, the residence time in neuroblasts
increased 7.3-fold, from 0.46 sec in interphase to 3.35 sec
in metaphase. In contrast, in SOPs for the same protein,
the increase in residence time at metaphase was >300-
fold, from 1.39 sec in interphase to >5 min in metaphase
385 (Supplemental Table S1). To determine the robustness of
the extracted parameters, we performed simulations of
FRAP recovery for a range of kon* and koff values and
evaluated the fit to the experimental data (Supplemental
Fig. S4). In both lineages and for both proteins, the kon*
390 and koff combinations giving the best fits to the meta-
phase and interphase data occupied distinct parameter
spaces (Supplemental Fig. S4), indicating robust differ-
ences between the measured data sets between inter-
phase and metaphase. These protein- and lineage-specific
395 differences in kinetic behavior suggest that the changes in
binding properties at metaphase are not a general effect of
chromatin condensation at mitosis but are specific to
each protein in each cell type.
Mathematical modeling predicts a slower time
400scale for mitotic dissociation of PC in SOPs
than in neuroblasts
In the above experiments, we measured different chroma-
tin-binding properties of PcG proteins at specific points
during the cell cycle; namely, interphase and metaphase.
405We next asked whether the changes in kinetic properties
that we measured are sufficient to account for the ob-
served reduction in binding at metaphase within the
known time frame of cell division in SOPs and neuro-
blasts (Mayer et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2006). To this end, we
410used mathematical modeling to simulate a time course of
protein–chromatin interactions upon cell cycle transi-
tions. The PcG–chromatin interaction was modeled us-
ing ordinary differential equations ( F5Fig. 5A; Supplemental
Material [Mathematical Modeling]). As inputs, we used
415the calculated numbers of endogenous PC molecules in
SOPs and neuroblasts, the association and dissociation
rates measured in FRAP at interphase and metaphase in
each cell lineage, and the corresponding nuclear or cell
volumes (Supplemental Table S1).
Figure 5. Mathematical modeling of mitotic dissociation of
PC from chromatin. (A) Model for interaction of PC protein
with chromatin targets. PC interacts with chromatin with the
association rates kon and dissociation rates koff. The model
describes three species: chromatin-bound PC, free PC, and free
chromatin. Implementation of the model is described in the
Supplemental Material, (Mathematical Modeling). (B,C) Model-
ing of endogenous PC in neuroblast (B) and SOP (C) lineages of
yw flies. Time is scaled in real time according to Mayer et al.
(2005) and Lee et al. (2006). Solid bars represent calculated
numbers of bound PC molecules extracted from FRAP experi-
ments at interphase or metaphase in each cell type as indicated.
Solid lines represent bound numbers of PC molecules predicted
by simulation using the model shown in A under different
assumptions as follows: (Black line) Dilution only model: Di-
lution of PC as measured (Figs. 2T, 3AA) occurs at NEBD, but
changes in binding rates are not included in the simulation to
evaluate the contribution of dilution alone to the chromatin-
binding properties of the system. This model predicts a sub-
stantial dissociation of PC caused by dilution alone in both cell
types (shown in B,C), which nevertheless fails to reach the
measured levels of dissociation. (Green) All changes at NEBD.
The measured dilution (Figs. 2T, 3AA) and extracted changes in
binding parameters (Fig. 4H,I) are included in the model, with all
changes occurring simultaneously at NEBD. For neuroblasts (A),
this model predicts a rapid dissociation to measured levels,
whereas for SOPs (B), the same model using SOP parameters
predicts a gradual dissociation, which does not reach measured
levels of dissociation by the onset of cytokinesis. (Red) Initial
gradual change of kon. The model assumes dilution as measured
(Figs. 2T, 3AA) at NEBD and change in koff as measured (Fig 4I)
at NEBD, but the association rate changes gradually from
extracted interphase to metaphase values (Fig 4H) from pro-
phase to NEBD. This model predicts dissociation of PC in SOPs
that is close to measured levels (shown in B).
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420 We first asked whether a change in the kinetic proper-
ties of PC is actually required for protein dissociation at
metaphase or whether the simple effects of protein di-
lution at NEBD would be sufficient (Fig. 5B,C, black
lines). These simulations predicted that although dilution
425 alone would achieve a substantial degree of dissociation,
the measured levels of metaphase binding are an order of
magnitude lower still. We next asked whether the changes
in kinetic rate constants that we measured would be
sufficient to remove this additional protein from mitotic
430 chromosomes within the time frame imposed by the cell
cycle (Fig. 5B,C, green lines). For this simulation, the
dilution and changes in binding propertieswere all effected
concomitantly upon NEBD. This simulation predicted
a rapid dissociation to the observed levels within seconds
435 of NEBD in neuroblasts. However, the predicted dissocia-
tion in SOPs was very slow, such that the observed levels
were not reached before the cell entered cytokinesis at the
end of metaphase (Fig. 5C). In the simulation, the system
reached equilibrium after ;33 min, predicting 385 bound
440 molecules (data not shown). Further inspection of param-
eters revealed that this difference between the cell types
was independent of diffusion (Supplemental Material
[Mathematical Modeling]) and was due mainly to the
faster exchange of PC in neuroblast interphase and the
445 very slow dissociation of PC in SOP metaphase.
The assumption made above—that all parameters
change at the same moment upon NEBD—is sufficient
to explain dissociation in neuroblasts but proved to be
invalid for SOPs (Fig 5C). We thus evaluated whether
450 a changed order of events could accelerate mitotic disso-
ciation. The moment of NEBD is well defined in our
experiments (visible as dispersal of GFP fusion proteins in
Figs. 2, 3; Supplemental Movies S1–S4). Simulations,
including diffusion (data not shown), predicted that pro-
455 tein dilution occurs within seconds after NEBD, thus the
assumption that protein dilution occurs effectively in-
stantaneously upon NEBD is valid. However, the con-
densation and modification of chromatin begin at pro-
phase, well before NEBD (Nowak and Corces 2004). To
460 simulate this gradual change in the nature of the chro-
matin template, we introduced a gradual change in the
association rate kon, starting at prophase (Fig. 5C, red
line). In both neuroblasts and SOPs, this resulted in rapid
dissociation of PC before NEBD and full dissociation
465 to the measured levels at metaphase. In summary, this
analysis predicts a slower dissociation kinetic for PC
in SOPs than in neuroblasts, which can be accelerated
by modeling a reduction in the association rate during
prophase.
470 H3S28 phosphorylation during prophase may
accelerate PC mitotic dissociation
We next asked what molecular mechanisms could ac-
count for a change in the association rate of PC to
chromatin during prophase. We reasoned that phosphor-
475 ylation of Ser 28 on histone H3 (H3S28p) may be a good
candidate. H3S28 phosphorylation is present during in-
terphase and increases during mitosis (Goto et al. 1999;
Giet and Glover 2001). PcG proteins have a reduced
ability to bind to the H3 tail trimethylated at Lys 27
480(H3K27me3) if the adjacent H3S28 site is phosphorylated
(Gehani et al. 2010; Lau and Cheung 2011). We reasoned
that an accumulation of H3K27me3/S28p during pro-
phase could effectively reduce the association rate of PC
to chromatin by reducing the number of sites available for
485binding in a manner analogous to that reported for
heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (Fischle et al. 2005;
Hirota et al. 2005). To determine whether H3K27me3/
S28p accumulates during prophase in neuroblasts and
SOPs, we generated an antibody that specifically recog-
490nizes the double modification (see the Materials and
Methods; Supplemental Fig. S5). F6Figure 6 shows that
robust accumulation of H3K27me3/S28P was indeed de-
tectable in prophase in both neuroblasts and SOPs before
the onset of NEBD. These results are consistent with
495a role of this double modification in ejecting PC from
chromatin during prophase.
To further examine a functional role for the
H3K27me3S28p double mark in regulating PC binding,
we performed RNAi-mediated knockdown of the JIL-1
500kinase in neuroblasts. JIL-1 is a homolog of the MSK
kinase, which phosphorylates both H3S10 and H3S28
in interphase (Jin et al. 1999; Gehani et al. 2010; Lau
and Cheung 2011). JIL-1 knockdown had no effect on
the expression levels of PC::GFP (data not shown).
505Remarkably, knockdown of JIL-1 led to an increase in
the residence time of PC::GFP on interphase chromatin
(Fig. 6S), consistent with a role for H3S28p in ejecting
PC from chromatin. We conclude that this modifica-
tion may contribute to the active reduction in PC
510binding that we predicted by mathematical modeling
to be required before NEBD, thus accelerating mitotic
dissociation of PC.
Discussion
We used a combination of quantitative live imaging and
515mathematical modeling to investigate changes in the
dynamic behavior of PcG proteins upon mitosis and cell
fate transitions in living Drosophila, giving quantitative
insight into the properties of the PcG system.
For the PH::GFP fusion protein, the use of limited
520tissue-specific expression strategies was necessary to
avoid cell death associated with PH overexpression. This,
in turn, precluded the quantification of endogenous PH
molecule numbers, since protocols for the isolation of
GFP-marked SOPs and neuroblasts are not currently
525available. A goal of future studies will be to isolate the
PH::GFP-expressing cell types of interest in order to
enable relative quantification of PH::GFP and endoge-
nous PH. For the PC::GFP fusion protein, the transgene
was expressed under the endogenous Pc promoter, en-
530abling quantification of relative amounts of transgenic
and endogenous protein from whole tissues. It is impor-
tant to consider to what extent the partial rescue of Pc
mutants by the PC::GFP transgene will affect the quan-
titative conclusions we draw here. By quantitative com-
535parison with PH::GFP behavior, it has been proposed that
In vivo Polycomb kinetics
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the PC::GFP fusion is less favored by fourfold to fivefold
in the PRC1 complex than the endogenous protein (Ficz
et al. 2005). Ficz et al. (2005) concluded that the popula-
tion of PRC1 is marked with PC::GFP, but the bound
540 fraction of PC::GFP may be an underestimation of the
bound fraction of endogenous PC. This effect may lead to
the lower bound fraction that we measure for PC::GFP in
comparison with PH::GFP. It also follows from this that
second-order kinetic processes (on rates) will be prone to
545 inaccuracies, but first-order processes (off rates and there-
fore residence times) will be unaffected. We note that the
accurate determination of the true on rate (kon) from the
pseudo-first-order association rate (kon*), extracted from
FRAP experiments such as these, is also limited by the
550 unknown quantity of free binding sites (McNally 2008);
thus, at best, one can extract relative kon values that
allow comparisons between different cell types. This in
itself allows meaningful comparisons. In summary, we
conclude that the PC::GFP fusion protein is a useful
555 reporter of specific aspects of endogenous protein behav-
ior: It enables the accurate determination of residence
times, absolute protein quantities (which do not rely on
protein activity), and relative differences between on
rates in different cell types and at different cell cycle
560 stages.
Comparison of PC::GFP and PH::GFP revealed twofold
to ninefold longer residence times for PH::GFP than
PC::GFP at interphase in all cell types. This result sug-
gests that PC and PH do not solely operate as part of
565 the PRC1 complex, consistent with previous studies
(Buchenau et al. 1998). The longer residence times
observed for PH::GFP may reflect multimerization of
PH via the SAM domain, which has been shown to be
required for PH-mediated gene silencing (Robinson et al.
5702012). The cell type-specific differences that we observe
in the kinetic behavior of PH::GFP raise the intriguing
possibility that some of these may be due to regulation
of sterile amotif (SAM) domain polymerization and thus
PH silencing properties.
575The estimation of the number of endogenous PC
molecules bound to chromatin in interphase (;2500–
7500 depending on cell type) (Supplemental Table S1)
allows comparison with numbers of PcG target genes
estimated from profiling studies (between 400 and 2000)
580(Martinez et al. 2009; Enderle et al. 2011). We note that
the interphase residence times for both proteins mea-
sured in this study (0.5–10 sec) (Supplemental Table S1)
are shorter than those previously reported for the same
fusion proteins in other tissues (2–6min) (Ficz et al. 2005).
585These differences may arise from the different cell types
examined or from the different FRAP analysis models
used. Indeed, the residence times measured here are con-
sistent with those measured for several transcription
factors using similar FRAP models (Mueller et al. 2008).
590These findings suggest that in interphase, several PC
molecules are bound to a given target gene and exchange
within a matter of seconds on a time scale similar to
transcription factor-binding events. The fact that we
measured shorter residence times in neuroblasts than in
595SOPs suggests that the mode of PcG binding, and thus the
extent of silencing, may be differently regulated in stem
cells and differentiated cells.
Figure 6. The H3K27me3/S28p double mark accu-
mulates during prophase in neuroblasts and SOPs.
Neuroblasts (A–I) and SOPs (J–R) of larvae and pupae
expressing PC::GFP were fixed and stained with
aH3K27me3/S28p (see the Materials and Methods).
(A,D,G,J,M,P) The GFP signal reveals PC::GFP
distribution and identifies cells that have not yet
undergone NEBD, visible as distinct nuclear and
cytoplasmic regions in A, D, J, and M. (G,P) After
NEBD, the PC::GFP signal is dispersed throughout
the cell volume. Detection of H3K27me3/S28p re-
veals that the double mark is present in interphase
(B,K) and accumulates during prophase, prior to
NEBD (E,N). (H,Q) Maximum levels of double mark
are detected at metaphase. Bars:A–I, 2 mm; J–R, 1 mm.
(S) JIL-1 knockdown modulates PC::GFP kinetics
in neuroblasts. The residence time of PC::GFP in
neuroblast interphase upon no RNAi (!) and knock-
down of JIL-1. Transient expression of a UAS -JIL-1
RNAi construct (Dietzl et al. 2007) (obtained from
the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center [VDRC], http://
stockcenter.vdrc.at/control/main) was achieved us-
ing an inscuteable GAL4 driver line for expression
in neuroblasts (Kraut and Campos- Ortega 1996) in
combination with GAL80ts (see the Materials and
Methods) to achieve transient expression of the
RNAi construct in third instar larvae. Data show
the mean and SEM of at least three experiments. (*) P-value < 0.05 (two-tailed t-test). Residence times were extracted from FRAP
experiments as shown in Figure 4. Fitting was performed with fixed Df [Df(1)] (Supplemental Table S1).
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The analysis of different cell lineages and of interphase-
to-mitotic transitions led to two key findings. First, we
600 document a progressive reduction in mobility of both
PC::GFP and PH::GFP upon lineage commitment both
between cell types and within a single lineage, consistent
with and extending previous studies showing reduced
mobility of these proteins at later developmental stages
605 (Ficz et al. 2005) and a general loss of chromatin plasticity
upon embryonic stem (ES) cell differentiation (Meshorer
et al. 2006). Interestingly, a recent study of TFIIH binding
in developing mammalian tissues, performed in living
mice, revealed a differentiation-driven reduction in TFIIH
610 mobility, revealing long-lasting but reversible immobili-
zation in post-mitotic cells (Giglia-Mari et al. 2009). It
will be of great interest in the future to examine PC, PH,
and other PcG and TrxG (Trithorax group) proteins in
other cell lineages to determine the extent to which res-
615 idence times aremodulatable upon changes in cell identity.
In particular, it will be interesting to examine the kinetics
of theDNA-binding proteins that recruit the PcG and TrxG
proteins to their sites of action.
Second, we identify a fraction of PcG molecules that
620 remain strongly bound to mitotic chromatin in both
neuroblasts and SOPs. The long residence times (up to
several minutes) of this bound fraction raise the impor-
tant question of whether these molecules are carriers of
mitotic memory. Thus, how the mitotic chromatin-
625 binding properties of the PcG are differently regulated
in SOPs and neuroblasts will be a key question for future
studies. Does a strongly bound subpopulation exist in
interphase? In the mathematical model for PC dissocia-
tion (Fig. 5), all PC molecules are treated as belonging to
630 a single population whose properties change upon entry
into mitosis. We note that a model in which a subpopu-
lation with long residence time exists during interphase
would also be compatible with the observed data, but
such a subpopulation was not discernible from the FRAP
635 recovery data.
The determination of molecule numbers, concentra-
tions, and kinetic constants gives insight into the abso-
lute quantities and mobilities of free and bound PC
molecules in specific cell types in the endogenous situ-
640 ation, thus providing in vivo quantitation of an epigenetic
system. These in vivo measurements will be essential
for interpretation of models based on in vitro findings.
Furthermore, this analysis enabled us to use quantitative
mathematical modeling to examine the predicted behav-
645 ior of the system over time during an entire cell cycle.
The most important insight provided by the model is the
requirement for accelerated PC displacement in SOPs and
the prediction that this may be provided by a reduction in
association rate during prophase. We demonstrate that
650 H3S28 phosphorylation is a good candidate mechanism
for PC displacement during prophase and metaphase, in
addition to its documented role in PcG displacement
during interphase (Gehani et al. 2010; Lau and Cheung
2011). The increased residence time that we observed for
655 PC::GFP upon RNAi-mediated knockdown of JIL-1 is
consistent with a role of H3S28P in ejecting PC from
H3K27me3 sites on chromatin. Our observation of accu-
mulation of this double mark in prophase and metaphase
is consistent with observations of mitotic accumulation
660of H3K9me3/S10p (Fischle et al. 2005; Hirota et al. 2005)
but is in contrast to the study of Gehani et al. (2010), who
report only slight changes in levels of H3K27me3/S28p
from interphase to metaphase in human fibroblasts. This
discrepancy strongly suggests that the extent of mitotic
665S28 phosphorylation on K27-methylated H3 tails is cell
type-specific, consistent with a potential role for this
mark in distinguishing the mitotic behavior of PC in
SOPs and neuroblasts.
Since H3K27me3/S28p is associated with ejection of
670PC from chromatin, and the double mark is highly
enriched on mitotic chromatin, additional mechanisms
must contribute to the increased residence times of the
small bound fraction of PC::GFP that we observed in
mitosis. These may include post-translational modifica-
675tions of PC and PH proteins themselves (Niessen et al.
2009), a switch of binding platform (e.g., from histone
tails to DNA or RNA), and modification of recruiting or
competing molecules ( F7Fig. 7). Whether these proposed
mechanisms contribute to mitotic PcG displacement and
680retention and whether they are regulated differently in
different lineages will be key questions for future studies.
In summary, we demonstrate here that the properties
of the PcG proteins are not only different in different
lineages, but also profoundly altered at mitosis. We pro-
685pose that this regulation of PcG properties may be
essential to both the stability of determined cell identi-
ties and the flexibility of the stem cell state.
The combination of absolute quantification with anal-
ysis in living animals that we used in this study offers
Figure 7. Model for interaction of PC with chromatin during
mitosis. During interphase, PC binds chromatin through the
interaction of its chromodomain with histone H3 trimethylated
at Ser 27 (H3K27me3). As cells enter mitosis, AU2phosphorylation
of H3S28 reduces the available binding sites for PC, which, in
parallel with the protein dilution at NEBD, leads to the disper-
sion of PC from mitotic chromatin. Additional cell type-specific
processes (X) lead to a change in the overall binding properties
of PC at metaphase, so that the remaining binding PC molecules
are able to bind longer to chromatin. Such mechanisms may
include post-translational modifications of PcG proteins them-
selves, a switch of binding platform (e.g., from histone tails
to DNA or RNA), and modification of recruiting or competing
molecules.
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690 three key advances to the study of epigenetic regulation:
First, we examine single, defined, genetically marked cell
lineages as they go through mitosis and differentiation
or self-renewal. Only in a living animal can we observe
a defined mitotic event and its differentiated or self-
695 renewed daughter cells. Second, only by quantifying
absolute numbers of chromatin-bound endogenous mol-
ecules in real volumes can we begin to understand the
biological meaning of observed differences in terms of
cellular concentrations and protein abundance. Third,
700 these quantitative measurements enable not only the
comparison of dynamic transitions in different cell types,
but also meaningful mathematical models, identifying
which parameters of the system can best explain the
observed changes in the plasticity of PcG–chromatin
705 binding upon mitosis and differentiation in stem cells
and in more determined lineages. In summary, the com-
bined use of live imaging and mathematical modeling in
genetically tractable, dynamically changing in vivo ex-
periments provides quantitative insight into how a sys-
710 tem whose components are in constant flux can ensure
both stability and flexibility.
Materials and methods
Fly strains, husbandry, and rescue experiments
The strains used in this study are shown in TT1 able 1. Both PC and
715 PH were used as EGFP fusion proteins (designated PC::GFP and
PH::GFP).
Flies were maintained in standard medium at 18°C. Rescue
experiments were performed at 25°C, according to the scheme
shown in Figure 1. For SOP lineage imaging of PH::GFP, PC::GFP,
720 and GFPnls, crosses were made between the neuralized (neur)-
GAL4 driver and PH::GFP, PC::GFP, and GFPnls flies to obtain
the following respective progenies: w1118; P{Tub-GAL80ts,w+}/
P{UAS,pPc-PH::GFP,w+}; P{neur-GAL4,w+}, P{UAS-H2A::mRFP,
w+}/+. w1118; P{Tub-GAL80ts,w+}/+; P{neur-GAL4,w+}, P{UAS-
725 H2A::mRFP, w+}/P{pPc-PC::GFP,w+}. w1118; P{Tub-GAL80ts,w+}/
P{UAS-GFPnls,w+}; P{neur-GAL4,w+},P{UAS-H2A::mRFP, w+}/+.
These flies were switched to 25°C 15 h before SOP imaging
and FRAP to allow for GAL4-driven expression. For neuroblast
lineage imaging of PH::GFP, PH::GFP,H2A::RFP third instar
730larvae were collected and imaged without further crossing.
For neuroblast lineage imaging of PC::GFP, a cross between
H2A::RFP and PC::GFP,H2A::RFP flies was conducted to obtain
the following genotype: w1118;+; P{pPc-PC::GFP,w+}, P{Ubi-
H2A::mRFP,w+}/P{Ubi-H2A::mRFP,w+} For neuroblast imaging
735of GFPnls, a cross between GFPnls and H2A::RFP flies was
conducted to obtain the following genotype: w1118; P{UAS-
GFPnls,w+}/+; P{Ubi-H2A::mRFP,w+}/+. For RNAi knockdown
of JIL-1, Insc-driver female flies were crossed to JIL-1 RNAi
males and raised at 18°C. Upon appearance of third instar
740larvae, the progeny was transferred for 24–48 h to 29°C.
H2A::RFP-expressing neuroblasts were then used for subse-
quent experiments.
Quantitative Western blotting
Fly extracts and Western blots were performed as described in
745Ficz et al. (2005) with minimal changes. Proteins were separated
inNuPAGE 4%–12%Bis-Tris, and PCwas probedwith a primary
polyclonal a-PC antibody (d-220, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and
histone H3 with a primary polyclonal a-H3 antibody (Abcam).
HRP-conjugated antibodies were used for secondary detection.
750ECL-Plus (Amersham) detection was used to generate chemo-
fluorescence detected and quantified using a Typhoon scanner
(GEHealthcare). All values were normalized to a loading control.
H3K27me3S28ph antibody production
A rabbit polyclonal H3K27me3S28ph antibody was generated in
755collaboration with Eurogentec. Animals were immunized with
the KLH-conjugated synthetic peptide QLATKAARK(me3)
S(ph)APATGGVKKC corresponding to amino acids 19–37 of his-
tone H3. Positive sera were purified by the manufacturer in a
two-step procedure. Antibodies specific to the dual modification
760were captured on the AF-Amino TOYOPEARL 650 Mmatrix cou-
pled with the peptide used for immunization: QLATKAARK(me3)
S(ph)APATGGVKKC. Following elution with 100 mM glycine (pH
2.5), antibodies recognizing the peptide in the absence of modifi-
cations were removed with a matrix coupled with the unmodified
765peptide QLATKAARKSAPATGGVKKC. After the purification,
antibody specificity was tested by dot blotting.
Table 1. Strains used in this study
Name Genotype Source
PC::GFP w1118;+; P{pPc-PC::GFP,w+} R. Paro
PH::GFP w1118; P{UAS,pPc-PH::GFP,w+};+ D. Arndt-Jovin
GFPnls w1118; P{UAS-GFPnls,w+;+} B. Dickson
neur driver w1118; P{Tub-GAL80ts,w+}; P{neur-GAL4,w+},P{UAS-H2A::mRFP, w+} J. Knoblich
H2A::RFP w1118;+; P{Ubi-H2A::mRFP,w+} J. Knoblich
PC::GFP, H2A::RFP w1118;+; P{pPc-PC::GFP,w+}, P{Ubi-H2A::mRFP,w+
PH::GFP, H2A::RFP w1118; P{UAS,pPc-PH::GFP,w+}, P{worn-GAL4,w+}/Cy,O;
P{Ubi-H2A::mRFP,w+}.
GFPnls, H2A::RFP w1118; P{UAS-GFPnls,w+}, P{worn-GAL4,w+}/Cy,O; P{Ubi-H2A::mRFP,w+}
PcXL5 w1118;+; PcXL5/TM3,Ser
Pc3 In(3R)P(Pc3), Pc3/TM1 Drosophila
Genomics Resource
Center no. 106475
PC::GFP (II) w1118; P{pPc-PC::GFP,w+};+ R. Paro
Insc driver w1118; P{neur-GAL4,w+}/Cy,O;P{Tub-GAL80ts,w+} J. Knoblich
JIL-1 RNAi w1118; {UAS-JIL-1 RNAi (VDRC #107001KK)}, w+; P{pPc-PC::GFP,w+},
P{Ubi-H2A::mRFP,w+}
VDRC no.
107001KK
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Dot blot
Synthetic peptides corresponding to the N-terminal sequence of
histone H3 (amino acids 19–37), with different S28 phosphor-
770 ylation and K27 methylation status, were spotted on a PVDF
membrane and probed with the a-H3K27me3S28ph antibody
(dilution 1:20,000). For detection, a secondary anti-rabbit horse-
radish peroxidase-conjugated antibody and the Enhanced Chem-
iluminescence (ECL) detection system were used. To ensure
775 equal peptide loading, a duplicate membrane was stained with
Ponceau S (Supplemental Fig. S5).
Immunocytochemistry in larval brains and pupal nota
Immunocytochemistry experiments in larval brains were per-
formed as described (Betschinger et al. 2006). Immunocytochem-
780 istry experiments in pupal nota were performed by dissecting
the pupae in 5% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered sa-
line (PBS). The total time of fixation was 20 min, and the sub-
sequent procedure was identical to that described for larval
brains. The primary antibodies used were rabbit a-Miranda
785 (1:250) (Betschinger et al. 2006) and rabbit a-H3K27me3S28ph
(1:2000) (this study). The secondary antibody was AlexaFluor 647
goat a-rabbit (1:500) (Invitrogen A-21245). For the images shown
in Figure 6, GFP was imaged directly without staining.
Quantification of GFP fusion proteins using GFP-VLPs
790 For quantification of EGFP-fused proteins, EGFP-VLPs (100 ng/mL)
were spread on a #1.5 coverslip and imaged under the same
settings as the GFP fusion protein of interest. Images of GFP-
VLPs were deconvolved with the CMLE method of the software
Huygens Pro (SVI), and a total intensity of at least 80 particles
795 was determined using Imaris (Bitplane). After binning of inten-
sities, the mode of the distribution was selected as the intensity
of 120 GFP molecules. Comparison of GFP fusion intensities
calculated with Imaris (Bitplane) with this value allowed the
estimation of GFP fusion protein quantities.
800 Quantification of GFP fusion proteins using ELISA
ELISA was performed using a GFP ELISA kit (Cell Biolabs),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Total protein was
extracted from 20 hand-collected, dechorionated, 2:15- to 2:45-h-
old embryos by sonification in 100 mL of DLB buffer (20 mM
805 HEPES-KOH at pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton
X-100, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM MgAc2, Roche Complete protease
inhibitors). Extracts were cleared by centrifugation and diluted
20-fold using assay diluent (GFP ELISA kit). Samples were mea-
sured in duplicates. The number of GFP molecules per nucleus
810 was calculated based on the observation that each embryo
contains 6000 nuclei (Foe and Alberts 1983) and that 100 mL of
diluted extract corresponds to the protein from one embryo. The
number of PC::EGFPmolecules per nucleus was calculated using
the following equation: molecules = (mass of PC::GFP[g]/MW
815 GFP) 3 (6.022 3 10!23)/6000 nuclei.
Preparation of specimens for microscopy and imaging
For SOP imaging, pupae were prepared as described in Bellaiche
et al. (2001). Imaging was performed at room temperature on
a Zeiss LSM710 with a 633 1.4 NA oil immersion objective
820 using an Argon laser at 488 nm for GFP imaging (collection
between 485 and 563 nm) and a DPSS 561-10 laser at 561 nm for
mRFP imaging (collection between 563 and 728 nm) and a pinhole
equivalent to 2.45Airy units. The voxel sizewas 513 513 150 nm.
For neuroblast imaging, larval brains were dissected in a Lab-Tek
825II Chamber #1.5 German Coverglass (Nalgene Nunc Interna-
tional) containing 200 mL of PBS. Imaging was performed at room
temperature on a Zeiss LSM710 with a 633 1.2 NA water
immersion objective using an Argon laser at 488 nm for GFP
imaging (collection between 485 and 563 nm) and a DPSS 561-10
830laser at 561 nm for mRFP imaging (collection between 563 and
728 nm) and a pinhole equivalent to 2.07 Airy units. The voxel
size was 51 3 51 3 150 nm.
Image processing
All images acquired were deconvolved using measured PSFs
835with the CMLE method of the software Huygens Pro (SVI). The
measurement of the volumes occupied and the total fluores-
cence intensity of GFP and mRFP were performed with Imaris
(Bitplane). Background was subtracted from intensity measure-
ments.
840FRAP
FRAP experiments were performed as described in Mueller et al.
(2008) with minimal changes. FRAP was performed in a Zeiss
LSM710 with the confocal pinhole set to 3 Airy units. The image
size was 5123 62 pixels, with a pixel size of 45 nm. Images were
845acquired every 20msec for GFPnls and PC::GFP experiments and
50 msec and 100 msec for PH::GFP using 1% AOTF of the 488
line of an Argon laser. The circle bleach region had a diameter of
40 pixels; it was centered on the image field and overlapped with
expression of H2A::RFP. The bleach iteration number was set to
8502 and 100% AOTF of the 488 line in an Argon laser. Background
was measured within a region with no cells of the image and
subtracted fromdata. All intensitymeasurementswere performed
with MatLab (Mathworks).
FRAP model fitting
855FRAP modeling of recovery curves was performed according to
Mueller et al. (2008) inMatLab (Mathworks)withminimal changes,
described in detail in the Supplemental Material (FRAP Data
Analysis). An adaptation of the model described in Beaudouin
et al. (2006) for evaluation of the effect of nonhomogeneous protein
860distribution on extracted parameters was implemented in Math-
ematica (Wolfram). Cross-validation was also performed on FRAP
recovery curves measured in metaphase according to Sprague
et al. (2006) using Matlab (Mathworks). The above methods are
described in detail in the Supplemental Material (FRAP Data
865Analysis).
Mathematical model of PC interaction with chromatin
A linearized ordinary differential equation system was used to
model the interaction of endogenous PC proteins with chroma-
tin. A full description of the equations and parameters of this
870model are given in the Supplemental Material (Mathematical
Modeling) and Supplemental Table S1. Simulations were per-
formed using MatLab (Mathworks).
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